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IT is with mingled feelings of sorrow and regret that we Lave to announce the 

death of our beloved and venerateci father, Mr. B E N J A M I N S A M U E L W I L L I A M S , which 

took place on the evening of the 24th of June last, after a long and painful 

illness, which he bore with heroic patience and characteristic tranquillity. Perhaps 

the greatest sorrow befalls our venerable grandfather, who is stili living, and 

who, from his extreme age, will doubtless feel the loss of his fourth son most 

aeutely. 

Mr. B. S. Williams was borii at Hoddesdon, Herts, in 1822 ; his father, Mr. 

James Williams, being at that time gardener to John Warner, Esq., The Wood-

lands. At the age of fourteen Mr. B. S. Williams entered upon his first gardening 

appointment under his father at The Woodlands. His first love in floriculture 

was the Pansy, of which he became an ardent, enthusiastic, and successful exhibitor 

at the age of twenty, and of which fiower he was to the last passionately fond. 

The next fiower which attracted his attention, and to the cultivation of which he 

devoted much time, was the Ranunculus ; from this he directed his mind to horti-

calture in general, and fìgured very prominently in the London suburban shows 

as a formidable rivai in exhibiting fruits and vegetables. He afterwards sojourned 

for a short period of time in the nursery of Messrs. A d a m Paul & Son, at 

Cheshunt, from whence he returned to The Woodlands, Hoddesdon, in the 

eapacity of foreman to his father, under whose tuition he exerted himself with the 

greatest industry and assiduity, in order that he might master ali the details of 

general gardening, and advance himself therein. H e afterwards received the appoint

ment of Orchid grower to C. B. Warner, Esq., who was then forming a large and 

cxtensive collection of these beautiful pianta; he soon found full scope for "his 

talents and energy in his new sphere, and began to lay for himself the foundation 

of the reputation, which he ever silice nobly retained, of being one of the 

foremost and most successful Orchid cultivators of his day and generation. 



It is worthy of note that one year he carried off ali the first prizes for Orchids 

at the London shows, in competition with Mr. Hanbury, Mrs. Lawrence, and 

others, who owned the premier Orchid collections at that time. 

His name will be handed down the vistas of time to future generations 

associateci with Orchids—the Royal family of plants ; to their study and cultivation 

the most important part of his active life was devoted with a zeal and enthusiasm 

that knew ho bounds, because his whole soul was wrapt up therein. H e excelled 

in this department on account of his wide and varied experience and extensive 

knowledge, and became a frequent exhibitor of these gorgeous flowers at the 

London Shows, and that, too, with marked success. H e always maintained that 

single specimens macie the best plants for exhibition purposes, and were far in 

advance of made-up plants. 

The great event of his life was the foundation of the present business, which 

he comftienced in partnership with Mr. Robert Parker, in the Seven Sisters Road, 

Holloway, in 1854, and continuecl until the year 1861, when the partnership was 

dissolved by mutuai consent ; Mr. Parker establishing himse]f at Tooting, and 

devoting his attention to the cultivation of hardy plants. Mr. Williams then removed 

to the premises where the business is now conducted, at Upper Holloway, where 

we were recently taken into partnership with him. The success which he achieved 

bere is well known, and through his indomitable energy and perseverance the. firm 

enjoys a world-wide reputation for the excellence of their plants and seeds. He 

was a contimious exhibitor of Orchids and other plants at ali the principal London, 

Manchester, and other provincial shows, as well as at ali the most important shows 

on the Continent and in America, in every instance honourably maintaining his 

reputation, and coming off with ecidi 

In 1851, at the suggestion of Dr. Lindley, he wrote a seuies of articles for 

the Gardeners' Chronicle, entitled " Orchids for the Million." These articles were 

re-published in an amplified forai in the first edition of the Orchid Growers' Manual, 

a work which has since passed through six editions ; the last of which has been 

cntirely remodelled and revised, and is now considered the standard work on Orchids, 

besides being the most complete work on the subject e ver published. In addition 

to this, he published bis work on Choice Stove and Greenhouse Plants, in two 

volumes, also a work on Select Ferns, ali of which have passed through several 

editions, and have found a ready sale, which is steadily increasing. In addition to 

this, he wrote the cultural notes for Select Orchidaceous Plants of Mr. Robert 

Warner, which was commenced in 1862, and is stili unfinished. 

In 1881 he commenced his magnum opus—the O R C H I D A L B U M — w h i c h was 

projected with the idea of supplying a demand for illustrations of Orchidaceous 

plants, with botanical descriptions of the plants fìgured, notes on their cultivation, 

and such general observations concerning them as might be likely to prove of 

interest or utility to Orchid growers. The work was dedicated by special per-

mission to H.R.IL The Princess of Wales. Its appearance was hailed with great 

satisfaction in horticultnral circles throughout the world, and it numbers amongst 

its subscribers nearly ali lovers of Orchids and many of our leading and most 



influential horticulturists. It has been carried on through eight volumes, and the 

fimi intend to continue the work until it is completed. W e hope that future 

volumes of the O R C H I D A L B U M will be found none the less worthy because of the 

change in its editorial management, which this sad event necessitates. 

The late Mr. B. S. Williams was interred at Highgate Cemetery on the 30th 

of June, amidst his bereaved family and a host of sorrowing friends, surrounded 

both by his present and many of his old employés, who deeply mourn his loss, 

for he was respected and revered by ali who knew him. 

The business at the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries will in future be conducted 

by us, his son and surviving partner, under the title of B. S. Williams & Son ; 

and we hope to secure in the future the patronage which was so generously 

accorded to us in the past by our numerous friends and customers. N o pains will 

be spared on our part to merit this, and it shall ever be our Constant endeavour 

to maintain the high reputation to which the firm has attained.—H. W I L L I A M S . 

We are indebted to the Proprietors of the G A R D E N E R S ' M A G A Z I N E for the 

loan of the annexed Portrait. 
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CATTLEYA MASTERSONIA. 
[PLATE 385.] 

Garden Hybrid. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs erect, davate, thickening upwards, furrowed, from six 
to eight inches high, and diphyllous. Leaves broadly oblong obtuse, emarginate, 
leathery in texture, and deep green. Scape terminal, erect, hearing several flowers, 
which are from four to fìve inches across. Sepals and petals soft rosy purple, 
the latter much the broader, and undulated ; tip three-lobed, lateral lobes yellowish 
white on the outside, bordered with amethyst, anterior lobe broad and spreading, 
bifid, intense rich purple in front, the base and throat being of a soft clear yellow. 
It is the result of a cross between C. Loddigesii and C. labiata. 

C A T T L E Y A M A S T E R S O N I A , Reichenbach fil., Gardeners' Chronicle, x., 1878, p. 556 ; 
Williams, Orchid-Growers Manual, 6 ed., p. 189. 

W e here introduce to our readers one of the most charming of the hybrid 

Cattleyas raised by the Messrs. Veitch in their nursery at Chelsea, and we believe 

it to be one of the first seedlings produced in that establishment. There are 

numerous other hybrid kinds most beautiful in figuration, whose portraits will be 

found in the various volumes of this work, and there yet remains many others to 

be figured. The plant we here portray is the offspring of Cattleya Loddigesii and 

C. labiata, two species very different in growth and fiower. The bloom of this 

plant partakes of the character of C. labiata, especially in its form and colours, 

whilst its growth with its two leaves more closely resembles the first-named parent. 

There are, however, great variations in seedling Orchids, and in C. Mastersonia 

there are also varieties, some far inferior to that whose portrait we here represent. 

The specimen our drawing was taken from was grown by Mr. Woolford when 

he had charge of the late very fine collection formed by W . Lee, Esq., of 

Downside, Leatherhead, and at the sale of these plants it realised a considerable 

sum of money, as the variety is stili very rare, especially such a fine form as this 

was well known to be. 
Cattleya Mastersonia is a beautiful evergreen plant. The pseudobulbs are 

some eight inches high, and bear on the summit a pair of stout leathery leaves, 

which are about four inches long by two inches in breadth, and lively green in 

colour. The scape is terminal, rises from a large sheath, and bears several flowers, 

which are arranged somewhat closely together; they are of good substance, and 

measure some five inches across. The sepals and petals are rose-purple or amethyst, 

whilst the lateral lobe of the lip is yellowish white, with a delicate amethyst 

border, the front lobe being of an intense rich purple. It blooms during the 

sprino* months, and continues in beauty between three and four weeks. 

M 



This is a free-growing plant, which thrives in an admirable manner if its 

requirements are properly administered to ; this is an important factor in the culti

vation of ali subjects. If it be found that a particular plant does not succeed 

under one mode of treatment, another system should be tried until success is 

attained; but care should be taken to give each trial sufficient time to be thoroughly 

tested, for plants do not at once spring rapidly from one state to another, but 

require attention and watchful care to restore them if in a bad condition. It is 

well to procure a healthy subject to start with, if possible ; but sometimes one 

becomes possessed of a plant which sadly lacks vigour, and we have found from 

•experience that unhealthy Cattleyas are frequently very difficult to restore to a 

flourishing condition. They require careful attention in the matter of heat and 

moisture, and situation we have found to be of the greatest importance. For 

instance, when a Cattleya has become shrivelled and unhealthy, we have found it a 

good pian to place it in a shady position, where it m a y be supplied with moisture 

about its stems and foliage ; but this, again, requires thought, as much depends 

upon the season of the year. If the weather be hot, a slight syringing in the 

morning and afternoon will be highly beneficiai, until the stems plump up and 

commence to root, when the plant or plants should be gradually inured to more 

light, care being exercised with regard to the moisture supplied, when it will recover 

vigour and health. W h e n plants are in a sickly condition, they should never be 

allowed to bear any flowers—a process which exhausts them very m u c h — a n d their 

energies will be better exerted in the production of new growth. Thus every plant 

in a collection should be under the watchful care of a responsible head, whose chief 

aim is to see that every plant is thriving, and upon the least sign to the contrary, 

at once set about its restoration. The plant will have been suffering some little 

time before its condition is noticeable, and will require immediate attention, as 
delays in such cases are often serious and dangerous. 

W e find the Cattleya in question succeeds either in a pot or hangino* basket, 

but in both cases it must be kept near the roof-glass, in order to afford it as much 

light as possible. It should be potted in good fibrous peat, from which ali the 

fine particles have been shaken, to which may be added a little chopped sphagnum 

moss, the object in chopping the latter being to allow of its mixing in a better 

manner with the peat fibre. In potting or basketing the plants, a few nodules of 

charcoal should be added from time to time, which allows the roots more freedom, 

and also assists in keeping the soil more sweet about them. The drainage must 

also be ampie and thorough, as the roots require a fair amount of water during 

active growth; but it requires to be carried quickly away, and everything about 
them should be kept in a sweet and healthy condition. 
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BIFREN ARI A AURANTI AC A. 
[PLATE 386.J 

Native of Brazil and Demerara. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs broadly ovate, compressed, monophyllous. Leaves oblong* 
ovate, acute, plicate, tapering below into a short footstalk. Scape erect, spring-
ìng from the base of the pseudobulb, some six or eight inches high, hearing 
several rich yellow flowers, which are somewhat obscurely spotted with orange. 
Sepals and petals oblong, spreading, and nearly uniform in size and shape, slightly 
undulate; lip three-lobed, clawed, articulated with the base of the column ; lateral 
lobes oblong, defìexed, anterior lobe large, bifìd, hearing a fleshy excrescence near 
the base. Column sub-cylindrical. 

B I F R E N A R I A A U R A N T I A C A , Lindley, Botanica! Register, xxii., t. 1875 ; Botanical 
Magatine, t. 3597 

Bifrenaria aurantiaca belongs to one of the smallest genera of the Orchidacea3r 
and its nearest ally is Lycaste ; indeed, some of the species have been transferred to 

that genus. This plant is similar in growth to Lycaste Harrisonice (an old 

species that is far too little grown), and its flowers are produced upon short erect 

spikes in a similar manner. It is a showy species, as may be readily inferred by 

a glance at our present illustration, being also of easy culture. Although it has 

been an inhabitant of our gardens for upwards of fifty years, it deserves far more 

extended cultivation than is accorded it. 

The specimen from which our figure was taken was grown in the fine collection 

which has been brought together by R. H. Measures, Esq., The Woodlands, 

Streatham, in whose garden it produced a grand effect, and we were pleased to 

obtain a figure for the A L B U M of such an old and good plant. The one in 

question was suspended at the end of a house at just the right level with the line 

of vision, and it presented a splendid appearance, with its bright yellow flowers 

and splendid large dark green foliage, in just such a position as to display its 

attractions to the best advantage. 

Bifrenaria is a name given to some of the Maxillaria-like plants, which have 

two bridle-like attachments to their pollen-masses instead of four, and B. aurantiaca 

is one of them. It is an evergreen species, with rounded compressed pseudobulbs 

and dark green plaited leaves. The spike is produced from the side of the 

pseudobulbs near the base, and bears a raceme of several flowers, which individually 

are some three inches across and of a bright yellow colour. It blooms during the 

winter months after the growths are completed, and the flowers last a considerable 

time in full beauty. 



The plant will thrive well on a block of wood or on a raft. This latter 

pian is a good system to cultivate the plant upon, as it enables the flowers to 

be seen to the best advantage ; but being grown in this way it requires more 

attention in watering than when cultivated in a pot, which was the old-fashioned 

way in which we used to grow this species years ago. During the time of its 

active growth the block or rafts should be taken down and well soaked in a tub 

of water in order that a greater amount of moisture may be administered to the 

roots than can be given by syringing ; but every day in summer, and even twice 

daily during the very hot weather, syringing overhead will be necessary. After 

growth is completed, and during the winter season, very little water is necessary, 

just sufficient to maintain the bulbs and leaves in a plump condition being ali that 

is required, save the flowering plants, which, of course, require more, to enable 

them to properly develop their blossoms. Some living sphagnum moss must be 

kept about its roots, and it should be kept in a growing condition. If the moss 

should decay or become dead, remove it, and place some new and sweet material 

about the roots, as they cannot form strong and vigorous bulbs with any decayed 

moss or soil about them. The Cattleya house will be most congenial to its 

development, giving it ali the light possible, save in the full sunshine, when a 

light shade is necessary to prevent the leaves from becoming disfìgured. 
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ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRE WILSONII. 
[PLATE 387.] 

Native of Botola, New Grenada. 

Epiphytal Pseudobidbs oblong-ovate, compressed, slightly marked with brownish 
purple, diphyllous. Leaves oblong-ligulate, acute, channelled in front, and keeled 
benino, near the base, deep green. Scape radicai, raceme many-flowered. Mowers 
beautifully coloured ; sepals oblong-lanceolate, white suffused with rose, spotted and 
blotched with chestnut-brown ; petals ovate, undulated, white suffused with rose, and 
neavdy spotted with chestnut-brown in the upper part; tip slightly shorter than 
that of the normal plant, ovate, toothed at the edge, white, spotted in front with 
chestnut-brown. Column club-shaped, chestnut-brown. 

ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRE WlLSONII, SUpra. 

This very pretty variety of Odontoglossum Alexandra was imported a few 

years ago among many others. It is really quite surprising how many splendid 

varieties are sent home by our collectors, who, if they were only aware what 

grand varieties were in their various consignments, would in ali probability 

stipulate for a much better remuneration than is usually accorded them, for when 

these splendid forms open their blooms they realise a large sum of money, and 

it is on the chance of obtaining such that so many imported 0. Alexandra 

are purchased. It is very curious and strange that this species varies so much 

more than many others ; 0. Pescatorei for instance, which is a species we have 

known longer than it, has certainly produced a few varieties, of which the superb 

form known as Veitchianum is the best, and has wonderfully improved since the 

time when we figured it in Voi. ii., t. 68, yet, as before remarked, these variations 

are far less frequent and less beautiful than the forms of Alexandra, which crop 

up out of every importation. The beautiful spotted variety here depicted was 

bloomed in the fine collection formecl by A. Wilson, Esq., of Sheffield, who 

possesses many splendid species and varieties of this order of plants, and they are 

well grown and carefully tended by the gardener, Mr. Pidsley. 

Odontoglossum Alexandra Wilsonii, like ali the rest of the variations of this 

species, is a compact evergreen variety, resembling the typical plant in its pseudo

bulbs and growth. The inflorescence is produced in a similar manner, but the 

flowers are very distinct ; the sepals and petals are white flushed with rose, and 

heavily spotted and blotched with chestnut-brown, the lip also being spotted with 

the same colour. This plant thrives under the same treatment as that which suits 

the typical plant, that is to say, it should be grown in a pot, and the pot must 



be well drained ; the soil should consist of fibrous peat and sphagnum moss* 

in about equal parts, and this should be pressed down firmly. Nearly ali the 

Odontoglossums require a fair supply of water during active growth, but it should 

pass quickly away from the roots, and not be allowed to lie round about their 

roots and become stagnant. In the resting season, if they really have any season 

of active rest, the roots must be kept in a moist condition, for in their native 

country they are subject to heavy rains at this season, and at this time they bring 

forth their flowers and commence their new growth, and when the blooms are over 

and the rains cease they enter upon a cooler season, subjected to heavy dews. 

These plants when under cultivation are benefited by cow manure, and we apply 

it in a weak state diluted with water, pouring it beneath the stages in the 

evening ; this we find helps them very much in the development of bulbs and 

leaves, and tends to give a colour to both. Another great factor necessary to 

produce sturdy plants, is full exposure to light. W e have found that Odonto

glossums like ali the light it is possible for us to give them, but they do not 

like the strong sunshine ; little, however, serves to make them more robust and 

ripens up the bulbs, and well-ripened bulbs fiower better and withstand our dull 

winter months far better than miniature sappy growth. The house in which these 

plants are grown should be kept clean and smart, as this displays the full beauties 

of the plants, and they have a far better appearance than plants present when. 
kept in a slovenly, ill-cleansed Orchid house. 











CATTLEYA ELDORADO VIRGINALIS. 
[PLATE 388.] 

Native of the Rio Negro, Brazil. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs clustered, erect, davate, hearing a single, oblong-
ligulate leaf. Scape terminal, hearing several very fragrant flowers. Sepals and 
petals somewhat narrow, of the purest white ; tip at the base rolled over the 
eolumn, becoming tubular, the front lobe spreading, of the same pure white as the 
sepals and petals, the throat stained with rich orange-yellow. 

C A T T L E Y A E L D O R A D O VIRGINALIS, supra. 

C A T T L E Y A VIRGINALIS L I N D E N E T A N D R E , lllustration Horticole, 3 s., t. 257 

C A T T L E Y A W A L L I S I I , Hort. 

The genus Cattleya comprises many beautiful species and varieties which 

may claim to be the fìnest and most showy Orchids which we have in cultivation 

at the present day, and amongst them Cattleya Eldorado occupies a prominent 

position ; it varies considerably in the depth of colour which is developed by the 

flowers of different varieties, but ali and any of them are well deserving of the 

attention of Orchid growers, on account of the compact habit of this species and 

its free-flowering qualities ; an additional recommendation is that its flowers are 

produced at a time when few Orchids are in bloom, and that they are deliciously 

fragrant. The form we here represent is a chaste and charming variety, differing 

entirely from the typical plant; in fact these albino forms in the Cattleyas are ali 

exquisitely beautiful, and although this is not a new variety, it is ever a welcome 

and elegant addition to a collection of these plants. Another form, C. Eldorado 

splendens, we have already figured in Voi. vii., t. 310, which form is a very highly 

coloured variety, and contrasts well with the albino form called virginalis, which we 

now lay before our readers ; both these forms are stili rare, but they crop up in 

a promiscuous manner amongst the importations which arrive in this country. The 

new and rare varieties which from time to time bloom out of every importation, 

causes one to wish to be in their native country during the blooming season, 

and secure the many choice and select forms which are to be found. 

Cattleya Eldorado virginalis is a splendid evergreen variety, which resembles 

the species so closely in its growth that it cannot be distinguished until its flowers 

appear. The bulbs are about eight inches high, and bear a very thick and fleshy 

leaf; the fiower is formed just before the growth is completed, and when the bulb 

is strong it opens from the sheath with four or five blossoms, each of which 

measures some six inches across. The sepals and petals are pure white ; the lip and 



column is of the same colour, saving a stain of bright orange in the throat, this-

same colour in the throat being a great improvement in ali these white Cattleyas. 

In addition to the chasteness of its flowers it is gratefully perfumed, which renderà 

it very welcome through the months of August and September, and it lasts three-

or four weeks in full perfection if the flowers are kept free from cold damp, but 

if this is not provided against they soon become spotted, which soon disfigures the 

bloom and they speedily decay. The cultivation of this plant is very easy, but 

it requires to be kept dormant through the winter months. W e find it thrives 

well in baskets suspended near the roof-glass, and also equally well in pots placed 

on the side stages of the ho'use, where they have the advantage of the glass at 

the sides, in addition to that on the roof. The pots or baskets should be of 

medium size, over-potting being the great fading of young beginners in Orchid 

culture, to w h o m these remarks are specially directed, although re-potting will be 

necessary as the plants increase in size. W e find that the best peat and sphagnum 

moss are the most suitable materials for this plant, although we have often seen 

other materials used, but in most cases those who dabble in these materials have to-

return to the peat and moss to restore their plants to health ; indeed, we have 

seen many plants quite spoilt through potting in an eccentric manner, for during 

the forty years we have had in the cultivation of Orchids, we have never had any 

occasion to alter our system of potting, and have never seen any good results 

accrue from the use of the so-called improved potting material. This Cattleya requires 

the warmest end of the Cattleya house to produce vigorous growth, and it also delights 

in a moderate amount of water during the growing season. After the flowering is past 

and the growths are well ripened up, the water supply must be considerably 

reduced, and the plant should be kept as quiet as possible, in order to check 

growth before the spring; the want of attention to this is the cause why Cattleyas 

that fiower on the season's growth in the autumn so seldom continue to thrive, 

for if not kept dormant, the growth they make through the winter months does 

not ripen sufficiently to produce a flowering bulb the next season. The best time 

for re-potting is in the spring, just when the young roots and growth begin to 

appear, when, as the sun increases in power, a slight shading will be found 

necessary, in order to preserve the foliage from being disfigured, and to preserve 
it in good colour. 
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CYPRIPEDIUM ARTHURIANUM. 
[PLATE 389.] 

Garden Hybrid. 

Terrestrial. Leaves narrowly ligulate, three to four inches long, faintly tessellated 
with dark green upon a pale ground. Scape erect, flowers solitary, large and showy. 
Dorso! sepal yellowish green, upper portion wavy and pure white, the coloured 
portion marked with spotted veins of brownish crimson ; interior sepal much smaller, 
and paler in colour, sparingly spotted with brown ; petals oblong-ligulate, deflexed, 
and slightly recurved, undulated on both edges, particularly the upper one, purplish 
green on the superior half, veined with deep crimson, the inferior naif pale yellowish 
green, with dotted lines of crimson, the edges cibate ; tip calceiform, with a wide 
aperture, greenish yellow, veined and streaked with brown, and dotted with crimson 
on the interior. Staminode large, pale yellow, with green centre. 

The result of a cross between C. insigne and C. Fairrieanum. 
C Y P R I P E D I U M A R T H U R I A N U M , Reichenbach f, Gardeners' Chronicle, N.S. ii., 1874, 

p. 676; Orchidophile, 1887, p. 209, with piate; Veitch's Manna! of Orchidaceous 
Plants, xv., pp. 77 and 78, with fig. ; Williams, Orchid-Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 238. 

W e have already figured numerous species, varieties, and hybrid Cypripediums 

in the previous volumes of the A L B U M , but the one here depicted is thoroughly 

distinct from any that have already appeared, and this is a point which must be 

taken into consideration by hybridisers—there should be no countenance given to 

any hybrid unless it carries with it some point of distinction, and it is our aim 

to portray in the pages of the À L B U M the most beautiful and interesting forms of 

this deservedly popular genus of plants, which cannot fail to give satisfaction to ali 

lovers of the Orchid family. The subject of our illustration is the result of a cross 

between C. insigne and C. Fairrieanum. It was raised by Messrs. J. Veitch & 

Sons, of Chelsea, and was dedicated in 1874 to the late Mr. Arthur Veitch by 

Professor Reichenbach ; it is at the present time one of the most distinct 

amongst the numerous forms of this genus which are now to be found in our 

collections. This is stili a rare plant, and these hybrids take time to increase 

sufficiently to insure an example for ali our Orchid growers; they differ from the 

species which are found in their native countries by our collectors when they ruth-

lessly clear out every plant they can find, entirely clearing the species from the 

locality ; such must have been the case with C. Fairrieanum many years ago, as 

it has never again been found to this day. C. superbiens is another kind 

which has only been imported once, which is remarkable, and we can but 

regret this, as it is the very best of the barbatum section. Our artist's portrait 

N 



of this plant was taken from a specimen in our own collection in the Victoria and 

Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, where with us it blooms very freely every 

year. 

Cypripedium Arthurianum is a distinct and beautiful hybrid. It is a dwarf-

growing evergreen plant, with foliage some five inches long and an inch broad ; the 

seape is about eight inches high, and single flowered, each blossom measuring about 

five inches across. The flowers have somewhat the general appearance of C. insigne 

Maulei, the dorsal sepal being of a pale yellowish green, veined and spotted with 

blackish crimson; the petals are also veined with deep crimson, deflexed and recurved, 

which is the peculiar character of C. Fairrieanum, its other parent ; lip veined and 

mottled with brown on a pale greenish yellow ground. It blooms during the autumn 

months, and if the plant is kept in a warm house, where it has been growing, 

its blossoms remain in full beauty for upwards of six weeks. 

This plant thrives well in the temperature of the Cattleya house well exposed 

to the light, and appears to be intermediate in its constitution, one of its parents 

being a cool-house plant, whilst the other requires the heat of the East India 

house, but the offspring thrives best in an intermediate situation. It will grow 

well in either a pot or basket, but we find pot culture the more congenial to its 

wants ; it, however, requires careful potting, also judicious selection of the material 

nsed, and although it does inherit some of the peculiarities of C. Fairrieanum, it 

nevertheless also partakes of some of the vigour of its other parent, C. insigne. 

From experience we find that it requires ampie drainage, which should be eovered 

with some rough peat fibre, and the soil consist of good fibrous peat, leaf-mould, 

and nodules of charcoal ; the plant must be firmly potted, and elevated on a 

cone-like mound above the pot's rim. This variety requires careful watering, as it 

does not like so great a quantity as some of the members of this genus, but yet 

its roots should never be allowed to become dry, and herein lies one of the 

peculiarities in its cultivation. These Cypripediums, having no thick fleshy pseudo

bulbs to support them, or to draw upon during a period of drought, require great 

attention as regards the supply of moisture to their roots at ali seasons of the 
year. 











ODONTOGLOSSUM CUSPIDATUM XANTHO-

GLOSSUM. 
[PLATE 390.] 

Native of U.S. of Colombia. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs broadly ovai, compressed, slightly furrowed, and deep 
green, hearing on the summit a pair of lanceolate leaves, which are narrow, almost 
petiolate at the base, and obtuse at the apex. Scape erect, much longer than the 
leaves. Raceme nodding, many flowered. Flowers nearly four inches across, and 
very showy; sepals linear-lanceolate, acute, deep chestnut-brown, bordered and tipped 
with yellow, and also transversely barred with a few streaks of yellow; petals 
broader than the sepals, ovate, acute, waved at the edges, bright yellow, heavily 
spotted and blotched with deep chestnut ; tip broadly ligulate, acuminate, waved at 
the edges, bright golden yellow in front, behind which is a large patch of deep 
chestnut ; disc and crest white with a yellow border, which is dotted with chestnut. 
Column curved, toothed at the sides, white, dotted with chestnut. 

O D O N T O G L O S S U M CUSPIDATUM, Reichenbach f, Lindenia ih., t. 99 ; Reichenbach j., 
Xenia Orchidacea, ii., t. 184. 

O D O N T O G L O S S U M C U S P I D A T U M X A N T H O G L O S S U M , Reichenbach f, Gardeners' Chronicle, 
N.S., 1881, xv., p. 428; Williams, Orchid-Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 438. 

This rare and magnificent Odontoglossum is one of the very best of this 

section, of which there are so many importations, but very few have proved to be 

so fine as the one here illustrated. It belongs to the 0. luteo-purpureum group, 

but it is very distinct from the typical plant, the forms sent home from time to 

time by various collectors requiring to become established before they fiower and 

become recognised, for now we have such a vast quantity of these plants it 

becomes difficult to recognise them from the shape of the pseudobulb only. This 

species is a native of U.S. of Colombia, a country which appears to abound 

in Orchidacese, from whence such vast quantities have been sent, and are stili being 

sent to Europe, and to this country in particular. 

Our present subject is a very free-growing plant as well as an abundant 

bloomer, throwing out splendid spikes of bloom when the plant is in vigorous 

health. The present piate was prepared from a specimen which did exist in our 

own collection in the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries at Holloway, but this season 

this beautiful plant has passed into the rich and rare collection of the Comte de 

Germiny, Chateau de Gouville, France, where Odontoglossums are cultivated in great 

numbers, and with great skill. Although some few years ago it was stated that France 



was too warm for the successful cultivation of Odontoglossums, the plants under 

the care of Mr. Vincent prove such not to be the case, as at Gouville these 

plants are in the tìnest possible condition. 
Odontoglossum cuspidatum xanthoglossum is a splendid compact-growing evergreen 

plant, having pseudobulbs and leaves of a rich dark green hue ; its spikes are thrown 

up after growth is completed, the raceme being many flowered, and drooping from the 

weight of its flowers, which are very brilliantly coloured. The blooms are large, 

and the sepals and petals are rich golden yellow, blotched and barred with chestnut-

brown ; the lip is somewhat pandurate, cuspidate, the edges waved and toothed, 

yellow, blotched with a large spot of reddish brown at the base. It is a very 

brilliant and showy variety, especially when mixed with the white flowers of such 

kinds as 0. Alexandra, 0. Pescatorei and others, and when so grouped it is very 

effective. It blooms during the months of March and Aprii, and lasts fully six 

weeks in perfection. 

The requirements of this Odontoglossum are identical with others from the cool 

regions of U.S. of Colombia, and of which we have so frequently given details in these 

pages. One great feature to be observed in the cultivation of these plants is to 

keep them free from ali insects, which, if not well searched for, will infest cool 

growing Orchids; however, they having a lower temperature and moister atmosphere than 

the warm house species, are not so liable to become infested with insects, but there 

is a small-shelled snail {Helix alliaria) which is introduced with the sphagnum moss, 

and small slugs which have the same origin, that acquire a rabid taste for the 

young spikes of bloom as they appear, and unless they are rigidly kept down will 

be a source of great annoyance by so destroying the blossoms. Full instructions 

for the destruction of insects and ali pests which infest the Orchid plants m a y be 

found in the sixth edition of Williams' Orchid-Growers' Manual, p. 79, and if the details 

there recounted are carefully studied, and the requisite remedies adopted, there will 

be little fear of these insects becoming troublesome ; but if the work is done in a 

careless and negligent manner they will soon become a source of regret and 
lamentation. 











CYPRIPEDIUM MACROPTERUM. 
[PLATE 391.] 

Garden Hybrid. 

Terrestrial. Leaves elliptic-oblong, some nine inches in length, and almost two 
Inches in breadth, handsomely tessellated with dark green upon a pale green ground. 
Scape erect, two or more flowered. Dorsal sepal ovate, fringed on the edge with 
short black hairs, light green, suffused with brown at the base, netted with deep 
green veins, and narrowly bordered with white ; inferior sepal similarly coloured, but 
smaller ; petals deflexed, slightly undulated, some three or four inches long, the 
apical portion much the broadest, and clear purplish violet, the basai part greenish 
yellow, freely spotted with blackish wart-like spots, which are more or less hairy ; 
lip large and obtuse, pale violet-purple above, greenish yellow beneath. Staminode 
green in centre, surrounded with dull purple and bordered with white. 

It is the result of a cross between C. Lowii and C. superbiens. 
C Y P R I P E D I U M M A C R O P T E R U M , Reichenbach f., Gardeners' Chronicle, N.S., xviii., 

p. 552. Id. xx., p. 294. Veitch's Manual of Orchidaceous Plants, iv., p. 90. 

Cypripedium macropterum is without doubt one of the best hybrids that has 

been obtained by the skill of the hybridiser, and it is a plant that should be 

found in every collection of Orchidaceous plants, as there is no fear that this variety 

will ever be discarded whilst these plants are grown. W e have now such a vast 

quantity of fine species, hybrids and varieties of Cypripedes, that it will become 

necessary to weed out the inferior kinds, yet this is a point which depends upon the 

taste of cultivators, many of wh o m are admirers of the curious as well as of the 

beautiful, so that there will nearly always be a demand for distinct curious forms, 

independent of beauty. These Cypripediums are very easily crossed and raised from 

seed, they are easily cultivated, are for the most part free bloomers, and their flowers 

last a very long time in full beauty, and anyone having a fair amount of species 

and varieties may have a bloom for every day in the year. 

This beautiful plant was obtained by Mr. Seden, in the establishment of Messrs. 

-J. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, its parents being C. Lowii and C. superbiens, and the 

Messrs. Veitch say of it, " It is one of the comparatively few hybrid Cypripediums 

in which the characteristics of the seed parent predominate in the fiower." 

The drawing for this piate was taken by our artist from a plant which flowered 

in our own collection, in the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, 

during the present summer. 

Cypripedium macropterum is a compact and charming hybrid, with persistent, 

variegated foliage. The scape is terminal and erect, hearing two or more flowers, which 



when expanded measure some six inches across ; dorsal sepal pale green, veined 

with green of a deeper hue which passes into brownish at the base ; petals three 

inches long, spirally twisted, yellowish towards the base, spotted with dark purple, 

becoming wholly pale purple towards the tips ; lip dull brown. It blooms during 

the months of June and July, and continues several weeks in full beauty. 

The details of Cypripedium culture have been so often given in the different 

volumes of the A L B U M , that it is not requisite to recapitulate in this instance ;. 

suffìce it to say that drainage is of the utmost importance, and upon no account 

allow anything of a dead or decaying nature to remain about the plants, as this 

is very detrimental to their well being. Care must also be taken not to leave any 

of the roots exposed which have previously been covered, as sudden exposure to 

the air we have found to be injurious ; those roots, however, which grow naturally 

on the outside do not suffer in any way from the exposure. 

C A T T L E Y A E L D O R A D O VIRGINALIS, Piate 3 8 8 . — W e should have mentioned that 

this piate was taken from a fine plant in the collection of Reginald Young, Esq., 
Fringilla, Linnet Lane, Liverpool. 











ONCIDIUM ANTHROCRENE. 
[PLATE 392.] 

Native of New Grenada. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs four inches or more high, oblong, compressed, much 
furrowed, deep green. Leaves in pairs from the apex of the pseudobulbs, oblong-
acute, cannate beneath, some six or eight inches long, and one-and-a-half inches 
wide, very dark green. Scape erect, sometimes branched, many-flowered. Mowers 
large and showy, measuring from two-and-a-half to three inches across ; sepals 
and petals oblong-lanceolate, acute, nearly equal, much undulated, reflexed at 
the tips, ground colour greenish yellow, heavily marked with transverse streaks of 
deep brown ; tip three-lobed, lateral lobes small, obtuse, yellow with numerous spots 
and dots of brown ; anterior lobe somewhat ovate, cuspidate, undulated, white with 
a broad spot of brown at the base in front of the crest. 

O N C I D I U M A N T H R O C R E N E , Reichenbach f, in Linnaa, 1877 xli., p. 102 ; 
Williams, Orchid Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 474. 

Oncidium is a very large genus, and it contains many small-flowered plants 

which have no claims to a position in the A L B U M ; but it is a very great pity that 

the Refugium, which was so ably conducted by the late William Wdson Saunders, of 

Reigate, should not be continued for such species. O n the other hand, however, 

this genus contains many large-flowered and showy kinds, which rank amongst the 

most beautiful of Orchids, and many of these charming kinds have appeared in 

former volumes of this work, whilst many more are waiting to appear. These 

showy kinds are among the most decorative plants in our Orchid houses, and by 

a selection of kinds, sòme may be had in fiower during the whole year. They 

are for the most part easily grown, and fiower freely annually, but yet they require 

care and attention after their flowering season is past, this being one of the main 

points in the cultivation of Orchids, for if strong and vigorous growth be not 

obtained, flowers in due season cannot be expected. The species here introduced 

to our readers is a most distinct and attractive one, at the same time it is 

one not often seen, but it well deserves the attention of every one desirous 

of forming an interesting and diversified collection. It is these diversified groups of 

plants that attract the attention of non-cultivators of Orchids, their bright and 

wonderful combinati on of colours, their grotesque forms, and in many instances their 

powerful and grateful odour, giving rise to wonder and surprise to a far greater 

extent than the gorgeous display made by a house full of Cattleyas or Lselias, or 

Odontoglossums, or any other one genus, magnificent as these plants are. It 

requires an admixture of beautiful kinds nicely arranged and grouped to enlist the 



sympathies of a stranger, and to make an Orchid grower. W e are indebted to the 

kindness of W . L. Barclay, Esq., The Briars, Reigate, for the opportunity of 

laying this species before our readers, the drawing being taken from a very fine and 

well-grown specimen in his collection, which is under the care of Mr. Bailey. 

Oncidium anthrocrene is a very distinct and curious evergreen species, of dwarf 

habit. Its pseudobulbs are some four inches high, hearing rich dark green leaves, 

six or more inches in length, and its branching racemes of fiower appear after the 

growth is completed. The plant somewhat resembles Miltonia Warscewiczii in its 

general habit of growth, but its spike of bloom is much longer, and is much 

branched. The sepals and petals are chocolate-brown transversely barred with yellow, 

and prettily undulated, the column is also similarly marked, whilst the lip is white. 

It blooms during the months of January and February, and it continues in full 

beauty for several weeks. 

The plant in question should be grown in a pot. and this must be well drained ;. 

the soil should consist of good fibrous upland peat, mixed with some chopped 

sphagnum moss, and some nodules of charcoal. The potting season should follow 

the flowering season in this case, as soon after blooming the plant begins to grow.. 

If the plant does not require re-potting, it will be much benefìted by top-

dressing, and this is the very best time to perform the operation, as then the 

new roots receive the full benefit of the new soil, at the same time care 

must be exercised that the old living roots be not injured, as want of thought in 

this matter often results in weak growth for the season, and loss of fiower at the 

proper time. It enjoys a somewhat liberal amount of moisture to its roots during 

the growing season, and as its blooms appear during the winter months there cannot 

be said to be any season of rest for this plant, although much less water will 

suffice than during active growth, therefore let it always have sufficient moisture to 

keep the bulbs and leaves in plump and fresh condition. The temperature of the 

Cattleya house is most suitable for this season. It enjoys an abundance of L>ht,. 

and therefore should be placed near the glass ; but it requires to be shaded from 

the hottest sun. The flowers of this species last a very long time in full perfection, 

so long, sometimes, as to act detrimental to the health of the plants through 

exhaustion ; this should be avoided, and the spike should be cut before it acts dele-

teriously upon it. W h e n cut it may be placed in those little tubes of water 

which are now becoming common, and are most useful, as they can be inserted in 
the pot and stili have the appearance of being upon the plant. 
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L^LIA ELEGANS BLENHEIMENSE. 
[PLATE 393.] 

Native of Southern Brazil. 

Epiphytal. Stems terete, slender, somewhat davate, two feet or more high, 
hearing on the summit a pair of thick and leathery leaves ; these are linear-oblong, 
ligulate, and bright green. Scape terminal, issuing from a small, oblong, compressed 
sheath, and hearing three or four large and showy flowers. Sepals oblong-lanceolate, 
tapering to a point, pale rosy purple, becoming deeper towards the margins ; petals 
much broader than the sepals, waved at the edges, of an intense, deep rosy purple ; 
lip three-lobed, side lobes rolled over the column, anterior lobe deep magenta-
purple, veined with a deeper shade of the same colour ; throat yellow. 

L^ELIA E L E G A N S B L E N H E I M E N S E , supra. 

There bave been, during the last few years, large importations of Lalia elegans, the 

various plants producing a great diversity of colour. It is a species which has been 

in cultivation upwards of forty years, and many fine varieties have from time to time 

appeared. This is doubtless brought about from the plant having been collected in 

many new localities. Indeed, it appears to be so widely spread in Southern Brazil, 

that it does not appear possible to accept the statement of its presumed hybrid origin. 

Hybrids do not usually grow in such quantities, neither are they so widely distributed. 

It is very curious also, how, as a rule, the white or light-flowered varieties are mostly 

spring and early summer bloomers, whilst the darker forms are more often produced 

during late summer and autumn, the colours varying from pure white to rose, and 

even to the richest and deepest magenta and crimson ; but it is only within the last 

few years that we have had so many of the dark-fiowered varieties. Collectors have 

been fortunate enough to largely increase our stores of late, and they, being free 

growers and profuse bloomers, have proved a decided acquisition. 

The one whose portrait we here lay before our readers is a charming variety. 

It first flowered at Blenheim, the seat of His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, 

after which it derives its varietal name. Our drawing was taken in the collection 

of Orchids which are gathered together at this place, which is a very large one ; the 

vio-our of the plants one and ali testifying to the skdl and energy of Mr. Whillans, 

who hàs charge of this fine establishment. 
Lalia elegans Blenheimense is a magnificent variety, with fine evergreen foliage. 

It has slender, terete stems some two feet high, hearing on the summit a pair of 

linear, oblong, coriaceous leaves. The flowers proceed from a small sheath situated 

between the leaves ; these are well formed and of good substance, and measure 

e 



individually five inches across ; the sepals are of a pale rosy purple, becoming deeper 

in colour towards the edge ; petals intense rose-purple ; lip three-lobed, anterior lobe 

deep magenta-purple, veined with a deeper shade of the same colour ; throat yellow. 

The flowers of this variety appear at a most unusual time for a dark variety ; that is, 

in the month of February, and they continue in perfection for three weeks or a 

month. 

W e find from experience that this section of Lalia elegans requires a warmer and 

closer atmosphere than most of its congeners, by which means their stems are not 

allowed to shrivel ; indeed, they require to be kept in a shady place, and their stems 

and foliage kept moist, until they plump up and form new roots. These plants 

require great attention, and should never be allowed to fiower until they have become 

well rooted, and are thoroughly established. W e cultivate the plants belonging to 

this section of Lselia by themselves, using one side of the house for them, a position 

in which they have full exposure to the light, but are shaded from the hottest sunshine. 

Here we give them an abundant supply of moisture between the pots and on the 

table, in order to produce a moist atmosphere during the season of growth, but in 

the winter months this is considerably reduced, as we give them only just sufficient 

to keep their bulbs in a plump and healthy condition. The pots must be well and 

thoroughly drained, the best material to use about their roots is good fibrous upland 

peat, and this should be made firm. They thrive equally well in either pots or 

baskets, and may be hung up near to the roof-glass ; but there is one thing to avoid 

in this situation—it frequently becomes a very chilly place in winter, and therefore 

we would avoid too dose a proximity to the glass during extreme cold weather. 

O R C H I D S A T M R . C. W LEA'S, P A R K P I E L D , H A L L O W , W O R C E S T E R . — T h e r e is at 

the present time (middle of November) a magnificent form of Lalia prastans in 

fiower in this choice collection of plants, far surpassing any thing we have hitherto met 

with. The individuai flowers of this variety measure five inches across, the petals 

being two and a-half inches long by one indi and three-quarters broad. They are of 

a deep rosy purple ; lip very large and full, well opened, intense magenta-purple on 

the front part, with a white throat. The rare Cattleya Hardyana was also flowering 

at the same time. Mr. Lea was also kind enough to send us some excellent 

photographs of some of the most notable Orchids which have recently bloomed with 

him, the most noteworthy being that of a grand plant of Saccolabium cadeste, having 

eleven spikes expanded of its lovely coerulean blue flowers. This alone is a sight 

never to be forgotten, and it does the Orchid manager, Mr. Catt, the greatest credit 

for the admirable manner in which he has grown this plant.—B. S. W -
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PESCATORI A CERINA. 
[PLATE 394.] 

Native of Central America. 

Epiphytal. Growth tufted, quite destitute of pseudobulbs, but hearing numerous 
oblong-acute leaves, which are arranged in a distichous manner, recurved, about a foot 
long, and deep green. Peduncles about six inches high, rising from the base of the 
leaves, and hearing a single large fiower on the apex, which measures some three 
inches or more across. Flowers thick and fleshy in texture ; sepals and petals nearly 
equal, concave, rounded, even at the margins, and of a pale straw colour or waxy 
white ; lip ovate and convex, hearing near the base a thick semi-circular ridge, which 
is macie up of numerous truncate plaits and folds, and slightly bi-lobed in front, 
yellow, of a more deci deci hue than that of the sepals and petals. Column waxy 
white at the tip, deep violet at the base. 

P E S C A T O R I A CERINA, Rchb. fi., Xenia Orchidacea L, t. 65 ; Fiorai Magazine, 
Second Series, t. 93 ; Williams, Orchid-Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 514. 

H U N T L E Y A CERINA, Lindi., Paxton's Fiower Garden, ih. 62, fig. 263 ; Botanica! 
Magazine, t. 5598 ; Bateman's Second Century Orchidaceous Plants, t. 183. 

Z Y G O P E T A L U M CERINUM, Rchb. fi., Flore des Serres, t. 1815. 

The genus Pescatoria contains many highly curious and beautiful plants, and it 

was so named in honour of the late M. Pescatore, whose famous collection of Orchids 

at Chateau Celle-St.-Cloud, near Paris, was at one time the fìnest in Europe, and 

whose plants formed the basis of the collection formed by M. Quesnel, at Havre. 

Botanically, it is said to approach very closely to Zygopetalum, and the species here 

represented was first named by Lindley Huntleya cerina, which name it retained in 

English gardens for many years. It was discovered by the Polish nobleman, 

Warscewicz, in 1851, on the volcanic mountain of Chiriqui, in Veragua, at an 

elevation of 8,000 feet, growing on trees of the genus Trichilia, which are found 

there, and also on some species of Cupania. It flowers in luxuriance during the 

autumn months, which, under cultivation, renders it specially acceptable and 

valuable, as at this season Orchid blooms are somewhat scarce. There are numerous 

other species of this genus, P. Klabochorum and P. Lehmanni having already appeared 

in previous volumes of this work ; but besides these, there are many other species and 

varieties well deserving the care and attention of Orchid cultivators, as their flowers 

are delicately coloured, they last long in beauty, and are so very distinct from the 

great majority of the Orchid family. 



The drawing for the accompanying piate of this species was taken by our artist 

from a fine specimen growing in the well-known collection of R. H. Measures, Esq., 

The Woodlands, Streatham, whose plants are exceptionally well cared for by 

Mr. Abraham, his gardener. 
Pescatoria cerina is a beautiful evergreen plant, entirely destitute of pseudobulbs, 

merely having a tufty stem, formed in the axils of the leaves ; the flowers measure 

some three inches across, the sepals and petals being fleshy in texture, concave, 

roundish-oblong, of a pale waxy lemon colour, the lateral sepals being somewhat 

darker, and the lip clear yellow. It blooms during October and November, and 

continues in beauty for a very long time. 

This plant is successfully cultivated by different growers, in various ways, and in 

various temperatures ; but hitherto they have not proveci long-lived plants under 

cultivation. This, however, arises from the want of knowledge of some special 

requirement, which, when once we have gained, there will be nothing to prevent us 

growing it, and ali the species of the genus, with ease. Great care is necessary in 

the management of these Pescatorias, and we have found it a good pian to keep 

them as fair-sized plants rather than to attempt to make large specimens, as the 

roots generally rot away when the plant attains large dimensions, and this is fatai in 

most instances, unless the old soil is at once removed, the roots washed, and any 

dead roots cut away. The plants should then be re-potted and placed in a shady 

situation. Basket culture is best for them, and good drainage is essential to their 

well-being, requiring as they do a liberal supply of moisture to the roots ali the year 

round ; but it should be allowed to pass away quickly and thoroughly, leaving nothing 

behind to stagnate. But little mould should be used about their roots, and this 

small quantity should consist of fibrous peat and sphagnum moss. The plants should 

be well elevated, by mixing some nodules of charcoal with the sod, and we find 

the warm end of the Cattleya house the most suitable position for them. Cultivated 

either in baskets or in pots, the plants, when in fiower, should be placed in such 

a position that the blooms when open are in the line of vision, as in this manner 

the best effect is produced, and they can be the more easily inspected closely. 
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L.ELIA MONOPHYLLA 
[PLATE 395.] 

Native of the Mountains in Jamaica. 

Epiphytal. Rhizome slender and branched, from which rises numerous stem-like 
growfhs ; these attain a height of some six or ten inches when strong, each hearing on 
the summit a single, somewhat coriaceous leaf, which is narrowly oblong, from two to 
three inches in length, and deep green. Scape as long, or longer, than the leaf, 
one-flowerecl ; individuai flowers nearly two inches across ; sepals and petals spreading, 
nearly equal, oblong, acute, bright orange-scarlet ; lip minute, three-lobed, the side 
lobes erect, standing up beside the column, but not enclosing it ; front lobe yellow, 
with numerous small protuberances on the disc. Column purple at the tip. 

L^ELIA M O N O P H Y L L A , N. E. Brown, Gardeners' Chronicle, xviii., 1882, p. 782; 
Botanica! Magazine, t. 6683; Williams, Orchid- Grower's Manna!, 6 ed., p. 363; 
Veitch's Manual qf Orchidaceous Plants, ii., p. 76. 

T R I G O N I D I U M M O N O P H Y L L U M , Grisebach, Mora of the British West Indies, p. 629. 

O C T A D E S M I A M O N O P H Y L L A , Bentham, Genera Plantarum, iii., p. 526. 

The majority of the species of Lalia take rank amongst the finest of the Orchid 

famdy, but in this genus, as in most other genera of Orchidaceous plants, some few 

species occur which have but small flowers ; even these small-flowering kinds are 

interesting, and most of our readers will like to see them represented in the pages of 

the O R C H I D A L B U M . Indeed, connoisseurs, as a rule, greatly admire them, and the plant 

whose portrait we here lay before our readers is a veritable gem. Lalia monophylla is 

by no means a plant new to science, it having been first discovered in Jamaica, some fifty 

years ago, by the late Dr. Bancroft, whose name is familiar to us from the very 

beautiful species of filmy fera from the West Indies which bears his name (Tricho-

manes Bancrojtii). His discovery was communicated to the late Sir William Hooker, 

but no living plants carne at that time to this country. It was again found some few 

years ago by Mr. D. Morris, then Director of Gardens and Plantations in Jamaica, but 

now Assistant-Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens a,t Kew. It was also found on 

St. Andrew's Mountains about the same time by Mr. G. Syme, late Superintendent of 

the Botanic Gardens in Jamaica. Plants from these discoveries reached this country 

in a living state, and the first plant flowered at K e w at the end of the year 1882. 

Since then a somewhat large importation of the plant has come to hand, but few of 

the examples, however, survived. It has no pseudobulbs to support it, and hence it 

becomes quite a task to import it in a vigorous condition. 



The plant here illustrated flowered in our own collection in the Victoria and 

Paradise Nurseries during the month of August in the present year, and it was 

exhibited before the Committee of the Royal Horticultural Society of London soon after 

its blooms opened. 
Lalia monophylla is a distinct and pretty species, hearing upon its slender stems 

linear-oblong leaves, which are solitary and dark green; it forms a creeping rhizome, 

and grows to a height of from six to ten inches. The flowers are borne upon a slender 

peduncle, which issues from a small sheath situated on the top of the stem, the colour 

of the oblong sepals and petals being vivid orange-scarlet ; lip minute, yellow, column 

tipped with purple on the anther-cap. It blooms during the months of August, 

September, and October, and the flowers continue in full beauty for several weeks. 

This little plant requires somewhat different treatment to most Lselias. It is 

remarkable as being the only member of the family which has yet been found 

off the American mainland, as its native home is on trees which grow on the 

mountains in Jamaica, at elevations of from 3,500 to 5,000 feet above the sea-level, 

where the mean temperature is cool. With us it succeeds well in the Odontoglossum 

house, hung up near the roof-glass, in order that it may obtain the benefit of the 

full light, but yet it requires to be shaded from the strong sun. W e also find that 

shallow pans or baskets are the best to grow it in ; these must be well drained, and 

very little potting material should be used about its roots, but good fibrous peat is 

the best material to use. This should be elevated into a cone-like mound, and the 

plant set upon the top ; when so placed, the roots can work inside or outside, and no 

water will lay about its crown. Having no bulbs, it requires a very moist atmosphere, 

and a moderate amount of water to its roots at ali seasons. This plant is found 

growing somewhat low down on the stems of trees in its native mountains, 

and in this situation it is subject to rains ali the year round, and heavy dews 

at night, the plants never becoming thoroughly dry. They are also shaded 

from the hottest sunshine, and obtain an abundance of fresh air, nature providing for 

them in such a manner that their wants are ali supplied ; and in a state of cultivation 

we must endeavour to imitate as near as possible the conditions under which they grow 

in a state of nature. The cultivator should ever keep a watchful eye upon this 

little gem, and if the plant does not appear to thrive in one position, or in one aspect, 

it should ̂ be removed to another, for frequently a change of aspect in the same house 

produces a wonderful effect, and leads to the achievement of success. The best 

time to re-basket this plant is immediately before growth commences, and in performing 

the operation the greatest care is necessary, in order to prevent injury to a single 

root. However, it will not require a fresh basket or fresh soil often, which is a 

great benefit, for this, like many other small-growing plants, cannot withstand dis-
turbance at the roots. 
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DENDROBIUM TRANSPARENS. 
[PLATE 396.] 

Native of Northern Pndia. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs stem-like, slender, from a foot to eighteen inches or more 
in length, and hearing numerous distichous leaves, which are narrowly lanceolate, 
membraneous, from three to four inches long, pale green, and decicluous. Flowers 
appearmg when the stems are leafìess, two or three together, individuai blossoms about 
an inch and a-half across ; sepals and petals white, suffused with rosy mauve or rosy 
hlac, the petals much broader than the sepals ; lip obovate-oblong, ciliolate, three-lobed, 
lateral lobes enclosing the column, creamy-white, with a large blood-coloured blotch at 
the base, the tip purple. 

D E N D R O B I U M T R A N S P A R E N S , Wallich. Lindley s Genera and Species qf Orchids, p. 79 ; 
Botanica! Magatine, t. 4663 ; Lemaire's dar din Fleuriste, t. 68 ; Paxton's Mower 
Garden, i. t. 27 ; Williams, Orchid-Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 304. 

The splendid genus Dendrobium is one of the most showy of the whole family of 

Orchids, the species represented in our piate being a very chaste and pretty one. This 

was first made known to us by Dr. Wallich, whose collectors found it in the vicinity of 

Nepaul, but it did not reach this country in a living state until the Messrs. 

Veitch & Sons sent Thomas Lobb to India, and he found the plant growing on the 

" Garron Hills, at a place called Myrone, 5,000 feet above the sea-level," and from 

thence it was sent alive to England. This species is abundant in the Himalayas, and 

of late years many of our collectors have sent it home. W h e n well grown, it flowers 

in profusion, and it makes a very distinct plant to decorate our stoves, forming a 

good contrast with other kinds which fiower at the same time. Moreover, the plant 

requires but small space to grow it to perfection. The drawing before us was 

taken from a plant in our own collection, in the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, 

Upper Holloway, in the spring of the present year. 

Dendrobium transparens is a pretty and distinct, somewhat small-flowered plant, 

which is deciduous. It has upright stems a foot or more high, and the flowers appear 

in pairs or in threes for a considerable length up the well-ripened bulbs, in the same 

manner as those of D. nobile. The individuai flowers are about an inch and a-half 

across ; and are somewhat transparent in texture, hence its specific name ; in colour 

they are white, suffused with rosy lilac or pinkish lilac, with a deep blood-coloured blotch 

at the base of the lip. The blooming season is from the month of March until June, 

and sometimes it may be found in fiower in July, the blooms continuing in full beauty 

for several weeks. This species is well adapted for growing in small teak-wood 



baskets, or. in shallow pans, so that they may be suspended near the roof-glass, fully 

exposed to the sun ancl light, shading only being necessary when the sun is very 

powerful, for they grow naturally upon rocks and trees, with a good exposure ; and if, 

by judicious admission of air and an abundant supply of moisture, both to the roots 

and in the atmosphere, these conditions can be imitated, success will follow. 

The material we find to suit it best is good fibrous upland peat and sphagnum 

moss. As we have previously remarked, an abundant supply of moisture during 

the growing season is necessary, while during the resting season it may 

be kept dry, but the plant must not on any account be allowed to shrivel ; 

just a sufficiency of moisture being given from time to time, to keep the 

slender, stem-like bulbs in a plump and fair condition. It is a plant which 

blooms after the resting season, and when it begins to show its fiower buds the 

specimens will require a little moisture to their roots, to enable them to develop 

fine flowers, which also last longer in beauty if properly nourished. The East 

India House is the most suitable place to grow this plant, where it should 

be suspended near to the roof-glass, in such a position that it may be conveniently 

syringed on a warm day, as it delights in moisture during active growth, and moisture 

from the syringe helps to keep away red-spider, which sometimes will attack these 

plants with slender membraneous leaves. A s there are a great many species which 

require similar treatment, they should ali be grown together in one place ; indeed, 

if a house can be devoted entirely to Dendrobiums during these growing and resting 

seasons, the result will be found well deserving of this isolation. 

O R C H I D S A T M R . R E G I N A L D YOUNG'S, L I V E R P O O L . — W e have just received a 

gathering of Orchid flowers from this gentleman, which are very welcome to us at 

this dull season of the year (November), when most of our Orchidic pets are suffering 

from the effects of the Fog Demon. Amongst the Cypripediums are some excellent 

varieties of C. Spicerianum, the variety named magniflcum being very distinct—a 

great beauty; also a very large and well-formed fiower of C. callosum, the dorsal 

sepal of this bloom measuring, either way across, two inches and three-quarters, the 

apical portion being broadly banded with white, the lower portion beautifully veined 

and streaked with purple and green. Another noteworthy fiower was Odontoglossum 

Rossii rubescens, a lovely little gem, wholly of a clear soft rose colour.—B. S. W . 
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CYPRIPEDIUM ELLIOTTIANUM. 
[PLATE 397] 

Native of the Philippine Islands. 

Terrestrial. Leaves distichous, ligulate obtuse, from a foot to fifteen 
inches long, bright green on the upper side, paler beneath. Scape erect, 
turmshed with numerous large bracts, which are white tinged with green, and 
streaked with lines of deep chocolate, hearing towards the apex from two to 
five large and showy flowers. Dorsal sepal large, ovate-acuminate, ivory-white, 
suffused with yellow, profusely streaked with broad lines of deep brownish purple, 
lower sepal smaller, but similar in colour and markings ; petals long, ciliolate on 
the edges, gradually tapering to a point, white, flushed with yellow at the base, 
and spotted with brownish purple, and this colour is continued in lines throughout 
the entire _ length ; lip large, projecting forward, contracted at the base, ivory-white, 
suffused with brownish purple, and veined with a deeper shade of the same hue. 
Staminode large, beak-like, incurved, furnished with numerous short hairs near the 
apex. 

C Y P R I P E D I U M E L L I O T T I A N U M , Reichenbach fil., Gardeners' Chronicle, N.S. 1888, iv., 
p. 532. Veitch's Manual of Orchidaceous Plants, iv., p. 23. Lindenia, 
iv., t. 186. 

This fine species of Cypripedium is one introduced recently by Mr. Sander, 

of St. Albans, during the past few years we have had many fine Cypripediums 

sent from their native homes, amongst which may be named C. bellatulum, C. 

Curtisii, C. Godefroya, C. Rothschildianum, C. Sanderianum, and many others, 

the majority of these have been taken advantage of by growers at home for 

hybridising purposes. The plant we here figure is most distinct and beautiful, and 

we are indebted to the kindness of Captain Shaw, White Hall, Buxton, who sent it 

to us for the purpose of illustration in the A L B U M . Captain Shaw's collection is a 

very fine one, we have known it for many years, and always find something 

in it to instruct and interest whenever it is visifed ; the proprietor has 

studied Orchids for many years, knows their needs, and is continually on the 

alert for good things. 

Cypripedium Elliottianum is a very fine species, which a glance at our piate 

will certainly verify ; it has dark green shining leaves, which are a foot or more 

long, and an inch broad, and persistent. The scape is terminal, a foot or more 

high, and bears from two to five flowers, we are told, but at present two 

flowers, we believe, are the most that it has produced under cultivation. W e are 

assured by its introducer, however, that the collector saw plants which had, in 



many instances, produced five flowers, so that when the plant has become 

thoroughly established and shall have many flowers open at one time, we may 

expect a grand sight. The dorsal sepal is ivory-white suffused with yellow and 

streaked with purplish brown, the inferior sepal being smaller and similarly 

marked ; petals long and pointed, standing at nearly right angles, and similar 

in colour to the dorsal sepal ; lip somewhat similar in shape to a Turkish slipper, 

plush-brown, yellowish towards the top, paler beneath, staminode curved and beak-

like, and furnished with numerous hairs. It flowered in the month of M a y last year 

(1889), and continued in beauty for several weeks. 

W e find this Cypripedium takes a somewhat long time to establish after its 

importation, in which it resembles C. Stonei, C. Rothschildianum and many others 

It enjoys a good share of heat, and the East India house is the best place in 

which to grow it. A liberal amount of water should be given when established, 

but care is required before it is established that no water is allowed to lie in the 

heart of the plant, as this is a great cause of decay. The plant is best 

cultivated in pots, and the side tables are most suited to its requirements, as in 

this position the plants are tolerably near the glass, which is essential for it enjoys 

sun and light, and requires shading only during the hottest part of the day in 

summer. For soil use a mixture of fibrous peat and turfy loam, the greater portion 

of the fine soil, however, being shaken away ; to this add some sharp sand and 

medium-sized nodules of charcoal, to induce the plant to form strong and vigorous 

roots, and to produce healthy foliage. The soil should be elevated slightly above 

the pot's rim, in order to allow the water to pass away more readily, and also 

to allow the roots greater freedom. This species does not appear to propagate 

so readily as many of the kinds, but this may arise from the plants not having 

yet become thoroughly established, so that on this subject we are not in a 

position to offer an opinion. 
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DENDROBIUM BRYMERIANUM. 
[PLATE 398.] 

Native of Burmah. 

Epiphytal. Stem-like pseudobulbs, tufted, stoutish in the middle, tapering at 
both ends, from a foot to two feet in length. Leaves distichous, lanceolate acuminate, 
persistent, some five inches long, and deep green above, paler beneath. Racemes 
axillary, confined to near the summit of the pseudobulbs, few-flowering, each fiower 
measuring about three inches across. Sepals and petals about equal, oblong obtuse, 
entire, bright golden yellow ; tip triangular cordate, three-lobed, lateral lobes turned 
upwards, cleep orange, bordered with a short flexuose hairy fringe, anterior lobe 
ovate-obtuse, greenish yellow with a papillose disc, this is bordered by a very long 
fringe of branched flexuose ciliolate processes of golden yellow, which are much 
the longer at the end of the lip, becoming shorter as they ascend towards the 
side lobes. 

D E N D R O B I U M B R Y M E R I A N U M , Reichenbach fi., Gardeners' Chronicle, N.S., xi., p. 
474, f. 65. Lbid, xvi., p. 688, f. 140. Botanica! Magazine, t. 6383. Fiorai Magazine, 
N.s.,' t. 459. Lindenia, iv., t. 183. Veitch's Marmai of Orchidaceous Plants, hi, 
p. 24. Williams' Orchid-Growers' Mamtal 6 ed., p. 273. 

The plant whose portrait we have here the pleasure of laying before our readers, 

is one of the most beautiful, and perhaps most extraordinary, of the whole Orchid 

family, the long ciliolate fìmbriation of its lip rendering it quite exceptional ; upon 

its first flowering it caused quite ,a sensation and a surprise to every one. There 

have been many importations said to be this species, but very many of these have 

proved to be the worthless variety named histrionicum. W e say worthless advisedly, 

from many of our readers writing to us asking what is the matter with their D. 

Brymerianum, conclude with the statement that its flowers have fallen before opening. 

N o w this is the peculiarity of the variety hirstrionicum besides having very inferior 

blooms, the flowers are self-fertilizing, and this causes them to fall before they expand. 

This form is difficult to discover before flowering, but its pseudobulbs are shorter, and 

they are stouter than those of the true plant; in fact, we do not remember to have 

seen a Brymerianum with long bulbs prove to be of the spurious form. The typical 

plant is another amongst the many wonderful new species introduced from Burmah by 

by the Messrs. L o w k Co., of Clapton, and was first flowered by W . E. Brymer, Esq., M.P., 

of Ilsington House, Dorchester, and in whose honour it was named by the late 

Professor Reichenbach; but it has since then been flowered by many others. 

Our drawing was taken from a plant in the collection of E. G. Wngley, Esq., 

Victoria House, Dukinfield, Cheshire, whose Orchids are in good condition, and where 

many rare plants are to be found. 



Dendrobium Brymerianum is a magnificent and distinct species, having light 

green foliage, which is persistent, the stems being terete, swollen in the middle, and 

from a foot to two feet in height. Flowers two to three, proceeding from a short 

scape near the top of the stem, these are about three inches across, and of a beau

tiful golden yellow, the side lobes of the lip deeper in colour, and the front lobe 

somewhat triangular in outline, with a much-branched ciliolate fringe, which is longer 

than the lip itself. The plant now under consideration bloomed in March, and not 

long back a plant carne under our notice in the month of December, indeed 

it appears to fiower at various seasons of the year, and eontinues in full beauty 

for a long time. 
This species is free growing, if its wants are supplied, and these are very simple. 

W e find small baskets or pans to suit it best, although we have seen it thriving 

well in pots. The soil should consist of good fibrous peat (from which ali the fine 

particles have been shaken) and living sphagnum moss ; the drainage also must be 

maintained exceptionally free, as the plant cannot abide anything sour about its 

roots in potting or basketing. The material should be built up into a cone-like 

mound above the level, and not too much soil should be used ; by this pian the 

roots of the plant can either penetrate the soil or ramble on the outer surface ; 

this latter many plants appear to enjoy. Large baskets are not necessary, as this 

plant does not require much soil about its roots ; indeed, the less it has about them 

the better it appears to like it. The plant should be kept moist at the roots 

during the season of active growth, but when this is completed, ali that is necessary 

is just sufficient water, to keep the bulbs from shrivelling, for the drying-off system 

should not be carried to extremes. This plant is a native of Burmah, conse-

quently we find the warmest house most genial to it ; it should be suspended, say some 

eighteen inches from the glass, and very little shading given, even through 

the hottest part of the day in summer. A free circulation of air is essential, and the 

atmosphere should be well charged with moisture. 











DISA GRAMINIFOLIA. 
[ P L A T E 399.] 

Native of the Cape of Good Hope. 

Terrestrial. Herbaceous, tuberous-rooted. Leaves cylindrical and slender, like 
a thread, few and deep green, these do not appear until after the flowers are 
past. Scape erect, with numerous acute, sheathing bracts, few flowered, but 
these are of a rich and bright azure-blue. Helmet acute, erect, and shortly spurred 
behind ; lateral sepals oblong, obtuse ; petals smaller than the sepals ; lip oblong, 
obtuse, toothed at the apex, having several alternate narrow stripes of white, and 
reddish violet on the disc. Column short, tipped with reddish violet. 

D I S A GRAMINIPOLIA, Banks, dournal of the Linnaan Society, xix. t. 34. Springel, 
Sy'stema Vegetabilium, iii., p. 699. 

The Disa we here bring to the notice of our readers is a most distinct and 

lovely species, the colour of which is rare, and seldom to be seen in flowers of 

the Orchid family, we should very much like to see the same colours amongst 

Cattleyas and Lselias, and other allied genera. Disa is a genus of terrestrial plants 

which appears to be peculiar to South Africa and Abyssinia, but perhaps as the 

interior of the country is opened up, many more new and beautiful species may be 

found in the interior. Mr. J. O'Brien is at present the largest importer of these 

and many other curious Orchids from these regions, and we hope he may be 

successful in obtaining many more new and beautiful things. There appears to 

be more difficulty in importing Disas than is thought for, because if they are not 

removed from the ground just at the right time the bulbs will not survive ; and 

this remark applies in a special manner to the species we here figure, the under

ground tuber being very small. W e mentioned this plant, at our piate 356, volume 

viii., in describing Disa racemosa, which is also a charming and distinct species. This 

flowered in the collection at Kew, and we have since observed it flowering in various 

other gardens. W e are indebted to the kindness of F G. Tautz, Esq., for the 

opportunity of figuring this delicate beauty. The plant flowered in his garden in the 

month of October, under the care of Mr. Cowley, who has charge of these well-

grown Orchids, and was much admired by ali who had the good fortune to see it. 

Disa graminifolia is a lovely species, and its thin grass-like foliage, from which 

its specific name is derived, renders it very distinct ; but these are not developed 

with the flowers. The blossoms are of a charming azure-blue, with purple on the 

tip ; they are arranged in racemes, and continue in bloom for a considerable time. 

This is a somewhat difficult plant to establish, and even when it becomes 



established it requires great attention, in order to produce it in the perfection which 

we now lay it before our readers. W e ourselves have not much experience in 

growing this plant, but we gather that it grows well -in a well-drained pot, and 

the drainage should have some broken bones added, as we consider this answers 

just the same purpose as mixing manure with the soil, and it has the advantage 

of always keeping sweet and clean. The soil should consist of about equal parts 

of loam, peat, and leaf-mould, to which m a y be added some rough sharp sand, 

and some moderate-sized nodules of charcoal, which greatly assist in keeping open 

the soil, which should be made firm about its roots. During the growing season 

a liberal supply of water is requisite, but care should be exercised to see that it 

passes away quickly; and in the winter, when at rest, the soil must be kept in a 

nice friable condition, but by no means allow it to become quite dry, for as Disas 

are found in a state of nature beside streams, on rocks, and in deep ravines, it 

becomes necessary to imitate the naturai surroundings as near as possible. Slight 

shade is also necessary, for in their naturai habitats they are surrounded 

with trees, which effectually break the sun's rays. This plant appears to have been 

introduced some sixty-five years ago, but we are not aware that it was successfully 

established. It has long been a coveted plant by Orchid growers, and now that it 

is established in our collections, we hope it may long continue. It is a rare and. 

charming colour, and is most desirable in producing a distinct effect among other 
Orchids 











CYPRIPEDIUM ASHBURTONLE SUPERBUM. 
[PLATE 400.] 

Garden Hybrid. 

Terrestrial. Leaves distichous, ligulate-acute, bright green above, reticulated 
with a deeper shade, pale green beneath, and from six to eight inches in length. 
Dorsal sepal broadly ovate, pure white in the upper half, tinged with bright 
light green near the base, streaked with rosy purple, and spotted with rich deep 
purple, lower sepals similar but smaller ; petals spreading, oblong-obtuse, bright 
purplish brown, passing into purple towards the apex, narrowly bordered with 
pale yellow, and hearing on the edge a fringe of reddish brown hairs ; lip large, 
with spreading horns, bright brownish purple, the horns yellow. Staminode yellow, 
with a tinge of emerald-green in the centre. It is a cross between C. barbatum 
superbum and C. insigne. 

CYPRIPEDIUM ASBURTONI^-E SUPERBUM. Williams' New Plant Catalogne, 1889, 

p. 23. 

Many of our subscribers who are not Cypripedium growers may think that 

we are illustrating this genus somewhat too largely, but we consider there cannot 

be too many of them, if the species and the varieties are carefully selected, in 

order to weed out the poor and indistinct kinds. The taste for Cypripediums has 

become very popular of late years, and if an ordinary collection of good kinds 

is selected, flowers may be had every day in the year, so that there is a 

decided reason for the prevailing interest which is taken in them, and we hope 

it may continue. Orchid growers of ali classes devote much attention to these 

plants, and since our old friend Dominy made it so plain how hybrids could be 

obtained, every grower appears to be raising them from seed, and some of them by 

thousands. This is very encouraging, but careful selection is necessary in choosing the 

parents, in order to produce brilliant colours and distinctness in form, both of 

which are required in order to permanently establish the popular taste. Some of 

the crosses which have been obtained, and are now young plants, should lead to 

some startling and wonderful results, far exceeding anything which has yet appeared, 

and which will render us independent, to a great extent, of foreign importations, 

save for the purpose of establishing new colours among our garden hybrids. 

The form whose portrait we here lay before our readers, is a good one, 

being much superior in colour to the typical plant, and this shows the result of 

careful selection in the parents ; it is the result of a cross between C. barbatum 

superbum and C. insigne, whilst the parents of C. Ashburtonia were C. barbatum 

and C. insigne. This plant was distributed to the public by us in the Spring of 



1889, and the figure here given was taken from a plant in our own collection 

in the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries. 
Cypripedium Ashburtonia superbum is very free in habit of growth; it is 

also an abundant bloomer, and vastly superior to the type, the flowers being 

larger, and more beautifully coloured. The leaves are from seven to eight inches 

long, by about an inch in breadth, the ground colour being bright light green, 

sparingly tessellated with darker green, whilst the under side is of a uniform 

pale green. The scape bears a single large fiower, the dorsal sepal being some two inches 

in length, and two and a quarter inches in breadth. It is pure white, streaked 

and spotted with rosy purple, and flushed with green towards the base, the petals 

being bright purplish brown, full purple towards the points, and margined with 

pale yellow ; lip large, bright brownish purple, yellow beneath towards the base. 

It blooms during the months of September and October, and continues six weeks 

or more in full beauty. 

This variety is at present very rare, as, like every hybrid Cypripedium, it 

takes a long time to increase ; more especially is this felt when ali has to be 

accomplished from one plant. W e find it thrive well when potted in rough, turfy, 

light yellow loam, and fibrous peat, to which may be added with advantage some 

sphagnum moss and some nodules of charcoal. During the season of active growth 

it requires a liberal supply of moisture to its roots, but when this is past, less 

will suffice. Cypripediums are seldom quite dormant, and therefore require the soil 

to be kept constantly moist ; shading is also necessary from the direct rays of 

the brighter sunshine, but they enjoy ali the light possible, as this strengthens 

the foliage, assists in ripening up the growth, and enables them to produce 

vigorous and highly coloured flowers. These plants, although not very subject to 

the ravages of insects, yet at times are attacked by them, and therefore care 

must be given to prevent them spreading, as everything sour and dirty, and 

insects of ali kinds, must be sedulously removed from about them. 
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L.ELIA DORMANIANA. 
[PLATE 401.] 

Native of Rio de Janeiro. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs stem-like, slender, terete, slightly swollen at the base, 
when young clothed with membraneous sheaths, from six inches to a foot high, and 
hearing upon the apex a pair of leaves ; sometimes, however, three leaves are deve-
loped, these are lanceolate in shape, thick and leathery in texture, some four or 
five inches long, and rich deep green. Peduncle erect, rising from a large ovate 
sheath, scarcely as long as the leaves, and hearing from one to three flowers. the 
blooms individually measuring about three inches across. Sepals and petals nearly 
equal, spreading, the dorsal sepal and the petals ligulate acute, the lateral sepals 
slightly larger, falcate, the whole olive-green tinged with brown, marbled outside with 
light vinous purple, and spotted on the margins in front with deep purple ; lip 
three-lobed, the lateral lobes large, enclosing the column, recurved at the tips, veined 
with purplish crimson, the front lobe somewhat quadrate, apiculate, bright rich 
purplish crimson with a triangular patch of white on the disc. Column short, 
enclosed bv the lateral lobes, triangular, white fiushed with rosy purple. 

L ^ L I A D O R M A N I A N A , Reichenbach fi!., Gardeners' Chronicle, N.S. xiii., 1880, 

p. 168. Williams' Orchid Growers Manual, 6th edition, p. 356. 

This very pretty Lselia, introduced to cultivation within the last few years from 

Brazil ; is a very distinct plant, and is supposed to be a naturai hybrid, Cattleya 

bicolor and Lcelia pumila being its reputed parents. This craze for making plants 

naturai hybrids we think should stop, for it is assuming in the first place that we 

have exhausted the stock of the world's species, and have nothing to fall back upon 

but hybrids, whilst that two plants should be supposed to cross which grow at so 

great a distance apart, is not at ali likely, further, the labellum of L. Dormaniana, 

with its large side lobes, does not afford any striking proof of one of its parents 

being a species quite desti tute of side lobes to its lip as C. bicolor. L. Dormaniana, 

was discovered by Mr. H. Blunt, whose name is well known as a plant collector for 

Messrs. L o w & Co., of Clapton, and as sending home the first spotted forms of 

Odontoglossum Alexandra, which the late Professor Reichenbach named 0. Bluntii. 

The habitat of this Lselia is the mountainous region in the neighbourhood of Rio de 

Janeiro, at from 1,500 to 2,000 feet elevation. The plants were sent to this country 

to Mr. R. Bullen, of Lewisham, who distributed it to the public, and it has since 

been found and imported in quantity, so that its hybrid origin seems to be very 

doubtful. This plant was dedicated by Reichenbach to C. Dorman, Esq., of Sydenham, 

a great and enthusiastic lover of Orchids, and in whose collection many grand specimens 

and extraordinary varieties have occurred. Lalia is a splendid genus of Orchids, very 

closely allied to Cattleya, as is proved by the ease with which they may be crossed 

Q 



artificially. During the last few years we have received large importations, amongst 

them are found many new species and varieties, the one we now have the 

pleasure to lay before our readers in the present illustration being one of them. 

W e are also now coming to the time when some of the artificially raised hybrids 

at home are beginning to fiower, but they are plants which appear to require a 

long time to make flowering growths from seed, they will well repay, however, the care 

and trouble bestowed upon them if due attention be given to the selection of 

parents, for upon this will depend the good or bad results obtained. In the earlier 

days of hybridising Orchids, little attention was paid to this, but the time is too 

long to wait for the development of a useless plant; such a style of cross-breedmg 

does not matter so much with soft-wooded plants, which can be flowered in a year 

or two from seed, but when a decade has to be passed before flowering, it becomes 

a serious affair. The plant from which our piate was prepared was kindly sent to us 

from the well-known fine collection of R. Young, Esq., Fringilla, Linnet Lane, 

Liverpool, and it represents a very good form of the species, although it shows but 

one fiower upon each peduncle. 
Lalia Dormaniana is a pretty evergreen plant, compact in growth, with slender, 

terete, stem-like bulbs which are slightly swollen at the base, and from six to 

twelve inches high. The leaves are borne in pairs or in threes from the top of the 

bulbs, and are lanceolate, some five inches long, thick and leathery in texture, and 

rich green. Peduncle short, from one to three flowered, each fiower measuring some 

three inches across, the dorsal sepal and the petals nearly equal, the lateral sepals 

larger and falcate, spreading, olive-green tinged with brown, marbled with a 

light vinous purple, and decorated with deep port-wine coloured spots on the 

margins ; lip three-lobed, lateral lobes large, quite enclosing the column, rosy crimson 

distinctly veined with purplish crimson, middle lobe very bright purplish crimson. 

The blooms are produced in late autumn and through the months of December and 

January, at which times Orchid flowers are scarce, so that this species becomes exeeedingly 

useful ; moreover it remains a long time in perfeetion, for a month or six weeks the 

flowers may be depended upon, cither on the plant or when cut and placed in water. 

A single bloom also makes an excellent coat fiower (ir buttouhole backed with a 

green Fera frond ; these flowers have particular charnis for gentlemen, as they may 

be placed in water after being worn, and brought out again after a day or two, 

having ali the brilliancy and novelty of a fresh cut bloom. 

This plant requires the warmth of the Cattleya house, but during the winter 

months, its blooming season, it must not be rested so long as many of the species 

which are quite dormant, moreover its slender growths will not admit of it ; we 

have found it to thrive best under just the sanie treatment as Lalia elegans and its 

varieties, and it will well repay ali the care taken of it, by the production of good 

strong growths and flowers in due season. The best time for repotting this species, 

if it is requisite, is just before starting info growth, care being taken that the living 

roots are not injured, but ali decayed or decaying ones should be removed with a 

sharp knife. The plants may either be grown in pots or baskets, but in whatever 

way they may be treated, the drainage must be good, and due attention must be 

given that too mudi material is not placed about their roots. 











CALANTHE MYLESII. 
[PLATE 402.] 

Garden Hybrid. 

Terrestrial. Pseudobulbs somewhat oblong* and ribbed, tapering upwards, of a 
pale ashy grey. Leaves large, broadly lanceolate, acuminate, membranaceous, much 
plaited and deep green, fading away before the fiower scape is mature. The spike 
rises from the base of the bulb, and grows several feet in length, hearing its 
flowers in a somewhat nodding manner. The sepals and petals are ovate-lanceolate, 
and acute, reflexed, of the purest paper-white ; the lip is spreading, deeply three-
deft, the lateral lobes oblong, obtuse, erect, closing up to the column, the anterior 
lobe broadly wedge-shaped, split into two divaricating obtuse and distinct sections ; 
the colour also of the purest white, saving a tinge of lemon-yellow at the entrance 
to the throat. Spur incurved, filiform, obtuse, about half the length of the lip. 
Said to be a cross between Calanthe nivalis and C. Veitchii. 

C A L A N T H E MYLESII, supra. 

This section of the genus Calanthe is both a popular and useful one ; the long 

graceful spikes of showy and delicate flowers are exceedingly attractive and make a 

fine appearance. They must, however, be arranged with Ferns, fine foliage plants or 

other Orchids, to be seen to the best advantage, as nearly ali of them are entirely 

destitute of leaves of their own when in fiower, but arranged with other plants they 

have a charming and grand effect. For some time we were restricted in our choice 

to the forms of the old C. vestita—one with a red eye and the other with a yellow 

one were the only two kinds known—but others have come to hand from time to 

time, and many hybrids have been obtained. C. Veitchii was the first, and for 

some years it has stood at the head of garden hybrids ; but Sir Trevor Lawrence, 

Bart., M.P., has been very successful in hybridising Calanthes, and has obtained many 

exceedingly handsome and strikingly distinct kinds, so that with hybrids at home, 

and kinds introduced from Cochin China, such as C. Stevensii, C. Regnierii, and the 

rare C. Williamsii, the period over which Calanthe blooms may be had in our Orchid 

houses is now extended to several months. C. Williamsii has already figured in 

these pages, and its portrait may be found at Voi. iii., t. 134. 

W e now wish to bring to the notice of our readers a hybrid raised by Mr. 

Myles, of Ryde, in the Isle of Wight. It is a cross between Calanthe nivalis, which is 

a white vestita, and C. Veitchii ; these are two good parents. C. Veitchii, how

ever, appears to have contributed size to the fiower, and a certain modification in the 

shape of the pseudobulb, but nothing is contributed in colour, the flowers being of 

the purest white possible, flowers of other white Calanthes placed side by side with this 

one having a decided tinge of yellow. W e have the pleasure and honour to hold 



the entire stock of this plant, and we intencl distributing it to the public in the 

spring of the present year with other new plants, and as white flowers are in great 

demand, we look upon it as a great acquisition. It is a free grower, and an 

abundant bloomer, its long nodding racemes of bloom being very effective. 

Calanthe Mylesii is a deciduous plant of great beauty, losing its leaves just 

before it comes into fiower; the bulbs are tapering, angular, and of an ashy grey 

colour. The fiower spike springs from the base of the bulb, and rises to the 

height of two feet or more, the spike continuing to elongate until the last fiower 

expands ; the colour of the fiower is paper-white, saving a faint stain of lemon-

yellow in the throat. It commences to bloom during the winter months, and its 

flowering season lasts for a very long period. 

This Calanthe requires good treatment, although its requirements are very few 

and simple. It may be grown in either a pot or basket, suspended from the roof, 

and this we find from experience is the best way to grow ali these plants to 

perfection ; for the past few years we have adopted this system with ali our plants 

of Calanthes, and our successes have been very marked. The soil we use is good 

turfy light loam, leaf-mould, and fibrous peat, to this is added a little rough sharp 

sand, and the bulbs are potted firmly just below the rim of the pot, for as they 

require a liberal supply of water when in vigorous growth, it is best thus to treat 

them. Three or four times in the week during hot weather, a little weak liquid 

cow-manure may be given them, but it must not be given too strong or the roots 

will suffer, and great injury will accrue ; we prefer to take them down and water them, 

as in this way the soil becomes generally well soaked. Another good pian is to dip 

them into a tub of water about the same temperature as the house, and after having 

soaked the soil, the pots should be stood on the floor of the house to drain before 

returning them to their position. They must be shaded from the sun, as their leaves 

being thin they would soon receive injury, but they should be subjected to the full 

light. The bulbs may be rested after flowering, and when they begin to show 

signs of returning growth they should be potted, and just at this time is the criticai 

one in their management, for if too mudi water is given before they have become 

tolerably well rooted failure and loss of fiower is sure to follow. 











ODONTOGLOSSUM ALEXANDRE OUTRAMIL 
[PLATE 403.] 

Native of the Province of Bogota, US. of Colombia. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs somewhat ovoid, compressed, some three inches high, 
hearing on the summit a pair of linear lanceolate leaves, which are from nine 
inches to a foot long, and deep green. Scape slender, erect, oftentimes much 
longer than the leaves, and many flowered. Flowers some three inches across, 
white fiushed with rose, hearing several clusters of brown spots and blotches ; 
sepals ovate, lanceolate, with plain edges ; petals broader than the sepals, undulate 
and toothed at the edges, cannate behind ; Up subpanduriform, toothed at the 
edge, and apiculate, white spotted with chestnut-brown, bright yellow on the 
disc ; column arching, with a pair of jagged toothed wings. 

O D O N T O G L O S S U M A L E X A N D R E O U T R A M I I , supra. 

The large number of varieties of Odontoglossum Alexandra which have been 

brought to this country from their native wilds is most wonderful, but we are 

told that the numbers are so much diminished that it is now a difficult matter 

to gather together a fair consignment, so that in less than thirty years our 

collectors have caused a dearth in the land where, before, abundance prevailed ; 

stili the extent of ground over which the species exists is very great, and good 

varieties are stili likely to reward the search of the energetic collector, moreover, 

every small plant as well as the larger ones should be grown and bloomed, as we 

have noted some very excellent forms spring from small pieces which had never 

given an intimation of flowering before. The reason why it is the small pieces so 

often produce unexpected results is not far to reach and to solve ; the larger plants 

which are flowering when the traveder fìnds them, if anything special, will be marked 

as a matter of course, and their records come home with them ; but it is the 

smaller pieces in the neighbourhood gathered as makeweights that have no records : 

these are the plants which, in ali probability, are seedlings from fine flowering plants, 

and which may produce many varieties, perhaps, of superior merit, and hence a 

district where fine forms have been found, will, in ali probability, be famous for 

good varieties for many years. The variety we here introduce to our readers is a 

charmingly spotted form, and is one which we received through the kindness of 

A. Wilson, Esq., of Westbrook, Sheffield, who has previously sent us some fine varieties 

of this species ; this one is named in compliment to Mr. A. Outram, who has 

represented our finn for upwards of twenty years, and has had the opportunity 

of inspecting most of the best collections in cultivation, both of Orchids and other 

plants, which has given him a good practical knowledge of plants in general. 



Odontoglossum Alexandra Outramii is a splendid variety, compact in growth, 

and handsome when in fiower. The bulbs are about three inches in height, with 

leaves ten or twelve inches in length, and of a lively green ; the scape proceeds 

from the base of the bulb, growing from eighteen inches to two feet long, and 

having some twelve or thirteen flowers. As the plant gains strength, more 

flowers will be developed ; in fact, the raceme may become paniculate. The sepals 

are white, flushed with rose colour, and the petals are also white, with two 

or three clusters of chestnut-brown spots and blotches, these forming a charming 

contrast with the lighter-coloured forms of 0. Alexandra. It blooms during the 

months of January and February, and continues in perfection for some weeks. 

The forms of Odontoglossum Alexandra vary considerably in their time of flowering, 

which arises from the difference in the time of finishing their growth. So much, indeed, 

do they vary, that we have known, in collections where the species is largely grown, 

some examples in fiower throughout the entire season. This renders them 

very valuable, for an Alexandra fiower is always acceptable, and to either sex ; 

the flowers also withstand the London air as well, or better than many Orchids, 

and it is quite wonderful that a plant whose home is at some 7,000 to 8,000 

feet elevation should thrive so well in such a crowded and dense atmosphere. 

The Odontoglossums require care at the time when their scapes begin to 

become visible, to protect them from the small snails, Helix alliaria and H. purus, 

two species which get imported into the houses in the sphagnum moss, and which 

are always in search of food. The young and delicate spikes appear to have a 

peculiar temptation for them ; they must therefore be searched for by day, and also 

in the evening by lamp-light ; at this lattei* time they may be caught prowling 

about seeking what they may devour. A chapter treating upon these, as well as 

the insect pests which infest Orchids and Orchid houses, will be found in the pages 

of the Orchid Growers' Manual, to which we beg to cali our readers' attention. 

These plants must he kept in a clean and healthy state to be enjoyed ; and as 

many of the insect pests injurious to Orchids are imported with them and introduced 

to our houses unwittingly—as in the case of our native snails—ali plants should 

be well searched before admission is given them to the Orchid house, for these 

insects soon increase and multiply in the warm atmosphere. 

The Odontoglossum now under consideration requires the same treatment as the 

typical plant ; it should be grown in a cool house, and potted in peat fibre and 

living sphagnum moss. The moss should be clean, and well picked, and as the 

soil decays it must be removcd. D o not wait for any particular potting season, 

but when the soil shows signs of being spent, it should be at once removed— 
" delays are dangerous." 
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CATTLEYA MAXIMA MARCHETTIANA. 
[PLATE 404.] 

Native of Ecuador and Northern Perù. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs davate, from nine to twelve inches high, slightly 
compressed, hearing a single leaf, somewhat oblong in shape, some five inches long, 
and two inches broad, thick and fleshy in texture, and pale green. Scape erect, 
hearing numerous flowers, the flowers individually are about five inches across ; 
upper sepal oblong-acute with smooth edges, lateral ones slightly larger, falcate ; 
petals broader than the sepals, with waved edges, ali of a rich crimson-lake, 
streaked with lines of a paler hue ; lip three lobed, the front lobe emarginate, 
much frilled, or crisp on the edge, with a broad streak of yellow in the centre, 
together with several radiating streaks of the same colour in the throat, the 
ground colour being beautiful crimson-lake with lighter streaks, and having a 
marginai border of white. Column slender, white. 

C A T T L E Y A M A X I M A , Lindley Genera and Species of Orchidaceous Plants, p. 116; 
Botanica! Magazine, t. 4902 ; lllustration Horticole, t. 29 ; Xenia Orchidacea- L, 
t. 95. Williams' Orchid Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 189. 

E P I D E N D R U M M A X I M U M , Xenia Orchidacea, ii., p. 29. 

C A T T L E Y A M A X I M A M A R C H E T T I A N A , supra. 

This Cattleya, to which the name maxima does not apply in the year of 

grace, 1890, is a native of Ecuador and Northern Perù, and was first discovered 

by Ruiz and Pavon upwards of a century ago. It was from the flowers 

collected by these two Spanish botanists, that afterwards carne into the hands of 

Dr. Lindley, that the plant was named and described ; but it was not until about 

the year 1844 that it first carne under our notice. W e used, in those times, to 

consider it a very pretty species, but during the last few years, the native 

habitats of the orchidaceous plants of South America have been so thoroughly 

searched, that this species, as well as others, have yielded many varieties which 

prove to be superior in colour to the typical species ; one form called Cattleya 

maxima Backhousiana we have already figured in these pages, at Voi. v., t. 198. This 

is a beautiful and richly coloured form of this now weU-known species, and it is stili 

rare in collections, but the variety here depicted, as a glance at our illustration will 

show, is far superior to that in the richness and colouring of its flowers ; and the 

fact of its being so thoroughly distinct from any other Cattleya, will at once 

render it a great acquisition to the famdy to which it belongs. 

The specimen whose portrait we here have the pleasure of laying before our readers, 

was flowered by G. Marchetti, Esq., of Manor Heath, Halifax, and to w h o m we have 

much pleasure in dedicating such a splendid variety. It is the first and only 



plant that has come under our notice, and as it cropped up out of an importation with 

others of the type, many of our readers will be anxiously looking for other 

startling novelties from amongst their imported plants ; indeed, it is this chance of 

new things that induces many to purchase newly imported or unflowered plants. 

Cattleya maxima Marchettiana is a compact-growing plant with light-coloured, 

club-shaped bulbs, which are some twelve inches high, and quite distinct from any 

known species of Cattleya; the bulbs produce a single leaf which is about five 

inches in length, and nearly two inches in breadth ; the peduncle rises from a sheath 

at the top of the pseudobulbs, and bears three or more flowers, which, as the plant 

gains strength, will increase in floriferousness. The blooms of this variety are similar 

in size and shape to the species, being some five inches across, blotched with 

crimson-lake and deep purple, forming a noble fiower. It blooms during the 

autumn and winter months, and continues in full beauty for a long time if the 

flowers are kept free from damp ; spotting from damp is a calamity which frequently 

befalls the blooms of Cattleyas, especially if kept in too low a temperature. 

This variety of Cattleya maxima requires the same treatment as the originai 

species, and it should be exposed to as much light as possible ; care, however, is 

necessary in shading, and this is a maxim that should be borne in mind upon 

ali occasions. The object of shading is to exclude the too strong rays of the sun, 

and to prevent the exposure of the plants to it, but this is frequently done when 

the sun does not shine, or the shading material is frequently left over the plants 

after the danger is past. This practice should not be followed if weak growths are 

to be avoided, for these are produced by too much shading : strong and well-ripened 

bulbs are the way to secure healthy plants as well as flowers of good substance and 

colour. To have these, particular care must be given to the shading ; it should not be 

allowed to shelter the plants from the benefit of the full light immediately upon 

the fierce rays passing over, and a good supply of air is needed. In this way 

alone can Cattleyas be induced to produce flowering shoots. The pots for the 

reception of the plants must be well drained, and for potting material use good 

fibrous peat, from which ali the fine part or soil has been shaken away. This 

should be mixed with good living sphagnum moss, and during the time of potting 

should have the addition of some fair-sized nodules of charcoal to keep the 

material free and open. If no charcoal is available for this purpose, some pieces 

of drainage material should be used, the whole being built up above the rim of the 

pot into a conedike mound, and made finn and hard, for firm potting is essential 

to ali Orchids, eastern or western. 
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ONCIDIUM LARKINIANUM. 
[PLATE 405.J 

Native of Brazil. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs oblong-obtuse, compressed, ribbed, deep green tinged 
with brown. Leaves mostly in pairs from the apex of the pseudobulbs, lanceolate,. 
acute, cannate beneath, some six or nine inches long, and deep green. Scape 
radicai, many-flowered, the individuai flowers large, measuring upwards of two inches 
across, and very showy ; dorso! sepal somewhat ovate, the lateral ones connate, 
ground colour yellow, transversely streaked with bright chestnut-brown, petals 
somewhat clawed at the base, roundish in outline, the centre chestnut-brown with a 
broad marginai border of rich yellow, into which run numerous streaks and spots 
from the centre ; lip clawed at the base, deeply bilobed in front, and lobed and 
undulated at the edges, front lobe clear rich yellow, the claw spotted and dotted 
with chestnut-brown, the side lobes small, tipped with yellow. Column short, 
obtuse, furnished with a pair of short yellow wings. 

O N C I D I U M L A R K I N I A N U M , Gower, in Garden, voi. xxxvii., p. 325. 

This charming plant would appear to be a near relation to the equally 

charming Oncidium Forbesii, 0. pratextum, 0. Gardnerianum, and 0. 

Marshallianum—in fact, by its flowers one might be led to suppose that 0. 

Gardnerianum and O. Marshallianum had something to do with its parentage, 

as the sepals and petals resemble those of the former plant, and the lip the latter ; 

but no indication is found in the pollen masses of its being a hybrid, and indeed 

we are not such believers in naturai hybrids as some of our fellow Orchid 

growers appear to be. The plant has only been seen, we believe, in the 

collection of J. Larkin, Esq., by whom it was exhibited before the Committee of 

the Royal Horticultural Society, in the month of March in the present 

year, and through whose kindness we are here permitted to lay a figure of it before 

our readers. 

Oncidium, Larkinianum is a compact evergreen plant, having ribbed deep 

green pseudobulbs, tinged with brown, some three or four inches in height. 

The leaves are borne mostly in pairs, about eight inches in length, by an 

inch and a half in breadth, and of a rich deep green. The scape figured is 

simple, but since this piate was prepared we have seen another plant flowering in 

Mr. Larkin's collection with a branched spike. The racemes are many-flowered, 

the flowers being large and showy. W e only know of this species as 

flowering in the month of March ; but the blooms last a very long time in 

full perfection. The ground colour of the sepals is yellow barred transversely with 

B 



bright chestnut-brown, the petals being dark brown in the middle, broadly 

bordered with rich yellow, and hearing numerous streaks and spots of the same 

colour as the centre of the petals. The lip is large, deeply bilobed in front, 

and waved at the edges, the colour being golden yellow; the narrow part of 

the lip at its base and the disc are freely spotted with chestnut. This plant is, 

we suppose, found with its near relatives in the Organ Mountains of Brazil, which 

range, although covering a considerable area, does not attain any great altitude. 

W e have, however, found many plants from these regions thrive well under cool 

treatment, and this plant we opine should be grown at the cool end of the Cattleya 

house. W h e n its growth is completed, it should have a season of rest in the 

Odontoglossum house, from whence it should be brought and restored to its former 

position when its fiower spike or spikes appear. It belongs to a set of plants 

which we have always found to dislike a great amount of soil about their roots, 

but what it has should always be kept in a sweet condition, and this can only 

be effected by thorough drainage, which we contend is of more importance in the 

cultivation of Orchids than of any other plants. White scale will prove trouble-

some to these plants, but this must not be allowed to accumulate ; they should 

be kept clean by frequently wiping and sponging with soft soap and warm 
water. 
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ODONTOGLOSSUM YOUNGII. 
[PLATE 406.] 

Native of Mexico. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs clustered, sub-rotund, compressed, sulcate, rough on 
the surface, and bronzy green in colour, hearing on the apex a single leaf, which 
is some five inches or more in length, by about an inch in breadth, lanceolate, 
acute, cannate beneath, and ridi deep green. Scape radicai, much longer than 
the leaves, furnished with numerous oblong-acute bracts, and hearing from one 
to three or more flowers, which are somewhat thick and fleshy in texture and 
nearly two inches across. Sepals oblong-acute, slightly incurved, the ground colour 
pale yellow, heavily marked with transverse spotted bars of dark chocolate ; petals 
much broader than the sepals, ovate, acute, the ground a pale yellow, which is 
marked by large spots of rich deep chocolate ; lip transversely reniform, clawed at 
the base, the margin entire, and undulated, white, streaked with short lines of 
reddish brown, and hearing a pair of large dark chocolate spots in the centre ; disc 
fleshy, yellow, more or less streaked with reddish brown. Column short and stout, 
reddish violet. 

O D O N T O G L O S S U M Y O U N G I I , Gower, in The Garden, xxxvii., p. 84. 

W e have much pleasure in laying a portrait of this, which appears to us 

to be a new and distinct species of Odontoglossum, before our subscribers. The 

plant originated in the collection of R. Young, Esq., Linnet Lane, Liverpool, and 

after w h o m it is worthily named. It is a very distinct plant, much more so than 

some we are frequently enabled to lay before our readers, and we trust it will 

flourish and fiower yet more freely than it has hitherto done. Some who have 

seen the plant in fiower ascribe a hybrid origin to it, supposing it to have been 

derived from Odontoglossum Rossii crossed with some other species. Our drawing 

was made from the only specimen that we know to exist, which is in the 

collection of R. Young, Esq., Linnet Lane, Liverpool, from w h o m we received 

the plant for figuring. This plant was introduced by Messrs. Shuttleworth & Co., 

who have kindly given us the following information respecting its introduction with 

a batch of O. Rossii :— 

" With regard to the origin of Odontoglossum Youngii, we have been looking 

over ali our old letters from the collector, but cannot find the exact locality ; 

however, that matters very little. A few years since, if we remember rightly, 

one of our collectors wrote, having seen some yellow 0. Rossii, which he called 

0. Rossii aureum, and of which he forwarded a small box containing about 

sixty plants ; they arrived in very bad condition, and we received only 

about four alive. W e did not think much of it, until twelve months later 



a plant flowered, and was found to be 0. aspersum. W e then gave our 

collector orders to send us a quantity. H e wrote back, saying he could not find 

many in the old locality, near Orizaba, but he would proceed a little further north 

and try there. Luckily he found a nice batch growing together with 0. Rossii, 

and this plant turned up among them. W e cannot find any locality in his letters 

but the Cordillera, north of Orizaba, running parallel with the coast." 

Odontoglossum Youngii is a dwarf-growing species, and one which we advise 

to be grown in a shallow basket, in like manner to 0. Rossii, and it should be 

treated in the same manner as that species. The pseudobulbs are roundish-ovate, 

hearing a single leaf. The scape bears one or two flowers, but in ali probability, 

as the plants become stronger, more flowers will be borne on the scape ; these 

flowers have a delicious aromatic odour. It requires to be potted in good fibrous 

peat and sphagnum moss, and the pots or baskets must be well drained. It 

succeeds very well in the ordinary cool house with other species of Odontoglossum 

of the Alexandra and Rossii types ; but we do not think it would be well to 

subject it to such a low temperature as that to which the last named plant may 

be exposed with impunity. 
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DENDROBIUM ALBUM. 
[PLATE 407] 

ZNative of Southern India. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs stem-like, pendulous, from a foot to two feet long, 
light green. Leaves some five inches in length, and an inch and a half in 
breadth, oblong, acute, membraneous, and rich green. Flowers borne upon the 
current year's growth, in company with the foliage, and mostly in pairs ; the 
dorsal sepals and petals nearly equal ; the lateral sepals somewhat larger and more 
triangular, ali of a creamy white ; lip three-lobed, the lateral lobes erect, enclosing 
the column ; middle lobe somewhat acute, deflexed in front, the surface downy, white 
stained with yellow on the disc, the margin hearing a slight fringe. 

D E N D R O B I U M ALBUM, Wight, leones, t. 1645 ; Paxton's Fiower Garden, 
ii, p. 175. 

D E N D R O B I U M A Q U E U M , Lindley, Botanica! Register, t. 54. Botanica! Magazine, 
t. 4640. 

In the present species we have a member of the Dendrobes which has 

hitherto been at a discount with growers, although it has been known to cultivation 

for nearly fifty years ; but in these days when white flowers are so much in 

demand, it should be considered an acquisition, more especially as the flowers are 

produced with its rich green leaves, and not upon bare and leafless stems. W e 

have adopted Wight's name in preference to that of Lindley, for we are under the 

impression that the learned Doctor was misled by some poor flowers which opened 

first in the establishment of the Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney, and caused him 

to cali them green and watery flowers, a description which those figured by us 

in this place certainly do not deserve. 

For the opportunity of figuring this species, and thus making it more known 

to the Orchid growers of this country, we are indebted to the kindness of 

Thomas Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester. It is a species which, 

we believe, deserves more extensive circulation, and we have little doubt that some 

fine varieties will be found to exist amongst the plants recently introduced. 

Dendrobium album is a beautiful species, which maintains its foliage untd 

after the flowers are fallen. The flowers last some time in beauty, and are of a 

soft creamy white, except the base of the lip, which is stained with light 

yellow ; they are produced singly, or in pairs, on the opposite side of the 

stem to the leaves, and it thus makes a pretty ornament, backed as the flowers 

are by its bright green leaves. The flowers are mostly produced at the 

end of summer, or beginning of autumn ; but when the growth has been macie 

late, we have known the plant to fiower as late in the season as the month of 



November. The species was first flowered by Messrs. Loddiges, of Hackney ; but 

the gentleman to whom we are indebted for the plants now to be found in this 

country is Major-General Berkeley, of the Indian Army, from a district of south-

western Bombay, where the rainfall is excessive. The plant must therefore be 

grown in a very moist atmosphere, and it also likes an abundance of heat when 

growing. W e have found this plant to thrive upon blocks, but these will only 

accommodate small plants, and we therefore recommend the use of shallow hanging 

baskets in which to grow the plants, draining the same thoroughly, and using for 

soil good fibrous peat and living sphagnum moss, which should be made firm in the 

basket, so that the plant does not rock about. Nothing is more distressing to 

any plant than to have its roots strained every time the basket is taken down to 

dip or to remove it, and which, if continued, eventually leads to its death. The 

plant should be well exposed to the sun during the summer months (its season of 

growth), shading only from the burning sun in the middle of the day ; during the 

winter a somewhat cooler and drier house will suit it admirably, care, however, 

being taken that the stems do not suffer from over draught, and at the same time 

from too much cold. The cool end of the Cattleya or intermediate house will be 

the most suitable position for it during the winter months, from whence it may 

be removed when re-potted early in spring. 
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LYCASTE GIGANTEA 
[PLATE 408.] 

Native of Central America. 

Sub-terrestrial. Pseudobulbs oblong-ovate, some four or six inches high, smooth 
and dark green, hearing a pair (sometimes three) oblong-lanceolate leaves, which 
are from one to two feet in length, much plaited, and deep green. Scape nine 
inches to a foot high, or sometimes more ; one-flowered. Fiower large, upwards of 
six inches across ; sepals and petals nearly equal, linear, lanceolate, obtuse, the lateral 
sepals being slightly the larger and falcate, ali of a yellowish olive-green ; lip 
three-lobed, the lateral lobes erect, acute, and small, the front lobe panduriform 
and recurved at the tip, the whole of the front lobe being of a rich velvety 
maroon, with a marginai border of mauve-orange, and at the base is an emarginate 
hard fleshy substance, the outer edge ciliolate. 

L Y C A S T E GIGANTEA, Lindley, Botanica! Magazine, t. 5616 ; Botanical Register, 
1845, t. 34; Williams' Orchid Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 378. 

M A X I L L A R I A H E Y N D E R Y C X I I , Morren, Anncdes de Gand, 1845, t. 9. 

The species we have now under consideration is a somewhat old inhabitant of 

•our stoves, having been introduced by M. Linden, of Brussels, a little more than 

forty years ago, from the forests in Merida, where he found it growing at no 

great altitude ; the species had, however, been previously found by Purdie, in Santa 

Martha, and also by Hartweg, in Central America Our first knowledge of the plant 

was from a specimen which flowered with us in 1856, and this plant was said to 

have been brought from Guayaquil, so that the species would appear to be widely 

distributed naturally, as a consequence of which there are to be found considerable 

variations in size and colour of the flowers. It cannot be called a very gay-

coloured species, especially when compared with some of this genus, but its large 

flowers are very distinct and beautiful, commending itself to the attention of ali 

lovers of Orchidaceous plants. Our artist's drawing was taken from a plant in the 

collection of H. Tate, Esq., Allerton Beeches, Allerton, Liverpool, in March last. 

Lycaste gigantea is a bold-growing evergreen plant, with large and stout bulbs, 

bearino* from the top two or three deeply plaited leaves, which sometimes exceed two 

feet in length, the colour being ridi deep green; the scape is erect, hearing a 

single large fiower, which varies considerably in size, but less in colour. 

There are some varieties, however, much darker than others, the usuai colour for 

the sepals and petals being yellowish olive-green, with the lip of a more or less 

dark maroon of a velvety appearance, and this is bordered round the margin with 



rich orange. The plant would appear to be variable in its time of flowering ; 

with us it bloomed in the months of June and July, and this year we have also 

seen a beautiful variety flowering at this time with Mr. Horsman, of Colchester; at 

other times we have seen the species flowering during the winter months. N o 

particular season can therefore be depended upon for its blooming, but at the same 

time it is a plant which may be easily retarded, should it be wanted in fiower at a 

later season. This plant appears to enjoy a little more warmth than Odontoglossums, 

but yet it thrives best in a low temperature. W e grow the plant in a temperature 

between that of the Odontoglossum house and the Cattleya house, and from its 

large leaves it is best treated as a pot plant, using good fibrous peat and sphagnum 

moss, and employing well-drained pots. During the period of growth it likes an 

abundant supply of water, and it also enjoys a considerable amount of shade. After 

its pseudobulbs are formed, and plump, the plant may be put to rest by with-

holding the water, but not to such an extent as to cause shrivelling, for by this-

system no good can result to any such plant as the one under notice. 

It is propagated by dividing the bulbs just after flowering; but it is always 

safest to have a young shoot on the divided bulbs, rather than to trust to the 

breaking out of latent buds, which sometimes are a long time making their 

appearance. W e are not aware that this species is liable to insect attacks ; the 

only thing we have ever noted is green fly upon the young growths, and this any 

Orchid grower will remove as speedily as possible. 
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VANDA TERES CANDIDA. 
[PLATE 409.] 

Native of Northern India and Burmah. 

Epiphytal. Stems scandent, emitting a large quantity of roots, and hearing 
terete leaves, which are from three to four inches long, and deep green. Raceme 
ascendmg, hearing usually a pair of flowers, although at times one only is produced; 
they measure some four inches across. Dorsal sepal erect, much smaller than the 
lateral ones ; petals sub-rotund, much larger than the sepals, slightly undulated, ali 
pure white ; lip threedobed, lateral lobes large, rolled over the coiumn, forming a 
hood, white on the exterior, stained with pale yellow on the inner sides ; anterior 
lobe narrow at the base, dilated and emarginate at the apex, white, faintly flushed 
with rose on the disc. Spur infundibuliform. 

V A N D A T E R E S CANDIDA, Reichenbach fi., in Gardeners' Chronicle, N.S., iv., p. 225 ; 
Williams' Orchid Growers Manual, 6 ed., p. 610. 

V A N D A T E R E S ALBA, Hort. 

This is the purest white form of Vanda teres that has yet come under our 

notice ; for several years we have been aware of the existence of an albino form 

of this species, and we have waited anxiously to see it. Various plants have from 

time to time been pointed out to us as being the veritable plant, but upon 

examination, they have proved to be but pale forms of the type. More 

especially was this the case when, after making a long journey, we were much 

annoyed to find only a specimen in which the sepals and petals were white more or 

less flushed with rose, whilst the lip was almost as much coloured as the typical 

plant. The first white form of this species was flowered by Mr. W- Whittaker, 

gardener to Lord Crewe, at Crewe Hall, Cheshire, and from this plant the variety 

was named by Professor Reichenbach. The specimen here illustrated was flowered in 

the gardens of His Grace the Duke of Marlborough, at Blenheim, in Oxfordshire, 

under the care of Mr. Whillans, and we must congratulate him upon being the first 

to show us this chaste and beautiful variety. 

Vanda teres candida resembles the typical plant in its habit of growth and 

general appearance, but upon closer examination it will be found to be more 

slender in its stems, and the terete leaves also are more acute, whilst in their 

colour the leaves are paler in the shade of green. The raceme on this plant 

bore only a single fiower, but should it eventually produce a many-flowered 

raceme as in the variety known as V teres Andersonii, it will then prove itself 

to be a most effective and charming variety, as, in addition to the size of 



the flowers, the sepals and petals are of the purest white, and the lip is also 

white except a faint tinge of pale rose on the disc and the inner side of the 

lateral lobes, which are stained with lemon-yellow. This is a plant which, like the 

species, enjoys ali the sun and light which we can give it, and therefore it should 

be hung up or placed dose to the glass in the warmest house during the growing 

season, at which time an abundance of moisture is necessary, both in the atmos

phere and to its roots, and the syringe should be kept constantly going. At this 

season the East Indian house is the proper position for it, but after growth is 

finished, in order to give the plants a- thorough rest, and to enable them to ripen 

the growth well, we advise the entire cessation of water, after which the 

plants should be removed to the Cattleya or intermediate house ; here they should 

be kept both cool and dry, or nearly so, but the leaves should never be allowed 

to shrivel. In the spring months the fiower spikes will begin to show, when 

the plants must be removed to their former warmer position, and water again be 

given them, moderately at first, but the quantity may be increased as the days 

lengthen and the sun brightens. The various forms of Vanda teres fiower very 

freely with us, and we trust the variety here depicted will prove equally floriferous. 

The house in which we grow these Vanda teres is one devoted to the culture of 

Crotons and similar plants, and which is never shaded. The Vandas are grown in 

well-drained pots, the compost used being simply a mixture of sphagnum moss, mixed 

with various-sized nodules of charcoal. The plants when potted are plunged in a 

layer of sphagnum moss, and placed dose up to the glass, being freely 

watered with the syringe. W e have plants varying from a foot to eighteen inches 

and two feet in height, grown in this manner, and they flower most profusely every 

season ; when these plants become too tali for the position in which they stand, 

they are cut down, and the tops are potted in a similar mixture to that 

recommended above for the old plants. At first these tops receive a somewhat 

shaded treatment, until they make fresh roots and become established, and after

wards they are placed in the full sun alongside the older plants. 
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ZYGOPETALUM CRINITUM CCERULELM. 

[PLATE 410.] 

Native of Brazil. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs stout, ovate, hearing numerous leaves from the apex 
\TÌ P s e u d o b u l b s' a n d w h i c h are strap-shaped, lanceolate, strongly veined or plaited, 

neh déep green; besides these leaves there are several produced from the base of 
the pseudobulb, and which envelop it when young, but they are not persistent, 
usually dymg away by the time the growth is completed. Scape radicai, erect, 
appearmg with the young growth, shorter than the leaves, and hearing about half-
a-dozen large and showy blooms. Mowers three inches or more across; sepals 
and petals oblong-acute, nearly equal, ascending, ground colour yellowish green, 
heavily blotched and streaked with ferrugineous brown; lip large, ovate, emarginate, 
undulated on the margin, pubescent, white, marked with forked and radiating, 
downy lines of bluish purple. 

Z Y G O P E T A L U M CRINITUM, Loddiges, Botanica! Cabinet, t. 1687 ; Botanical Magazine, 
t. 3402. Williams' Orchid Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 619. 

Z Y G O P E T A L U M CRINITUM CCERULEUM, Hort., Williams' Orchid Growers' Manual, 
6 ed., p. 616. 

This plant is considered by some authors to be a variety only of an older 

plant, well known and much admired, by the name of Zygopetalum Mackayi, which 

blooms during the mid-winter months ; the present plant is both a winter and spring 

bloomer, flowering in great profusion, and oftentimes throwing two scapes from a 

single growth. This, the best form of Z. crinitum, bears the name of caruleum; 

another variety, or perhaps the typical form, has the lip with downy lines of rosy 

red or pinkish hairs. Blue, however, being the most unusual colour amongst 

orchidaceous plants, obtains more notice from cultivators, and this colour, in various 

shades, is quite characteristic of the genus, a few examples of which have already 

appeared in these pages, of which Z. Clayi, t. 50 ; Z. rostratum, t. 78 ; Z. Gau-

tierii, t. 28 ; and Z. Burkei, t. 142, may be taken as examples. The plant here 

figured flowered in our own collection, in the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, during 

the spring months of the present year, where the plant usually contributes largely 

to the display we are enabled to maintain at that season. 

Zygopetalum crinitum caruleum is a free-growing evergreen plant, easily culti-

tivated into a handsome specimen, and blooms profusely during the winter and 

spring months, the flowers being large and showy, lasting a very long time 

in full beauty. During the summer season, its period of growth, it requires a 



liberal supply of water, both to its roots, which are large and fleshy, and also ir 

the atmosphere ; whilst during the winter a sufficient quantity - ust be given to 

keep the large roots from shrivelling. Unless this is kept well in m m d , the flowei 

spikes will suffer and come up weak, and the flowers be proportionately poor. It should 

be treated as a pot plant, and the pots should be well drained, sing for soil good 

peat fibre, and a little light turfy loam ; this may be eonside d an innovation by 

some, but we have found the plant invariably thrive better when o potted, than 

when potted with peat alone. 
It may be propagated by dividing the rhizome, but the phnts so divided are 

usually some time before growing into a flowering state, as the divisions are orly 

the back portions of the plant which have to develop an eye before breaking the 

front portions of the plant having a leading growth should always be left witl 

some of the old pseudobulbs upon them. 

C H A M E L E O N S AS FLY-CATCHERS.—Having recently paid a visit to an amateur 

Orchid grower in the East End of London, we remarked, on looking over his collection, 

that green-fly or aphides were not represented, in any shape or form. " Oh," saie1 

our friend, " m y Green Frogs and Chameleons take care of ali such guests." A n d here 

he pointed to some fine Chameleons, quietly sunning themselves on the branches of 

climbers on the roof. It was a perfect surprise to us to see the lively habits of these 

creatures, having been taught to believe them very slow in their movements ; instead 

of this being the case, they travel rapidly, and the unerring precision in which a 

fly is glued to their tongue and passed into the mouth is something wonderful to 

behold. The curious construction of the eyes, the changes in colour, and theii 

marvellous and weird-like limbs, ali tend to constitute these saurians charming pets 

for lady Orchid growers. They are natives of the northern part of Africa, and appeal 

to remain many weeks during the winter with but little sustenance.—W H. G. 











DENDROBIUM SCHNEIDERIANUM. 
[PLATE 411.] 

Garden Hybrid. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs erect, stem-like, compressed, nodose, the internodes 
streaked with white. Leaves deeiduous. Mowers borne upon long pedicels, mostly 
in pairs, between three inches and four inches across ; sepals lanceolate, acute, the 
edges plain ; petals much broader than the sepals, undulate, the ground colour 
creamy white, suffused with rosy purple at the tips ; lip somewhat cordate at the 
base, the front lobe drawn out into an acuminate point, side lobes rolled over the 
column, the base downy, stained with orange-yellow, through which run numerous 
radiating lines of rich purple ; in front of the orange-yellow is a zone of creamy 
white, the acuminate point being coloured, the same as the points of the sepals and 
petals. Column hidden, white, streaked with darker lines. 

D E N D R O B I U M S C H N E I D E R I A N U M , Rchb. fi., in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1887, i. Third 
series, p. 209. Veitch's Manual of Orchidaceous Plants, ih., p. 90. 

The genus Dendrobium is now a very large one, and the number of species 

and varieties which adora our stoves are both numerous and beautiful. The 

one whose portrait is here produced is most chaste and elegant, arguing well 

for the rich combinations which we may hope to see when the many seedlings 

which now are in their infancy have arrived at a flowering stage. Naturai 

hybrids amongst the species of this genus would not appear to be common, 

but some examples have from time to time appeared, to which a hybrid origin 

has been ascribed ; these, however, have been collected in sufficient quantities to 

cast a doubt upon this supposition, and they have, moreover, been collected in wide 

and distant localities. Our specialists at home have produced a few very beautiful 

kinds but it must be confessed that this genus has not received the attention at 

their hands which the " Lady's-slipper " family has done. The first hybrid Dendrobium 

was obtained by an old and respected friend of ours, Mr. Dominy, when engaged 

in the nursery of the Messrs. Veitch, at Exeter, and it very deservedly bears the 

name of Dominianum. It is a very bright and cheerful fiower, raised between D. 

nobile and D. Linawianum, the latter being then known under the erroneous name 

of D. moniliforme ; since then we have had D. Ainsworthii and D. Ainsworthii 

roseum, raised by Mr. Mitchell, the last-named variety being figured in these 

pages, t. 20. The same forms were also obtained by Mr. Osborne, when gardener to 

H. J. Buchan, Esq., at Southampton. Grander forms of the same cross have also 

been obtained by Mr. Seden, at Messrs. VeitclLs, in D. splendidissimum and D. 

splendidissimum grandiflorum. D. Leechianum is also a superb form, raised by Mr. 



Swan, when at Fallowfield, Manchester ; this also is from the same parents as the above. 

Sir Trevor Lawrence has also been a successful hybridiser of Dendrobiums, and we 

have seen some exquisite flowers in his garden at Burford Lodge, Dorking, which 

we hope to be able to figure, and lay before our readers in the early future. 

The plant, however, whose portrait we here lay before our subscribers, is the 

result of a cross between Dendrobium Findlayanum and D. aureum, and is at once 

beautiful] y chaste and very distinct. The plant was fertilised in the collection of 

Oscar Schneider, Esq., of Fallowfield, Manchester, and the seedlings were raised by 

Mr. Holmes, gardener to C. Moseley, Esq., at Grangethorpe, Rusholme, Manchester, and 

il is through the kindness of Baron Schroeder, The Dell, Staines, that we have been 

afforded the opportunity of laying its beauties before our readers. 

Dendrobium Schneiderianum is a plant having much the character and appearance 

of its first-named parent, D. Findlayanum, in habit of growth, and its flowers are 

large and showy, mostly produced in pairs on long pedicels ; the sepals and petals 

are sub-equal, having the ground colour creamy white, tipped with rosy purple; 

the lip is half-rounded at the base, with an acuminate point, which is also rosy purple, 

behind which is a white zone ; the base of the lip is downy, rich orange-yellow, 

hearing numerous veins and streaks of orange or purple. The plant is deciduous in 

habit, losing ali its leaves before flowering, but so freely are the blooms produced, 

that one does not appear to notice the deficiency. The plant appears to be 

somewhat strong in constitution, and wdl doubtless become stronger as it increases 

in age. It should be planted in good peat fibre and sphagnum moss, using 

some moderate-sized nodules of charcoal to keep the whole open and free; this 

soil requires to be made fìrm, and the drainage must be perfeet. W e ' have 

found it to thrive best when treated as a basket plant, and hung up near the 

glass. During the growing season it requires an ampie supply of water to its 

roots, and moisture in the atmosphere, but after the pseudobulbs are mature 

and the leaves begin to fall, less heat and less water will be necessary indeed' 

very little water should be given during winter. At the batter part òf winter 

or early in spring, the plants should be watched for the pushing out of the 

flowers, and upon these becoming visible, gentle waterings should be given and the 

temperature in which the plant was wintered may be raised a few deo-rees 











MILTONIA (ODONTOGLOSSUM) BLEUANA 
SPLENDENS. 

[PLATE 412.J 

Garden Hybrid. 

_ Epiphytal. The result of a cross between Miltonia vexillaria and M. Roezlii, 
having small ovate pseudobulbs, and linear-lanceolate acuminate leaves, which are 
soft green on the upper side, paler beneath. Scape erect, three to five flowered. 
Mowers large, but as the lip is not so disproportionate as in M. vexillaria, the 
flowers are rounder ; sepals and petals oblong-ovate, broader than those of either 
of its parents, the former white faintly tinged with rose, petals broader than the sepals, 
and more obtuse, same colour as the sepals in the upper part, but having the 
lower half stained with a large blotch of lively rose ; lip shortly clawed at the 
base, obcordate, trilobed in front, but in a less degree than that of M. vexillaria, 
and having a small mucro in the notch similar to M. Roezlii, ground colour creamy 
white, not pearly white ; on the disc the ground is pale yellow, over which is 
spread a large blotch of soft chocolate-brown, which extends forwards in rayed 
streaks. Column short, raised up. 

M I L T O N I A B L E U A N A SPLENDENS, Bleu, M.S. 

M I L T O N I A B L E U A N A , Linden and Rodigas in Lindenia, iv., t. 176. 

M I L T O N I A B L E U I , Godefroy, L'Orchidophile, February, 1889, p. 45. 

MILTONIOPSIS B L E U I , Godefroy, L'Orchidophile (with figure), May, 1889, p. 145. 

In this beautiful variety we have probably the first artificial hybrid Miltonia 

produced in the gardens of Europe which has flowered, and its great beauty will 

doubtless stimulate the hybridisers and cross-breeders of these plants to fresh 

exertions. This plant is due to the energy and skill of Mons. A. Bleu, of Paris, 

to w h o m we are already indebted for many excellent hybrid Orchids. It is the result 

of a cross between Miltonia vexillaria and M. Roezlii, and it combines the beauties 

of both parents. It is curious that so little has been achieved with this genus and its 

near ally Odontoglossum, for we have observed that in the case of seedling 0. Uro-

Skinneri that the plants grow freely, and we therefore cannot account for the tardy 

appearance of hybrid forms in our gardens ; even the beautiful plant, whose portrait 

is now before us, opened its flowers just four years and nine months from the time 

of its being crossed, so that in this case the plants appear to come on very quickly. 

Of supposed naturai hybrid forms of Odontoglossums from their native country we 

already have quite a host in our collections, and for this reason care will be 

necessary in naming our own seedlings, in order to avoid clashing with names 



already in existence. It has been said that this plant can never be introduced, 

but it is just possible that in those districts where the two species from whence 

this variety was obtained approach each other, hybridisation by naturai means may 

take place. For the opportunity of figuring this beautiful hybrid we are indebted 

to the kindness and liberality of Mons. Alfred Bleu, Paris. 

Miltonia Bleuana splendens has pseudobulbs and leaves very similar to those 

of M. vexillaria, the flowers partaking of the mixed character of both species. 

The sepals and petals are broader than those of M. vexillaria, and the petals 

at the base are stained with violet or violet-rose, and the markings below the 

disc are a beautiful soft brown. It appears to be a plant of good robust consti-

tution, very floriferous, producing its flowers in quite a young state. The flowers 

also are said to emit a peculiar grateful odour, between that of Mignonette and 

Lily of the Valley, but of this we have found no trace. It is an evergreen plant, 

and requires a house nearly as warm as the Cattleya house to winter in, and a 

certain amount of moisture is necessary to keep away thrips and red-spider. The 

pots should be thoroughly well drained, and the soil used should be a mixture of 

good peat, fibre, and sphagnum moss, the surface being wholly sphagnum ; in 

fact it requires exactly the same treatment as do M. vexillaria and M. Roezlii, its 

two parents. This hybrid variety, if grown in quantity, will have a beautiful effect, 

especially if judiciously arranged with its two parent plants, and some other 

near relatives. 
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L^LIA ELEGANS BROOMEANA. 
[PLATE 413.]. 

Native of Santa Catherina, Southern Brazil. 

Epiphytal. Rhizome stout, clinging tightly to the stems and branches of treesr 
and hearing at short intervals erect stem-like pseudobulbs, which are smooth and 
terete when young, becoming ribbed with age, smaller at the base, from one to 
two feet in height, hearing on the apex a pair of narrow oblong obtuse leaves,. 
which are from nine inches to a foot in length, thick and leathery in texture, and 
deep green. Peduncle erect, robust, issuing from a large compressed sheath, and 
hearing from three to seven or more flowers, which measure some six inches across. 
Sepals and petals spreading, the sepals oblong-lanceolate, with plain edges, petals mudi 
broader than the sepals, obovate and lanceolate, with undulated edges, ali of an 
intense rich purple, slightly palei* towards the base; lip three-lobed, the basai lobes 
convolute creamy white, the tips reflexed, and heavily marked with rich maroon ; 
anterior lobe large and fiat, transversely oblong, prettily undulated, deep velvety 
maroon, throat creamy white, streaked with maroon. Column triquete, enclosed, 
white, lightly marked with purplish maroon. 

L,ELIA E L E G A N S B R O O M E A N A , O'Brien, Gardeners' Chronich, v., viii., 3 s., p. 214 ; 
Gower, The Garden, v. xxxviii., p. 158. 

The variety of Lalia elegans we here figure is one of a batch introduced a 

few years ago, and of which previously but a few examples existed in our 

collections. Of these L. Turneri, figured in Warner's Select Orchidaceous Plants, 

L, t. 12, stili remains amongst the rarest, best, and deepest coloured forms, 

Two varieties of these dark-flowered elegans we have already figured in the 

pages of this work, i.e., L. elegans prasiata, t. 97, which flowered in the 

collection of Baron Schroder, at The Dell, Egham, and L. elegans Morreniana, 

t. 331, the latter being a finer one, which flowered in our own collection in 

the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, and which we think 

was equal in beauty to the variety we now figure, although it differed 

somewhat in the colour of its sepals and petals. Nearly ali the dark flowered 

forms of L. elegans appear to be autumn bloomers, and a short time since were to 

be seen in excellent condition in the collection of R. H. Measures, Esq., The 

Woodlands, Streatham, where many varieties of this beautiful species are congregated, 

some of them being exceptionally beautiful. Amongst the most striking forms we 

noted were L. elegans Tautziana, L. e. tenebrosa, L. e. Minerva, L. e. melanochcetes, 

L. e. Morreniana, and L. e. incantans. Another form which was sent us last 

year, L. elegans Mossia, was superbly beautiful, and these, together with the present 

variety, form a magnificent group, worthy of ali praise. For the opportunity of 



figuring this beautiful variety we are indebted to the kindness of J. Broome, Esq., 

Sunny Hill, Llandudno, in whose collection it flowered for the first time in the 

month of Jury, 1889, and we have again recently received flowers from the 

same garden in Wales. 
Lcelia elegans Broomeana, like ali the varieties of this species, is an evergreen 

plant, with a robust constitution, producing stem-like pseudobulbs some eighteen 

inches to two feet in height, hearing a pair of leaves, thick and leathery in texture, 

and deep green in colour. The growth when mature forms its sheath on the top of 

the bulb, and prociaces its spike, which bears numerous flowers of a large size ; these 

are strikingly beautiful, and delicately fragrant. The sepals and petals are ridi deep 

purple in colour, becoming paler at the base, and hearing a few darker spots; lip 

in the front lobe deep velvety maroon, the side lobes, which are rolled over the 

column, being creamy white, tipped with rich maroon. It blooms during the months 

of July and August. The typical L. elegans, and ali its varieties, enjoy an 

abundance of beat during* the growing season ; indeed, it will scarcely be possible 

to put them in too strong a heat, provided the hottest rays of the sun are 

kept from them, for although we have found these plants to enjoy full exposure 

to the light, they yet require shading from the full solar heat. During the 

growing season an abundance of humidity in the atmosphere, and a fair amount of 

water to their roots is also necessary, and therefore good drainage is absolutely 

essential to their well being. After flowering time, which is their season of rest, very 

little water will suffice, the temperature must be reduced, and only sufficient water 

given the roots to prevent shrivelling in any part of the plant. They grow 

naturally upon the stems and branches of trees, but under cultivation we find them 

thrive best under pot culture, using for soil, good peat fibre (from which ali the 

fine part has been shaken), a little chopped sphagnum moss, and some medium-

sized nodules of charcoal ; the whole should be built up into a cone-like mound above 

the pot's rim, and be macie very finn ; this cannot be done if pieces of charcoal of 

too large a size are introduccd. Nothing is more injurious to a plant than to 

be so potted, that the slightest movement causes it to rock about, straining the 

roots, and oftentimes breaking them entirely 











ODONTOGLOSSUM CRISPUM (ALEXANDRE) 
PLUMATUM. 
[PLATE 414.] 

Native of the United States of Colombia. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs ovate, compressed, hearing several sheathing leaves from 
the base of the pseudobulbs ; these, however, are not persistent, but usually die 
away annually. The persistent leaves are developed from the apex of the pseudo
bulbs, mostly in pairs ; they are oblong-lanceolate in shape, acute, and rich deep 
green in colour. Scape radicai, erect, hearing a raceme of many flowers, which are 
upwards of three inches across, spreading and very showy. Sepals ovate-lanceolate, 
acute, with plain edges, white, suffused with soft rose, and freely dotted and 
spotted with rich bright cinnamon ; petals ovate, much broader than the sepals, 
dentate and undulate on the edges, so much so, as to produce quite a piumose 
effect, same colour as the sepals, but with fewer spots ; lip oblong, truncately 
rounded at the point and cuspidate, having the margin mudi toothed and fringed, 
white, tinged with rose, and dotted with cinnamon. Crest yellow, rayed, the column 
hearing on either side, the toothed wings so conspicuous in the typical plant. 

O D O N T O G L O S S U M CRISPUM ( A L E X A N D R E ) P L U M A T U M , supra. 

This is an exceedingly beautiful variety of a very popular plant, and it is 

quite astonishing to see the numerous distinct and pretty forms which may be 

obtained from an unflowered batch of this species, particularly if the plants have 

been collected in any well-known district. There would appear, however, to be some 

doubts as to the possibilities of getting this species in any great quantities at the 

present time, for collectors teli us that the localities which a few years ago 

abounded with Odontoglossum crispum {Alexandra), at the present moment are so 

exhausted, that the species cannot be collected there profitably. If such is the result 

of reckless importations, our growers should be more sedulous in keeping and preserving 

the plant when it is brought home, and thus prevent many hundreds of plants 

being needlessly wrenched from the trees in their native forests, and the country 

exhausted of its treasures. The variety here figured flowered with us in the Victoria 

and Paradise Nurseries, in the month of June in the present year. It was specially 

noted by many visitors, and became quite a marked feature in the Odontoglossum 

house, and we trust to again fiower it in greater profusion another season. 

Odontoglossum crispum (Alexandrce) plumatum, as its name implies, is a 

plant which when in fiower has markings on its petals of quite a feathery character. 

It produces fine spikes of flowers, which are very effective, and it lasts many 



weeks in full beauty ; indeed, it appears to be quite impossible to find any 

situation its flowers do not brighten by its presence. 0. crispum {Alexandra) 

and its varieties may be used in any position where flowers are required, 

either in a cut state, or when growing upon the plant. In the latter state, 

on account of the cool treatment necessary for their maintenance, they may 

be used on the dinner table, or in a lacly's boudoir, with equal taste and eclàt. 

It is a dwarf-growing compact plant, free in habit both in growing and flowering, 

and we certainly are quite at a loss to understand why it is that anyone having 

a cool house, does not succeed with Odontoglossums. This plant, like many of its 

class, requires to be potted in good fibrous peat ; the pots must be well drained, 

in order to quickly carry away the surplus water which will be given it, to cause 

a humidity in the atmosphere, and the surface should be clothed with sphagnum 

moss. This latter material should be kept in a growing state, which if it does 

well, will require clipping occasionali}', to keep it neat in appearance. If this does 

not come about, the water should be carefully examined, for if lime is found in 

the water its use must be discontinued, although it may stili be used for damping 

floors and stages. Lime in the water will soon kill the growth of the moss, and 
should therefore be avoided. 
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BRASSAVOLA GLAUCA. 
[PLATE 416.] 

Native of Mexico and Guatemala. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs produced from a stout creeping rhizome, these are 
some four inches in length, compressed, hearing a single oblong, obtuse leaf on 
the summit, which is thick and leathery in texture, very glaucous, and from 
three to six inches in length. Peduncle erect, about as long as the leaf, 
issuing from a small compresseci sheath on the top of the pseudobulb, and 
bearing a single large fiower, which is delicately fragrant. Mowers three 
to four inches across ; sepals and petals nearly equal, lanceolate in outline, and 
obtuse, of a soft pale green hue ; lip cordate, acute, waved at the edges, white, 
marked in the throat in some instances with lines of pinkish lilac. Column 
short and stout. 

B R A S S A V O L A GLAUCA, Bateman, Orchids of Mexico and Guatemala, t. 16 ; 
Botanica! Register, 1840, t. 44; Botanica! Magazine, t. 4033; Hooker's Century 
of Orchids, t. 22 ; Williams' Orchid Grower's Manual, 6th ed., p. 149. 

B L E T I A G L A U C A , Reichenbach fi., Xenia Orchidacea ii., p. 50. 

L ^ L I A GLAUCA, Bentham et Hooker, Genera Plantarum, ih., p. 534. 

This is one of the old Orchids in English gardens, having been first 

introduced by Hartweg from Xalapa upwards of fifty years ago, and subsequently 

it was found in Guatemala by Mr. Skinner growing upon oak trees in company 

with other Orchids. It is a plant which has never become popular with the 

majority of English Orchid-growers, probably through lack of colour in its flowers, 

but it has frequently been found to exist in collections where it had never been 

known to bloom, and this, probably, more through neglect than from any other 

cause ; indeed, we fiower the plant annually, and therefore cannot accept the 

dictum that it is difficult to bloom, provided the plant is kept in good health, 

and is sufficiently strong to produce flowers. There is, moreover, a reason why 

the growth of this plant should be encouraged, flowering as it does in the months 

of February and March : it becomes an excellent subject for cross-breeding, and for 

those having any enthusiasm on this subject, should be seized upon with avidity ; 

indeed, we persuaded Mr. Osborne, when in the service of H. J. Buchan, Esq., of 

Southampton, to cross Sophronitis grandiflora with this plant, which was done, and 

the plants are, we believe, growing from these seeds. This, we imagine, should 

produce a showy and popular fiower. The specimen from which our piate was 

produced was one grown in our own collection in the Victoria and Paradise 



Nurseries, Upper Holloway, and which flowered in February of the present seasonr 
the same plant having bloomed annually for several years in succession, 

Brassavola glauca is a compact-growing, robust and hardy evergreen plantr 
both the pseudobulbs and leaves being of a very glaucous hue, and the latter are 

very persistent. Its rhizome is stout and creeping, and its pseudobulbs short and 

numerous, the leaves being very coriaceous in texture. The flowers are produced 

singly upon a short pedicel, which rises from the top of the pseudobulb ; these 

are large and spreading, and deliciously sweet, this being particularly apparent 

towards the evening. The sepals and petals are spreading, nearly equal, obtuse,-

lanceolate, plain at the edges, and pale green with a few darker lines and streaks ;. 

lip heart-shaped, rolled round the column at its base, the front portion expanded, 

more or less lobed at the edges, but entirely destitute of the fringe which is 

such a conspicuous object in its near ally, B. Digbyana, figured in this work at 

piate 241. The whole is creamy white, more or less streaked in its throat 

with pinkish lilac. This plant in its young stages is best grown upon a block 

of wood or in a basket ; if the latter, we prefer the shallow earthenware kind 

to those made of teak-wood, as the soil can be made firmer ; and for Orchids 

especially young or small plants, this is a feature which cannot be too strongly 

impressed upon the minds of our readers. As the plant becomes larger and stronger 

it may with propriety be removed into a pot, and grown with other plants 

similarly situated, the temperature best suited to it being the Cattleya-house. 

During the resting season, after its growth is finished, we have found it thrive 

well at the warm end of the Odontoglossum-house, and the moisture of the 

atmosphere in this situation will be found almost suftìcient for its wants. 
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PHAL^NOPSIS INTERMEDIA BRYMERIANA. 
[PLATE 415.] 

Native of the Philippine Islands. 

Epiphytal. Stemless, hearing distichous ligulate leaves of an oblong-ovate form, 
thick and fleshy m texture, and rich green on the upper side, pale green beneath. 
In some forms the leaves are quite oblong, and bear transverse streaks of silvery 
grey over the upper side, plainly showing a Schillerianian origin, but these white 
streaks fade out with age. Raceme axillary, gracefully arched, and hearing many 
flowers, which are quite intermediate in size between P. Schilleriana and P. rosea. 
Sepals and petals spreading, of good substance, the sepals oblong acute, petals 
much broader than the sepals, rhomboid, acute, ali white, tinged with rosy lilac, 
the lateral sepals frequently dotted with magenta, the lateral ones incurved, somewhat 
cuneate, obtuse, white flushed and freckled with magenta, anterior lobe ovate, 
bi-cirrhose at the apex ; at the base of these cirrhi is a little ' fleshy ridge, the whole 
front lobe being coloured soft amethystine-purple, stained with yellow on the basai 
edge, the fleshy crest at the junction of the lobes depressed in the centre, yellow. 
freckled with deep red. Column soft rosy purple. 

PHAL^ENOPSIS I N T E R M E D I A B R Y M E R I A N A , Reichenbach fi., in Gardeners' Chronicle, 
N.s., 1876, p. 366 ; Moro! Magazine, Second Series, t. 263 ; Williams' Orchid-
Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 531. 

In the year L837 Hugh Cuming sent the Messrs. Rollisson, of Tooting, some plants 

which Lindley named Phalanopsis amabilis, the Queen of Orchids, and it was the 

first species ever introduced to Europe. Some ten years later Mr. H. Schròder, of 

Stratford Green, exhibited a plant before the Horticultural Society, not knowing it 

to be distinct from P amabilis, but Dr. Lindley pointed out its differences in the 

Gardeners' Chronicle the next season, and in its pages on January 15th, 1848, 

p. 39, will be found fìgures of these new plants, and with descriptions of the 

two species, the last named being P grandiflora. Since this date, from time to 

time, we received a new species of Phalsenopsis, and at last the grand P. 

Schilleriana, was introduced to English gardens by the then head of our firm, 

(Mr. B. S. Williams), and a figure of the plant formed piate 1 of Warner's Select 

Orchidaceous Plants. Since this time the number of species and varieties have 

increased vastly, so that to have a full collection of ali the Phalsenopsis known would 

occupy a goodly space, and since we carne by the knowledge of P. Schilleriana 

we have been macie acquainted with numbers of forms, which leacl one to suppose 

that many happy marriages have taken place between it and other kindred species. 

The plant of which we now produce a likeness in this place is a supposed result 

of a cross between P. amabilis and P. rosea, but from the faint silvery grey 



markings in the leaves in some forms P. Schilleriana would appear to us to-

have taken the place of P. amabilis. The plant from which our artist obtained 

the materials for this piate, carne from the gardens of the late G. Frith, Esq., 

Manninghamthorpe, Bradford, where, under the care of Mr. Collier, Phalsenopsids of 

ali kinds were well and largely grown. This plant first flowered in the collection 

of W E. Brymer, Esq., M.P., Ilsington House, Dorchester, and after w h o m Professor 

Reichenbach worthily named it. The flowers in shape are exactly similar to those-

of Phalanopsis intermedia of Lindley, but as a variety it is abundantly distinct, 

and its leaves, when young, being streaked with silvery grey, would imply a 

different parentage to P intermedia Portei, which it has been suggested is P. 

amabilis and P rosea; the intermediate characters, we should imagine here being 

produced by P Schilleriana and P rosea. Our artist has so well defined the 

colours and general habit of the plant, that one scarcely need attempt the fruitless 
task of painting the lily. 

Phalsenopsids are not so largely grown or so much sought after by the present 

race of Orchid growers as they were by their predecessors, and in consequence are 

not so popular. The reason for thus ignoring the beauties of these lovely plants 

is the supposed difficulty in growing them, but any o'ne who had the opportunity 

of inspecting the wonderful collection of Phalsenopsis gathered together in the 

gardens of the late Mr. Partington, at Cheshunt, could not but believe in their 

beauty and magnificence, and also be impresseci with the ease with which they were 

managed by Mr. Searing, the gardener. The chief methods we noted in Mr. 

Searing's treatment of these grand plants under his charge, in the first place, was 

an abundant supply of fresh air, and to this end we anticipate the system recenti)* 

brought into use by Mr. Toope, of Stepney, will be specially valuable, as supplying 

a long-felt want, i.e., of providing a continuai current of fresh, pure air, without the 

slightest draught. Another important factor in Mi*. Searing's management of these 

plants, was in keeping the roots free from contact with soil, and in supplying 
moisture to the roots by evaporation. 

Phalsenopsids are ali eastern plants, the great majority of the kinds coming from 

the islands of the Indiali seas, but some few kinds are found upon the Indian 

mainland, and ali in places where the temperature is high, therefore they should 

be grown in a temperature of from 70° to 80° or more from the month of March 

until the beginning or the middle of October. During this time, while exposing them 

to as mudi light as possible, they must be shaded from the burning rays of the 

sun. During the remaining part of the year the temperature may be allowed to fall 

to about 60° or 65° by night, risiiig about 5° by fire-heat during the day, and if 

the sun obtains power it may be allowed to raise the heat much more without any 

injurious effects arising. Of course during this, their resting season, mudi less 

humidity must be maintained in the atmosphere, but as these plants bave neither 

pseudobulbs nor stems, they can never at any season he allowed to become dry 

without injury. A very small amount of living sphagnum moss may be placed 

round about them, but this must be kept in a growing condition, as immediately 
decay sets in it should be removed. 











ODONTOGLOSSUM URO-SKINNERI. 
[PLATE 417 J 

Native of Solola, Guatemala. 

Terrestrial. Pseudobulbs large and ovoid, compressed, and attached to a running 
rhizome, light green, spotted with purple on the basai portion. Leaves ovate, lan
ceolate, nine inches to a foot long, broad and recurved, dark green on the upper 
side, paler beneath, where they are cannate. Scape erect, from two to three 
feet high, sometimes branching, and many-flowered, the individuai blooms from two 
to three inches across, and perfumed with the fragrance of honey. Sepals and petals 
sub-equal, oblong, acute, usually green, thickly spotted with dull brown, but in the 
present instance a rich deep chestnut-brown, with numerous green tesselations ; lip 
broadly cordate, clawed at the base, undulated, rich bright rose, netted with white, 
with spotted lines of dark rose, and hearing two thin fleshy plates on the claw. 
Column winged. 

O D O N T O G L O S S U M U R O - S K I N N E R I , Lindley in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1859, pp. 708, 
724 ; Bateman's Monograph of Odontoglossum, t. 2 ; Warner s Select Orchidaceous 
Plants, Third Series, t. 17; Lindenia, iii., t. 122; Veitch's Manual of Orchidaceous 
Plants, part L, p. 69 (with woodcut) ; Williams' Orchid-Grower's Manual, 6 ed., p. 466. 

The typical species was found by Mr. George Ure Skinner, whose name it 

commemorates, near the village of Santa Catarina, in the district of Solola, which 

is nearly a hundred miles distant from the City of Guatemala ; but the plant here 

figured is a much finer variety than the one taken for illustration by Mr. Bateman 

in his Monooraph of the genus Odontoglossum; indeed, we cannot but think that the 

appellation of splendens is ready deserved by this variety. It would seem that the 

plant first flowered in the establishment of Messrs. Veitch & Sons, of Chelsea, about 

the year 1859, and some discussion took place about its being a hybrid; but Mr. 

Skinner was strongly opposed to this theory, and he writes thus :—" I may be 

allowed to satisfy you that this is no hybrid, it is a very distinct species which 

I found growing on rocks near the village of Santa Catarina," and he further adds, " it 

proves a very bad plant to get over alive, but in several attempts a few survived." 

W e suspect. however, that in the days when Mr. Skinner wrote these lines the 

means of transit were much slower than at the present time, and the style of 

packing was not so well understood as it is to-day ; there is consequently far less risk than 

formerly in the transit to England. W e wish some one would put this to the test now, in 

the case of Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri, as the plant is becoming somewhat scarce 

in cultivation. It is a noble, large-growing kind, and we bave seen it growing 

luxuriantly in the collection of H. J. Buchan, Esq., Wilton House, Southampton > 

u 



bere, too, we saw the first seedling Odontoglossums which had been raised in this 

country ; they had been obtained from this species without any efforts at 

hybridisation, and were growing and doing well. 

The grand variety here figured was grown in the fine collection of E. Salt, Esq., 

Ferniehurst, Shipley, Leeds, and is another fine record to add to the many superb 

varieties which have flowered in that establishment, and we are much indebted to him 

for the opportùnity of figuring it in the pages of the A L B U M . It blooms in 

the autumn months, and lasts a long time in full beauty. 

Odontoglossum Uro-Skinneri is a bold-growing evergreen plant, making large 

fiat pseudobulbs, which spring from a creeping rhizome. The leaves are ovate-lanceolate, 

finn, and of good substance ; the ground colour of the sepals and petals is very 

variable—indeed, this has been noted from the time of its first introduction. Mr. 

Skinner said of it '* that it varied in almost every plant " ; but although during 

the past thirty years we have seen many plants in fiower, not one to approach the 

beauty of the one here figured has appeared. The colouring of the sepals and petals is 

for the most part of a pale green, marked over the surface with brown blotches, 

or of a dull brown, mottled more or less with green, and the lip white, dotted 

ali over with blue or pale rose, with white markings, and not the rich rose and 

chestnut-brown of this illustration. The present plant is evidently a near 

ally of 0. bictonense, but Mr. Skinner points out the difference in the two 

species. He says, " 0. bictonense has oblong narrow bulbs and leaves, and no 

rhizome, but massed and always terrestrial, half buried in mossy banks." Our 

present plant has large and fiat bulbs and a running rhizome ; but we think 

that the conditions under which Mr. Skinner found it, Le., on rocks, are too often 

lost sight of by our Orchid growers. W e have frequently observed this plant to be 

very mudi over-potted, and in consequence, thriving indifferently ; therefore, bear in 

mind our advice and do not overburden the roots with soil, which is the great stumbling-

block, especially to young amateur growers. Drain the pots carefully and well, and use 

for soil about half good peat fibre, from which ali the fine mould has been well 

shaken, and some chopped sphagnum moss; mix the whole together with some 

medium-sized nodules of charcoal, and in potting add here and there a slight dash 

of sharp, gritty silver sand, pressing the whole down very fìrrnly. At this, the dull 

season of the year, water sparingly, but keep the plant moist, and at the tura of 

the season, when the days lengthen and the sun brightens, more may be given, 

until in the summer season it may be treated in the same manner as the beautiful 
0. crispum {Alexandra), which we ali love so well. 





CYPRIPEDIUM MARSHALLIANUM 







CYPRIPEDIUM MARSHALLIANUM. 
[PLATE 418.]. 

Garden Hybrid. 

Terrestrial. Leaves distichous, broadly oblong, obtuse, ground colour light green, 
mottled with very deep green on the upper side, dull purple beneath, about six 
inches long. Dorsal sepals large, broadly ovate, incurved towards the apex, ground 
colour white, faintly suffused with rosy purple over the entire surface, and faintly tinged 
with yellow towards the base, the veins clensely dotted with purple ; lower sepal 
smaller, creamy white, dotted in a less degree with purple; petals defìexed, broadly 
obtuse, coloured and dotted in a similar manner to the dorsal sepal ; lip pale yellow, 
tinged with light green, flushed and dotted with purple on the upper part about the 
aperture, the interior pale yellow, dotted with purple. Staminode yellow, tinged 
with green, with a purple tinge in the centre. 

C Y P R I P E D I U M M A R S H A L L I A N U M , Reichenbach tal, Gardeners Chronicle, 1875, iv., 
N.s., p. 804; Veitch's Manna! of Orchidaceous Plants, iv., p. 91. 

This beautiful Veitchian hybrid has been in existence for many years, but such 

a slow grower is it, that for a long time the only plant that existed was in the 

ridi collection of Slipper Orchids in the possession of F. G. Tautz, Esq., late of 

Studley House, Shepherd's Bush. Since then, however, the plant from which our 

drawing was taken has changed hands, and it is now in America, but one small 

plant only is, we believe, stili in this country, and that is in The Woodlands 

collection, at Streatham. It is the result of a cross between Cypripedium venustum 

or C. venustum pardinum and C. concolor. It was for a long time a unique variety, 

but now we are in possession of one or two others, such as C. Vipanii, C. Aylingii, and 

C. Arnoldianum, with a similar contour, which robs the present plant of some of its charms 

for novelty, although they do not excel this for chaste delicacy. The great fault 

with this variety is its slow growth, but we suppose ali hybrids having C. concolor 

or any of this section for parents will always be open to that complaint. One 

thing is certain, and that is, they cannot endure cutting, and great care is 

requisite in handling them, to do as little with the knife as possible. The plant 

here portrayed was grown as before stated in Mr. Tautz's fine collection, where 

everything was smart and clean before it was dispersed, and well cared for by Mr. Cowley, 

his gardener, who has obtained many promising seedlings, and hope that they 

will prove, on flowering, desirable acquisitions to this fine class of plants, and will 

make the new home of Mr. Tautz celebrated. 

Cypripedium Marshallianum is a pretty plant ; by its foliage it suggests to the 

mind at once that C. venustum was one of its parents. It is an old cross of the 



Messrs. Veitch and Sons, and we learn that upon its first opening its flowers in their 

establishment little notice was taken of it, as it was not supposed to be of much value ; 

but we cannot but think the flowers were not developed so well as these here 

depicted, for when we saw this plant in bloom, it seemed to us that it was a gem 

of the first water. As b.efore remarked, C. Marshallianum is very slow in growth, 

a peculiar trait in ali the hybrids belonging to the concolor group, that is, having 

this species for one of their parents. C. concolor is widely distributed, and appears 

always in the limestone formation, so that this should be taken into consideration 

both with it and any of its hybrids. W e advise the drainage to be composed of small 

nodules of lime-stone, also some should be mixed with the soil in potting. W a n t of this 

material has probably been the cause of the slow growth of its hybrid C. Marshallianum. 

For soil use peat fibre and sphagnum moss, in about equal proportions, pressing 

the whole down firmly, and raising the plant above the rim of the pot but shghtly. 

Water must be freely given, and therefore the drainage must be exceptionally good, 

in order to carry off any surplus quickly, thus preventing stagnation in any form. 

It is a plant that enjoys a warm moist atmosphere, and should therefore be treated 

to a liberal amount of light, heat and moisture, and we are under the impression 

that it delights in a humid atmosphere the entire season. 











DENDROBIUM CHRYSOTIS. 
[PLATE 419.] 

Native of Sikhim and Assam. 

Epiphytal. Stems erect, slender, tufted, somewhat swollen at the base, from 
two to six feet high, green tinged with purple. Leaves distichous, alternate, 
oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, from three to six inches long, and deep green. 
Racemes axillary, issuing from the stem at the opposite side to the leaves, pendent, 
borne on the leafy stems, and from six to nine flowered, each fiower measuring 
from three to four inches across. Sepals and petals spreading, oblong acute, 
entire, nearly equal in size, and un'iform in colour, which is rich golden yellow; 
lip almost cordate, cleeply bordered round the edge with a thick ìiearded fringe 
nearly half an inch in length, the surface being velvety and the ground colour more 
of an apricot hue than the petals, whilst at the base of the lip are two large 
flaked spots of deep velvety-purple. Column short, white. 

D E N D R O B I U M CHRYSOTIS, Reichenbach fi!., Gardeners' Chronicle, 1870, p. 1311 ; 
Warner's Select Orchidaceous Plants, iii., t. 6 ; Fiorisi and Pomologist, 1871, 
p. 145 ; Illustration Horticole, 1873, 3 series, t. 155 ; Williams Orchid-Gròwer's 
Manual, 6 ed., p. 274. 

D E N D R O B I U M H O O K E R I A N U M , Lindley, dournal of the Linnaan Society, iii., p. 8 ; 
Botanica! Magazine, t. 6013; Reichenbach, Gardeners' Chronicle, ii., s. 3, 1887, 
p. 616. 

This is a grand and free-flowering species of Dendrobium, belonging to a 

section which is well represented by the better known D. fimbriatum oculatum, 

and of which it is a near ally. It was first cliscovered in Sikkim, in 1848, by 

Dr. Hooker (now Sir Joseph Hooker) whilst collecting seeds of the Rhododendrons of 

that district, and for which his name has become famous throughout the worlcl ; 

but to the late Mr. John Day is due the credit of its introduction in a living 

state to this country, through his nephew, Captain Williamson, who sent it from 

Assam ; and Di*. Hooker says, " It is stated to come from Assam, which is very 

probable, as I cliscovered it in the neighbouring province of Sikkim growing on 

trees in a hot valley, at an elevation of 1—5,000 feet above the sea." It flowered for 

the first time in Europe with the Messrs. Brooks, of Manchester, in 1870, and was 

exhibited before the Royal Horticultural Society in September of that year, when it 

was deservedly awarded a First Class Certificate. In the summer of the following 

year (1871) we imported a large quantity of this species from Assam, with strong, 

robust, rocl-like stems, some five ancl six feet high, many of which flowered in our 

establishment, and proved extra fine varieties; but in spite of the numbers 

distributed from the Victoria ancl Paradise Nurseries and elsewhere. the species 



never seems to have become popular, although in spite of the many new kind 

introduced since that time it stili remains one of the very handsomest of th 

autumn-flowering kinds, whilst from the fact of its blooming on the leafy stems it 

beauty is considerably increased ; this is quite a marked distinction between it ani 

its near ally, D. fimbriatum oculatum, whose flowers always spring from a leafìes 

stem, independent of the size of the fiower and the greater depth of the moss; 

fringe of the lip, and sundry other distinctions of a more botanical description. Th< 

plant we here figure was grown in the grand collection of Sir Trevor Lawrence 

Bart., M.P., at Burford Lodge, Dorking. 

Dendrobium chrysotis is a very free-growing plant, and why it has neve 

become popular is marvellous, as its flowers are produced abundantly on penden 

spikes, six to nine being borne on each raceme, the flowers measuring 

nearly four inches across, and these vary in colour from rich goldei 

yellow to a beautiful apricot-yellow, the lip in" addition having two large velvet} 

dark purple spots at its base, and a very deep mossy fringe on the edge 

This plant has been seen with considerably over two hundred flowers, and in sud 

a state must be extremely ornamentai. It blooms in the autumn months, and lastì 

about a fortnight or three weeks in perfection. There is little or no difficulty in growing 

this plant into a good specimen, heat and moisture during the growing season being th( 

two essentials. From its stature it naturally thrives best under pot culture, anc 

the pots require to be well and thoroughly drained, because, although the plani 

likes a copious supply of water to its roots during the growing season, this musi 

be conveyed away quickly ; indeed, we know of no plant with such an apparenti} 

robust constitution that is so easily affected by stagnation of the water and old and 

sour soil ; therefore, drain well, and let everything be sweet and clean about it. 

For soil, use peat fibre and sphagnum moss in about the proportion of two parta 

of the former to one of the latter, with a fair admixture of small nodules ol 

charcoal, the whole to be pressed down firmly and built into a cone-like mound 

above the rim of the pot. In the winter it may be kept cool, that is to say, a 

temperature of between 55° and 60° will suit it well, but in the summer month** 
it enjoys plenty of heat and moisture. 





CYPRIPEDIUM CENANTHUM ; 







CYPRIPEDIUM CENANTHUM SUPERBUM. 
[PLATE 420.] 

Garden Hybrid. 

Terrestrial. Stemless. Leaves distichous, ligulate, ancl deep green, faintly 
tesselated. Scape erect, clothed with a tomentum of dark purplish hairs, and 
hearing a single large and highly-coloured fiower on the apex. Dorsal sepal deep 
yinous red at the base, ancl in the centre, through which run numerous spotted 
lines of rosy purple, the margins and upper portion passing into bright purplish 
mauve, the outer margin white ; lower sepal greenish white, spotted on the veins 
with blackish purple ; petals deep yellowish brown, darkest on the upper half ; tip 
large, broadly obtuse, rich deep port-wine colour on the exterior, yellowish within, 
freely dotted with reddish purple. Its parents are Cypripedium Harrisianum and 
C. insigne Maulei. 

C Y P R I P E D I U M C E N A N T H U M S U P E R B U M , Veitch's Catalogne, 1885, p. 11 ; Reichen-
bachia, First Series, i., t. 38 ; Lindenia, L, t., 33 ; Revue de l'Horticalture Belge, 
1885, p. 233; Veitch's Manual of Orchidaceous Plants, iv., p. 94, with woodcut. 

The present beautiful plant is a Veitchian hybrid, of great beauty and 

richness of colouring. W h e n speaking of Cypripedium ananthum in the last 

volume, p. 379, we remarked that were we confined to grow one form of these Slipper 

Orchids, it would be this variety, on account of its freedom in flowering, and its 

bright and cheerful appearance ; this variety only intensifies that feeling, for we cannot 

but feel that this plant is one of the very handsomest of the genus. There 

would appear to be several varieties of C. ananthum, such as Orestes, Electra, 

Acis, ancl others, some of which are only supposed to be of this parentage, but 

the prevailing colours and markings prove them to be ali from the same stock. 

At the present moment we say, without fear of contradiction, that no brighter and 

richer colours have yet been obtained than from the two parents of the present 

plant, C. Harrisianum and C. insigne Maulei. For the privilege of producing a 

figure of this superb variety, we are indebted to the kindness of R. H. Measures, 

Esq., of The Woodlands, Streatham, who has one of the most superb and complete 

collections of Cypripedes in this country. The plants are exceedingly well grown 

by his gardener, Mr. Abrahams, who appears to be nearly or quite as great an 

enthusiast for these Slipper Orchids as does Mr. Measures himself. 

Cypripedium ananthum superbum is an extremely handsome variety, presenting 

all' the beauties of the originai C. ananthum, with the colours deepened, 

brightened, and intensified. The flowers, too, are larger, and the upper sepal is 

far more richly coloured, the intense deep vinous purple pervading the whole surface, 



and running out in feathery streaks to the broad white marginai border. W e have not s< 

this variety produce a two-flowered scape, although we have in the case of C. ananthum, 1 

many of the kinds which have hitherto been looked upon as single-flowered have produc 

two flowers, and if this character should be developed in this case, it would a 

greatly to the pleasure of the grower. The flowers appear at an unusually wdcoi 

time ; and only the last month (October) when walking through the establishment 

Mr. Measures, we saw several of these plants in fiower then, and enlivening the see 

with their presence. These plants are ali grown at The Woodlands in the. E E 

India house, and we believe this is the best place for most of the species ancl hybri 

from the eastern regions. In a cooler stove there are a fine lot of specime 

of C. insigne and its varieties, which are now well in bloom, the same plants bavii 

been in fiower for about seven months last season ; in fact, one can never cali 

The Woodlands without seeing a fine lot of flowers of this genus alone. 











CATTLEYA MOSSLE DECORA. 
[PLATE 421.] 

Native of La Guayra. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs and growth not differing from that of the typical 
plant. Mowers very large, being between seven and eight inches across ; spreading 
and richly coloured ; sepals lanceolate, somewhat narrow, entire at the margins, with 
recurved tips ; petals much broader than the sepals, elliptic-ovate in outline, irregularly 
crisp and undulated on the margins, ground colour deep rich rose, the petals faintly 
streaked near the tips with crimson ; lip broadly obovate, spreading in front, three-
lobed ; side lobes convolute over the column, and there coloured the same as the petals ; 
the spreading front lobe is beautifully lobed and crenulated on the margin, emarginate 
in front, rich orange-yellow at the base, over which is spread a layer of deep crimson, 
passing into rosy lilac, with a soft rose-coloured marginai border. Column included. 

C A T T L E Y A MOSSILE D E C O R A , supra. 

In bringing this form of Cattleya Mossia before the notice of our 

readers, we are reminded that as a species it was one of the greatest favourites 

of the late head of our firm, our respectecl father, Mr. B. S. Williams. It 

is one of the largest of the labiata section, to which it belongs, and was 

named by Sir William Hooker in honour of Mrs. Moss, of Otterspool, Liverpool ; 

at the present day we are told this collection is stili in existence. W e 

are under the impression that it was the first species of this section introduced 

after the genus was established, ancl it is one of the very handsomest of that set 

at the present day, whilst the varieties are innumerable. It appears to be a native 

of Venezuela, and to have a somewhat limited range of country ; but the quantity 

in which it exists there has been described to us in glowing terms by Birschell, 

who travelled in Venezuela in 1855—6, and it was from the importation of C. Mossia 

brought home by him at that time that the C. Wagenerii first originateci in English 

gardens. The plant here figured flowered in our collection in the Victoria and 

Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, during the summer of 1890, and it 

has been designated decora from the exquisite gracefulness and beauty of its flowers, 

Cattleya Mossia decora is an evergreen, compact-growing plant, and, like ali 

the varieties of C. Mossia, very free flowering if properly grown ancl managed, a 

proper season of rest being essentially necessary to the proper development of good 

flowers. Under the old system of growing Cattleyas, an excessive heat was 

maintained, with very little ventilation and with drenchings of water, the latter 

v 



meant to imitate the annual rainfalls, which are excessive in their native countri 

but this was found not to be tolerated under cultivation, and we now find the l 

system to adopt is to cease the drenchings of water, for with the present system 

ventilation, even in the best constructed houses, air cannot be admitted in anyth 

like the volume the plants are subjected to in a state of nature, and consequer 

the water does not dry up, but it lies about the plants and causes destruction 

the young growths. Cattleyas are spread over a vast extent of territory, and n 

a variety of temperatures and conditions to suit them ; but taking C. Mossia, wh 

has a somewhat restricted range in the mountains of Venezuela, which he near 

coast, we can mete out its requirements pretty accurately, and the same conditî  

suit most of the group known as the labiata section. Naturally they gì 

upon trees and rocks, having little or no moss about their roots—nothing bui 

few falien leaves of the trees upon which they grow, consequently they hi 

nothing to rot or decompose their roots, and hence the necessity of good draim 

is well exemplified. Growth upon blocks of wood would, therefore, appear to be 

best style of growth under cultivation ; but under artificial treatment we f 

sufncient moisture cannot be maintained, so that we are compelled to grow th 

in pots. These should be thoroughly drained, and some good fibrous peat, fr 

which ali the fine particles of soil have been beaten should be used. 

this may be added a little chopped sphagnum moss, as it tends to bind 

fibre better together, ancl the soil is best suited to the plants when finn and hs 

The soil should be elevated an inch or two above the pot's rim, and \x\ 

this cone-like mound the plants should be placed. D o not over-pot, and 

not re-pot too frequently, for this we consider is a great drawback to the success 

growth of Cattleyas. During the summer season, which is their season of grow 

water must be given cautiously. The roots will not require watering more ti 

twice or thrice in the course of the week, but frequent waterings between the p 

will be necessary, and also on the floor of the house, as great humidity in 

air is absolutely necessary. W h e n growth is completed, the watering must 

discontinued gradually until the shoots are fully ripened and made up, and 

watering between the pots and on the floor of the house may be entir 

discontinued, saving only about once or twice in the week a little may be thro 

about in order to prevent shrivelling ; for we cannot believe it necessary to shri 

any plant to rest it in a legitimate manner. Ventilation should be free i 

ampie, but it should he without draught ; neither should there be any percepti 

hearing of the house after water has been poured down. Shading should be d 

without as much as possible in the cultivation of Cattleyas ; but many peo 

forget their plants are under glass, and are apt to become burnt with the sun. T 

shading should, however, be used, and it should not be allowed to cover the pia 

more than just during the few hours at midday. As the autunni comes on 

must be borne in mind that C. Mossia sheaths have to stand until the follow 

spring, and that in the event of premature growth the flowers may be preven 

from coming. Care should, therefore, be taken, by keeping the plants cool and e 
that the growth does not becomp fìxdWl 











DIPODIUM PALUDOSUM. 
[PLATE 422.] 

Native of Malacca, Borneo, and Cochin China. 

Epiphytal Stem slender, erect, producing roots at intervals. Leaves distichous, 
sneatning, hgulate, acute, thin in texture, and pale green or metallic green in colour. 
reauncle axillary, erect, much longer than the leaves, furnished with a few small 
sneatning bracts and hearing near the apex a raceme of from six to twelve flowers, 
measurmg mdividually about an inch and a half across. Sepals and petals sub-equal, 
oblong-lanceolate, about an inch long, somewhat fleshy in texture, ali of a soft 
creamy white dotted with purplish magenta; lip cuneate-oblong, slightly thickened 
towards the base, and there ornamented with two prominent teeth, white, streaked 
ancl blotched with purple, downy along the centre, dentate on the margins. 
Column stout, white, passing into pale yellow upwards. 

D I P O D I U M P A L U D O S U M , Reichenbach flìls, Xenia Orchidacea, ii., p. 15; Gardeners' 
Chronicle, 1888, ii., p. 91. 

G R A M M A T O P H Y L L U M P A L U D O S U M , Griffith, Notula, iii., p. 344. 

W A I L E S I A PALUDOSA, Reichenbach fils, Bonplandia, ii., p. 93. 

W e have some little diffidence in placing this plant in the genus Dipodium 

a genus established by Robert Brown, and which we are told includes 

a few leafless terrestrial plants, as with neither of these features does the plant 

here depicted agree ; it certainly accords with the genus Wailesia of Lindley, 

established upon W pietà, also a native of Malacca, and with W. paludosa, as the plant 

now before us is described by Reichenbach ; but more recent authorities have merged 

that genus with Dipodium. Be this right or wrong, however, we have to be 

satisfied with placing on record a good figure of this rare plant, and allow those 

learned in technicalities to decide the question. 

The plant, whose portrait we now lay before our readers, flowered in our own 

collection in the Victoria and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, London, in July 

of last year, and was exhibited before the Committee of the Royal Horticultural 

Society ; we believe it was the first appearance of its flowers in European 

gardens. It was originally found by Griffith in the swampy uplands of Ayer-

Pununs, in Malacca, growing in company with two or three species of Nepenthes, 

and it was named by him Grammatophyllum paludosum. More recently it was 

imported from Borneo by Messrs. Veitch and Sons, of Chelsea ; later it was found 

in Cochin China by M. Regnier, of Fontenay-sou-Bois, Paris, from whose 

importation the greater part of the plants now existing in European gardens have 

emanated. 



Dipodium paludosum is an erect-growing plant with two-ranked leaves, wh 

are Hgulate, acute, thin, and membranaceous in texture, pale green, or with jus* 

tinge of bluish, metallic green. Spike axillary, erect, hearing a raceme of six 

twelve flowers, which measure individually about an inch and a half across, i 

are of a soft creamy white, dotted with purplish magenta. It is a plant that gre 

freely, but it requires a closer atmosphere than the Orchid house affords. n 

have grown it in a large fern case in the East Indian house, but we have s< 

it doing fairly well in Sir Trevor Lawrence's collection at Burford Lodge, DorkL 

where many difficult plants to grow are successfully treated by Mr. White, 1 

gardener. W e have found this plant thrive best in small pots well drained, usi 

for it a mixfure of peat and sphagnum moss; it likes a very moist atmosphere 

the year round, but in less proportion in the winter months. 
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ODONTOGLOSSUM GALLEOTTIATMUM . 







ODONTOGLOSSUM GALEOTTIANUM. 
[PLATE 423.J 

Native of Mexico. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs roundish-ovate, compressed, plump and smooth when 
young, becoming furrowed and wrinkled with age, green slightly suffused with 
ferrugineous brown at the base, monophyllous. Leaves oblong acute, membranaceous, 
dark green. Scape rising with the young growth, three or more flowered. Mowers 
upwards of two inches across ; sepals oblong-acute, white, the lateral ones sparingly 
dotted at the base with purplish magenta ; petals ovate, much broader than the sepals, 
white, and like them dotted at the base with purplish magenta ; lip large, somewhat 
cordate, acute, with two fleshy crests at the base, white, hearing a few streaks of 
yellow at the crests. 

O D O N T O G L O S S U M G A L E O T T I A N U M , A. Richard, Orchids of Mexico, tab, ined, p. 27, 89 ; 
Lindley, Eolia Orchidacea, No. 22; Reichenbach, Gardeners' Chronicle, 1870, p. 39j 
Williams, Orchid-Grower's Manual, p. 440. Annales des Sciences Naturelles, 1845, 
Series ih., voi. 3. 

The present plant is an old species first discovered about 1844, but it was not until 

1870 that it was introduced in a living state to our gardens ; about this time it 

was introduced by us with a batch of Odontoglossum Cervantesii, and the fact of its being 

so scarce induced Professor Reichenbach to presume it to be a naturai hybrid ; but we 

imagine there are plenty of small-growing kinds ensconced in quiet nooks of the 

mountains of Mexico and other parts of the American Continent, to which 

the steps of no collector have yet penetrated, so that we may reasonably hope for 

fresh forms and faces new when these countries become more familiar to the plant 

collector. N o better illustration can be given of this than the finding recently 

of that grand species 0. Harryanum, and stili later, the beautiful little 0. Youngii, 

figured in these pages at t. 406. 0. Galeottianum has also been introduced by the 

Messrs. L o w and Co., of the Clapton Nurseries, as well as by ourselves, so that we 

may live in expectation of a batch of it being found by some lucky collector at no 

distant date. The plant here depicted was grown and flowered in the gardens of 

J. Statter, Esq., of Stand Hall, Whitefield, near Manchester, where every care and 

attention is bestowed upon ali plants, be they ever so humble or grand, by Mr. 

Johnson, the successful gardener in charge of this collection. 
Odontoglossum Galeottianum is a dwarf evergreen species belonging to the group 

of which 0. Cervantesii may be taken as the type ; it has roundish ovate 

pseudobulbs, and it has hitherto but produced a two-flowered raceme, but as the 



plant becomes stronger, we may reasonably hope to see more flowers developed 

The flowers measure some two inches across, and are pure white, saving a fev 

spots and dots of purplish magenta at the base, the lip also has a few yellov 

lines and streaks on the crest. W e only know this plant as coming witl 

0. Cervantesii, and as that plant is scattered over an immense tract of country 

we cannot at present determine where to look for it, but as we can grov 

0. Cervantesii well so also 0. Galeottianum should yield to the same treatment. 

CYPRIPEDIUMS A T S T R E A T H A M . — W e called in at The Woodlands a week befon 

Christmas, and the change from the dreary winter weather, frost and snow, whicl 

the interior of the Cypripedium house presented, was quite enchanting ; such i 

sight makes one exclaim that there ready is nothing in the Orchid world to equa 

these Slipper Orchids for making a display, at this season of the year especially 

Here were upwards of half a hundred distinct kinds shedding their beautie! 

around, and hundreds of bright ancl lively flowers, the hybrid forms whicl 

exist in such numbers in this collection being by no means destitute of charming 

and delicate colours. Amongst them ali the old C. insigne, which was 

represented by considerably over two hundred flowers, stands supreme ; a larg( 

batch of this species, which were in bloom a week or two before, had been cui 

for indoor decoration, or there would have been quite five hundred flowers of this alone 

C. insigne Sandera is one of the very best of its forms ; it was recently in bloon 

here, and must take the palm from ali the varieties which have appeared, for th( 

chaste delicacy of its markings. This and the exquisite C. Fairieanum, however, were 

over, and did not count amongst the many fine kinds to be seen here ai 

Christmas. From amongst the many we select a few. One of the prettiest o: 

Messrs. Veitch's hybrids is C. Niobe, between C. Spicerianum and C. Fairieanum, anc 

which is a beautiful fiower. C. Muriel Hollington is also a superbly chaste and beautifu. 

form, its pure white flowers being exquisitely dotted and spotted. The superi 

fiower recently shown and certificated under the provisionai name of C. Osbornii seem? 

to be an extra good form of C. Pitcherianum ; it has been named C. Pitcherianun 

superbum, and is the result of selecting two good varieties for its parents ; this plani 

was raised by Mr. Osborne, gardener to Mrs. Howard, The Grove, Teddington 

and better known as having had charge of the Wilton House collection of Orchids 

at Southampton. C Pollettianum is a grand fiower, something in the way of C 

ananthum superbum, there were also C. cenone, Mrs. Charles Canham, Measures-

w.num, Amesianum, Leeanum superbum, Dayanum, a grand form of Harrisianun 

superbum, and a host of others, incìuding many brioht coloured flowers belon-rino- te 

the Selenipedium group, which up to the present timo talee the lead for brilliani 
colours.—W. LI. G. 
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CATTLEYA CRISPA DELICATISSIMA. 
[PLATE 424.] 

Native of Southern Brazil. 

Epiphytal, growing upon rocks and trees. Pseudobulbs erect, davate, compresseci, 
slightly furrowed, from eight to ten inches high, hearing a single leaf upon the 
apex. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, emarginate, coriaceous in texture, about a 
foot in length, and rich deep green. Scape rising from the base of the leaf, and issuing 
from a large oblong compressed sheath, hearing a raceme of from two to three 
flowers, which measure inclividually from five to six inches across. Sepals lanceolate, 
widening upwards, entire at the margins, recurved at the tips, pure white ; petals 
same colour as the sepals, but mudi broader, ovate, lanceolate, narrow at the base, 
much undulated ancl crisp on the margins ; lip three-lobed, the side lobes rolled 
over and enclosing the column, anterior lobe oblong, acuminate, slightly recurved at 
the tip, mudi lobed and crisp on the margin, pure white, stained with lemon on 
the interior, throat streaked with rosy purple, the frilled edges stained with soft 
lilac. Column enclosed, davate, triquete. 

C A T T L E Y A CRISPA DELICATISSIMA, Williams, Orchid-Grower's Manual, 6 ed., 
p. 177. 

L^LIA CRISPA DELICATISSIMA, HOH. 

The present plant is a lovely variety of an old species which has been known to 

exist in our gardens for more than sixty years, and is familiarly known as Cattleya 

crispa, to which we have adhered instead of resorting to the name of Lselia. It 

flowered for the first time in this country in the year 1827, in the gardens of the 

Horticultural Society, having been sent there the year previously by Sir Henry 

Chamberlain. Naturally it appears to be scattered through the southern part of 

Brazil, and in the diamond district of Minas Geraes it is abundant, growing in 

immense masses. The first experiences with this species did not appear to be 

happy ones, the plant appearing to roll up its lip and not show its beauty, so that 

cultivators began to tire of it, whilst this, coupled with the high temperature in 

which it was grown, soon caused the majority of plant growers to set it on one 

side ; we well remember forty years ago how it was shunned and not wanted. In 

the 'o*ardens of Mrs. Pearce, of Southampton, we first saw a very large quantity of 

these* plants in splendid health, and as they had been grown cool—for that time— 

the plants appeared to open their lips ancl display their beauties in a far better 

manner than ever we had seen before. Either through better treatment or by 

the introduction of better varieties, we have arrived at the happy time when Cattleya 

crispa can be looked upon as a charming plant, the one here figured being 



an especially charming and delicate variety ; it is also conspicuous for the time o1 

the year at which the flowers are produced. The present plant bloomed in our own 

establishment during the months of August and September of last season, rivetting 

the attention of ali beholders by its delicate charms. 

Cattleya crispa delicatissima, is a strong, robust-growing plant, with much the 

habit and appearance of its near ally, Lalia purpurata, and like it, it commences to 

grow in the winter months, finishing up in spring and early summer, and flowering 

upon the new growth soon after it is finish ed. Some varieties of this plant are 

remarkable for the extent of colour developed, of which we have already depicted 

one example—Buchananiana, figured on t. 81 of this work ; it is remarkable for 

the well-opened lip and the richness of the purplish crimson of its large flowers. 

Another fine variety is purpurea, figured in the second volume of Warner's Select 

Orchidaceous Plants, t. 9 ; but the present variety, which first flowered some years ago 

with Sir Trevor Lawrence, Bart., M.P., is noted for the extreme delicacy of its flowers 

ancl also its well-opened lip. The sepals and petals are pure white, the sepals lanceolate, 

entire at the margins, with recurved tips ; petals much broader, ovate-lanceolate, 

crisp, and much undulated on the margins ; lip three-lobed, the side lobes rolled 

over and enclosing the column, anterior lobe oblong, slightly recurved at the tip, 

much lobed and crisp on the margin, pure white, tinged with lemon-yellow on the 

inside ; throat streaked with rosy purple and stained on the crisp edge with soft 

lilac. It requires the same treatment which has already been given for Lalia purpurata, 

care being taken through the winter months not to wet the young growths, and 

upon ali possible occasions it should be allowed the full benefit of the sunshine. 

It should be potted in peat fibre and a little chopped sphagnum moss, and this 

should be made firrn and hard, but the roots should not be overloaded with soil. 











ODONTOGLOSSUM HASTILABIUM. 
[PLATE 425.] 

Native of New Grenada. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs ovate, compresseci, having two more or less sharp 
edges, much corrugateci when old, light green. Leaves ampie, in pairs produced from 
the apex of the pseudobulbs, oblong lanceolate, coriaceous in texture and ridi green. 
Scape erect, much branched, from three to six feet in height, ancl having many 
showy flowers, which are more than three inches across. Bracts boat-shaped, 
acuminate, about equal in length to the ovary, pale green. Sepals ancl petals 
spreading, from an indi and a half to two inches long, hnear-lanceolate, acute, pale 
greenish yellow, in some forms cream colour, transversely barred with numerous 
lines of dark reddish purple, the basai part being blotched with the same colour ; 
Up hastate, narrow at the base, with a broadly acute front lobe, which is 
pure white, ridi purple at the base; the crest consists of four plates, which are 
deep purple. Column quite destitute of wings, also deep purple, the anther case 
white. 

O D O N T O G L O S S U M HASTILABIUM, Lindi, Folio Orchidacea, No. 51, 1852; Botanica!, 
Magazine, t. 4272; Pescatorea, 1860, t. 11; Bateman's Monograph of Odonto-
glossums, t. 7 ; Veitch's Manual of Orchidaceous Plants, L, p. 38 (with woodcut) ; 
Lindenia, v., t. 213 ; Williams' Orchid Grower's Manual, 6th ed., p. 443. 

The plant now under consideration has been in cultivation nearly fifty years, 

and we have both known and grown it for some thirty years or more, having* 

always held it in the highest estimation. The plant is said to grow as an 

epiphyte on the large cable-like stems which overhang the lagoons and running 

streams in N e w Grenada, whilst it is found in other loealities growing with various 

plants, in large masses. It occurs at a lower elevation than many of the species of 

Odontoglossum, having been found at some 2,500 feet elevation, but yet is abundant 

at 9,000 feet and even higher. The species is said to have been first detected 

by M. J. Linden, of Brussels, ancl the first time of its flowering in England occurred 

in 1846, in the collection of the Duke of Northumberland, at Syon House, Brentford, 

where in those days were gathered together an immense number of rare and beautiful 

plants. The plant whose portrait we now lay before our readers was a specimen 

which grew and flowered in our own collection at Upper Holloway, in the month 

of July in the year 1889. Its naturai flowering season, however, is said to be 

from January to Aprii, but it appears to be a very variable plant in its time of 

blooming. 

Odontoglossum hastilabium is a stately species, growing to a large size, the stout 

pseudobulbs being flattened at the edges, mudi wrinkled, and hearing on the 
v 



summit a pair of leathery light green leaves, the leaves enveloping the pseudobulbi 

when young, being very fugacious, and soon fading away. The scape attains a heigh* 

varying from two to six feet in length, the flowers being panicled ; upon on< 

panicle imported from its native country we counted more than a hundred scars 

which were the impressions left by fallen blooms. The flowers are some three 01 

four inches across, and very fragrant, spreading and showy ; the sepals and petah 

are nearly equal. the ground colour being of a creamy green or creamy yellow 

barred transversely with numerous closely arranged streaks and blotches of deer. 

reddish purple ; the front lobe of the lip is broadly acute, pure white, more 01 

less flushed towards the base with purple, which becomes of a deeper purple at the 

extremity. 

The plant thrives best in a pot, taking care that the drainage is kept 

perfectly free and open, and in good working condition. The pot should be of good 

size, for we have found this plant, unlike many Orchids, delights in a largish quantity 

of soil about its roots. The soil should consist of good peat-fibre (from which most of 

the fine particles have been beaten) and some chopped sphagnum moss, adding in the 

course of potting some nodules of charcoal, and pressing the whole down firmly. 

This plant thrives well with other species of Odontoglossum during the summer 

season, but during the dull dreary days of winter it should have a little more warmth 

than such kinds as 0. Alexandrce appear to revel in, and therefore we recommend 

the Cattleya house, or a temperature which does not fall below 55° or 60°. It 

should be kept rather dry at the root in winter if not growing, but by no means 

allow it to surfer through want of water. 

A W O N D E R F U L C A L A N T H E . — T h e r e was recently in fiower in the collection of 

Orchids belonging to J. A. Rolls, Esq., Hendre, Monmouth, a plant of Calanthe 

vestita oculata gigantea, having a spike 6 feet 4 inches long, and carrying 48 fine 

flowers ; this plant was grown in a 32-size pot in a compost of peat and loam in 

equal parts with a little sand and decayed manure added, and we must congratulate 

the gardener, Mr. Coomber, upon his method of cultivation.—H. W 
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CYPEIPEDIUM PORPHYROCHLAMYS. 
[PLATE 426.] 

Garden Hybrid. 

Terrestrial. Acaulescent. Leaves distichous, ancipitous at the base, oblong-
lanceolate, from four to six inches long, pale green, faintly tesselated with darker 
green. Peduncle erect, one-flowered. Braci boat shaped, about equal in length to 
the ovary, slightly hairy. Flowers large and showy, dorsal sepal roundish ovate, the 
centrai part deep rich purplish crimson, with darker veins, margin wbite, with a heavy 
border of white on the apex, and at the base a semi-lunate patch of pale green ; inferior 
sepal very much smaller, greenish white, with darker veins ; petals hgulate, much 
deflexed, undulate at the margins, and ciliolate. yellowish green at the base, much 
freckled with dark dots, the apical portion pure rich violet-purple ; the pouch-like lip 
oblong-obtuse, brownish purple with darker veins on the upper side, but paler beneath, 
passing into green. Staminode purple, paler at the edges. 

C Y P R I P E D I U M P O R P H Y R O C H L A M Y S , Reichenbach in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1884, xxi., 

N. s., p. 476. Veitch's Manual of Orchidaceous Plants, iv., p. 96. 

The plant here depicted is one of great beauty, and is the result of a cross between 

Cypripedium barbatum Warnerianum and C. hirsutissimum. It is one of the few 

hybrids which have hitherto flowered, that have C. hirsutissimum as one of the parents. 

It was raised by Mr. Seden, at the nurseries of Messrs. Veitch & Sons, King's Road, 

Chelsea, and it first flowered in 1884 when it was named by Professor Reichenbach. 

From the great quantity of Slipper Orchids which have been raised and are coming on 

now to a flowering stage, there are many inferior kinds, and many that have too dose 

a resemblance to others already in commerce, and the same will be sure to occur 

from those unflowered plants which already have an existence, consequently a weeding 

out will be necessary, when some kinds which now stand high in favour will be cast 

on one side, but the plant here portrayed will occupy the first rank for a very long 

time, and we think will become a permanent favourite. The plant here figured was 

grown in the once famous collection of Cypripediums gathered together by F. G. 

Tautz, Esq., late of Studley House, Shepherd's Bush, where the plants were maintained 

in excellent health by his gardener, Mr. Cowley, w h o m we hope to again see in charge 

of a stili finer assortment in his new home, and also that Mr. Tautz may give us 

some startling novelties from his many hybrid seedlings. 

Cypripedium porphyrochlamys, being a seedling from two Eastern plants, from 

warm localities, naturally enough, likewise requires the temperature of the warmest 

house to grow it freely and to induce it to fiower. It is an evergreen plant, 

having oblong leaves of a pale green, slightly tesselated with deeper green. The 



peduncle is erect. At present we have only seen it hearing a single fiower. but a 

we have seen both its parents produce two flowers, this plant may also be twir 

flowered, when it becomes strong. The flowers are large and brilliantly colourec 

the dorsal sepal very broad, the whole centrai part being rich crimson wit 

darker veins, and the apex snowy white ; the lower sepal is much smaller, greenis 

white, veined with green. Petals deflexed, the basai part yellowish green, fredde 

with blackish spots, and the edges ornamented with black hairs, the tips violel 

purple ; the lip is brown, shaded with purple on the upper side, paler beneath. Il 

flowers last a very long time in beauty. 
This plant should be grown in a pot, and raised somewhat above the rin 

the soil it requires being a mixture of light turfy loam, good peat fibre, som 

small nodules of charcoal, and a little sharp sand, the whole well mixed togethei 

Before potting let the drainage be arranged in good working order, as the pian 

requires a liberal supply of water during the whole season. 

AWARDS MADE BY THE ORCHID COMMITTEE OF THE ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIET 

P O R T H E FIRST Q U A R T E R IN T H E Y E A R 18 91. — January 3rd, Award of Merit to Messr; 

Sander and Co., St. Albans, Herts, for Lalia anceps Ballantiniana, a soft, delicat 

fiower, with rosy pink sepals, and broad large petals of a deeper hue, especiall 

towards the tips ; lip intense rich maroon-crimson with a rich yellow crest. To th 

Right Hon. J. Chamberlain, Esq., Highbury, Birmingham, for Lalia anceps grand 

flora, a bold and massive fiower, remarkable for the breadth of its sepals and petali 

which are dark rose in colour ; lip very dark crimson, the throat and side lobe 

yellowish streaked with crimson. 

February lOth, First Class Certificate to Messrs. James Veitch and Sons, Th 

Nurseries, King's Road, Chelsea, for Cypripedium Creon, a hybrid between C. cenanthuì 

superbum ancl C. Harrisianum superbum. It seems to be fairly intermediat 

between its parents, but we think, as shown, it missed the beauties of either ; i 

was twin-flowered, and, perhaps, when it blooms again it may be seen to bette 

advantage. 

Award of Merit to Thos. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, Mancheste 

for Cattleya Triana piumosa, a very handsome form of the species, having ti 

sepals and petals of a dark rose, median band in the latter of an intense rie 

rose ; the lip crimson with a rich yellow throat. To Mr. W m „ Whiteley, TI 

Nurseries, Hillingdon, for Odontoglossum triumphans, a form with large fiower 

having the ground colour rich golden yellow, heavily marked with transven 

streaks and blotches of chocolate-brown, but we have seen a much darker form. 

{Continued under Piate 427). 
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ZYGOPETALUM MACKAYL 
[PLATE 427.] 

Native of Brazil. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs ovate, scarred with the remains of the old leaves, smooth, 
and deep green. Leaves distichous, lorate, linear-lanceolate, strongly veined, coriaceous 
in texture, and bright green. Scape erect, rising with the young growth, a foot 
ancl a half long, hearing a raceme of many flowers, which are furnished with large 
ovate acute bracts. Sepals and petals ascending, connate at the base, oblong-
lanceolate acute, pale green, blotched and barred transversely with dark brown ; Up 
undivided, spreading, obcordate, clawed at the base, pubescent, white, heavily streaked 
with bluish purple. Column semi-terete, arching. Pollen masses two, nearly sessile, 
on a transverse gland. 

Z Y G O P E T A L U M M A C K A Y I , Hooker, Botanica! Magazine, t. 2748 ; Loddiges' 
Botanica! Cabinet, t. 1664; Paxton's Magazine of Botany, iii., t. 97; Williams' 
Orchid Grower's Manual, 6th ed., p. 619. 

W e have in the plant now before us a well-known ancl mueh-admired species, 

one that has been in cultivation some sixty-five years or more, and although 

somewhat looked down upon and called an old-fashioned thing by the race of young 

beginners in Orchid growing, it nevertheless stili retains its position in the 

collections of those better acquainted with these plants, from the very fact that 

its large spreading lip displays a colour which is comparatively rare amongst 

Orchids, and is highly prized by ali. Moreover as the flowers are produced through 

the late autumn and winter months, yield an exquisite perfume, ancl last a very 

long time in full perfection, it is no woncler this fine old plant is very popular. 

As a proof of this, a friend recently sent us a fine photograph of this species, it 

being a plant having eight spikes, which together bore fìfty flowers, and these being 

ali open at one time, he said the delicious scent of these blooms was highly 

appicciateci by the ladies of bis family, who had the plant standing in the 

dwelling house for about seven weeks, and after this time the blooms were in 

cxcellent preservatiou. The plant which we here figure was grown in the Victoria 

and Paradise Nurseries, Upper Holloway, where it bloomed in the month of 

October, 1889, and flowers from the same plant were cut for personal decoration 

the following Christmas ; but during this time we carefully guard the blooms 

from the syringe, and also from chip which may condense on the roof. Indeed 

we contend that every Orchid grower should adopt the preventative which does 

away with ali sudi clanger to not only flowering plants, but the tender leaves 

as well. 



Zygopetalum Mackayi is a large-growing evergreen plant, which may easily 

grown to a fine specimen, and if good strong growth is made, it will flower frea 

although we were informed recently by a gentleman that he had a large pia 

which grew well, but had not flowered for the last five years, which we look on as 

most unusual occurrence. There are, however, numerous varieties of this sped 

and it might be the case that a shy bloomer has fallen to his lot. The plant 1 

large ovate pseudobulbs, and long green distichous leaves. The scape rises wi 

the young growth, and attains to a foot or eighteen inches in length, bearing sor 

six or eight flowers, which are large and delicately fragrant. They last a lo: 

time in full beauty, but the spikes should be cut before the plant suffe 

in health, in order that good welì-ripened bulbs may. be made for the next seasoi 

blooming. W e are of opinion that this is a plant which, to flower freely, requii 

to be slightly pot-bound, and, therefore, although willing to admit that a good-siz 

pot is necessary for its sustenance, and to accommodate its large roots, freque 

re-potting should not be resorted to. Therefore see that the drainage material 

properly adjusted, and every season the old soil should be taken out, and it mr 

be replaced with new. The soil in which to grow this plant should be a mixtn 

of good peat fibre and sphagnum moss, to which may be added a Httle Hght tur 

loam, from which ali the fine particles have been shaken ; this must be packed 

very tightly. During the growing season a good heat is necessary, the Cattle 

house being about the right temperature; it also requires a moist atmosphere, a] 
a liberal supply of water to its roots. 

AWARDS MADE BY THE ORCHID CoMMITTEE OF THE RoYAL HoRTICULTURAL SOCIE 

{Continued from Piate 426). 

March lOth, First Class Certificate to Messrs. F. Sander and Co., St. Albai 

Herts, for Odontoglossum luteo-purpureum var. Amesianum, a form of this variai 

plant having a pale yellow or yellowish green ground colour, with blotches 

dark chocolate on the sepals and petals, the lip being pale yellow heavily fring< 

Award of Merit to G. Hardy, Esq., Pickering Lodge, Timperley, Cheshire, 1 

Cattleya Triana Hardyana, a charming variety with very broad sepals and peta 

making a round full flower, the lip having a rich deep purple front lobe w] 
a narrow, pale, marginai band. 











CYPRIPEDIUM LOWII. 
[ P L A T E 428.] 

Native of Sarawah, West Borneo. 

Epiphytal. Acaulescent, with distichous oblong-ligulate leaves, which are equitai 
at the base, and somewhat two-lobed at the apex, coriaceous in texture, from 
foot to fifteen inches in length, upwards of an inch in breadth, and bright lig 
green in colour. Scape two to three feet in length, hearing usually two flowei 
although at times more are produced. Bracts ovate-acute, much smaller than ti 
ovary, strongly ribbed, ancl light green. Flowers nearly six inches across the petal 
showy, and ali the segments fringed with black hairs ; dorsal sepal ovate, acut 
somewhat hooded at the apex, keeled at the back, and contraeteci at the bas 
where it is stained with brownish purple, the upper part being pale green when 
first expands, which, however, passes with age into soft yellow ; inferior sepal simili 
in colour, but smaller ; petals spathulate, slightly deflexed, upwards of three indi-
long, the basai part greenish yellow marked with large spots of blackish purpl 
apical part clear bright violet-purple ; the pouch-like lip oblong-obtuse, purplish gree 
on the upper side, greenish beneath. Staminode inversely cordate, having an ere( 
tooth at the base, ancl another small one on the edge of the inner part, or sinui 

CYPRIPEDIUM LOWII, Lindley, Gardeners' Chronicle, 1847, p. 765 ; More dt 
Serres, iv., t. 375 ; Veitch's Manual of Orchidaceous Plants, iv., p. 38 ; Le 
Cypripedieés, i. ; Morist and Pomologist, 1870, p. 109, with fig. ; Gardeners' Magazin 
of Botany, L, t. 297; Annales cles Gand, 1848, t. 195; Williams' Orchid Growed 
Manual, 6th ed., p. 250. 

CYPRIPEDIUM CRUCIFORME, Zolling. 

The present species has been known to Orchid collectors in this country for abou 

forty-five years. It is a native of Sarawak, on the West Coast of Borneo, , 

settlement founded by Sir James Brooke, ancl the province stili remains unde 

British rule, although not under the dominion of the Crown. The plant wa 

discovered by Mr. Hugh Low (now Sir Hugh) growing high up on the branche 

and in the forks of the tali trees which abound in that island. The plant was sen 

to the nurseries of Messrs. Low and Co., of Clapton, ancl it remained a rare pian 

in our gardens for some years, but is now more plentiful. The only other specie 

which resembles this one is Cypripedium Haynaldianum ; a plant found in th 

Philippines some eighteen years ago, which nevertheless is very distinct from it, an( 

at the same time a most beautiful species. 

Cypripedium Lowii is dedicateci to its discoverer, Sir Hugh Low, but throu<d 

some mistake the name appeared as Lowei. It flowered for the first time in thi 

country in the collection of Mr. A. Kenrick, and the plant here figured flowere* 



in our . collection at Holloway, in the month of January, 1889, although its i 
time of flowering in a naturai state would appear to be Aprii and May. 
plant is a robust and strong grower, and has distichous leaves, which 
oblong-ligulate, a foot or more in length, and light green in colour. The scar 
erect, from two to three feet in length, and under cultivation it usually produces 
flowers only; but on native specimens we are told that sometimes eight or ten 
developed. The dorsal sepal is ovate-acute, somewhat hoodéd at the apex, and narrc 
at the base, pale green tinged with brownish purple, downy on the outside ; the L 
sepal slightly smaller, but about the same colour. Petals deflexed, three inches or i 
in length, the apical portion soft violet-purple, the basai half greenish, spotted 
purple ; the edges fringed with black hairs. The lip is oblong and stout, smooth 
shining, greenish purple on the upper side, passing into pale green beneath. 
blooms during the late winter and early spring months, ancl continues in full be; 
for a very long time, but its flowers must be kept from damp. 

Cypripedium Lowii, although growing naturally as an epiphyte upon 
branches of trees, we yet find to succeed best under cultivation when grown i 
pot; this should be well drained. W e have found it thrive best in a mix 
composed of one part good light turfy loam, the same of peat and leaf-mould 
which may be added a little chopped sphagnum moss, ancl a few moderate-sized nod 
of charcoal, the whole to be well mixed ancl incorporated. In potting, the plant sh< 
be a little elevated, so that the water may the more readily pass away qui 
from the crown ancl young growths. This plant, like ali the rest of the genus, 
no pseudobulbs, ancl therefore requires attention in watering ali the year roi 
In the summer months a liberal supply is requisite, and during the wi 
sufficient will be necessary to maintain the specimen in perfect health. The war 
of the East India house suits this species best, it will thrive, however, in 
Brazilian house during summer, but in winter more beat is necessary thar 
accorded to Cattleyas, where these plants are properly rested. 

G I A N T F O R M OF L Y C A S T E S K I N N E R I I A L B A . — W e bave received through the kind 
of T. Statter, Esq., Stand Hall, Whitefield, near Manchester, flowers of a gì 
variety of this great beauty, the individuai flowers measuring eight inches across, 
being of good substance ; the sepals too were unusually large. This is ano 
instance of Mr. Statter's good luck in flowering* gems in his collection. H. W 





ODONTOGLOSSUM MULUS I 
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ODONTOGLOSSUM MULUS HOLFORDIANUM. 
[ P L A T E 429.] 

Native of the United States of Colombia. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs clustered, ovate, stout and compressed, attaining some 
three or four inches in height, dark green, smooth when young, becoming more or less 
furrowed with age, and hearing on the apex a pair of ensiform acute deep green leaves, 
the accessory basai leaves, although these die quite away, are less fugacious than in 
many of the species and varieties of this genus. Scape erect, issuing from the side of. the 
pseudobulb at its base, arching, reaching sometimes to three feet in length, terminating 
in a dense raceme of large and very showy flowers ; these are spreading, some four 
inches across. Sepals and petals nearly equal, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, waved 
and undulated, but not toothed ; ground colour light yellow, profusely blotched with 
large irregular-shaped spots of brown, tinged with purple ; lip somewhat panduriform, 
coarsely dentate on the margin, cuspidate, hearing a toothed crest, light yellow, hearing 
two large spots of purplish brown in front of the crest, and numerous smaller ones 
scattered over the surface. Column bent, with a pair of smaller toothed wings. 

O D O N T O G L O S S U M M U L U S H O L F O R D I A N U M , Reichb. fi!, Gardeners' Chronicle, 1882, N.S., 
xviii., p. 616. L'Orchidophile, 1885, p. 132. Williams' Orchid- Grower's Manual, 
6 ed., p. 452. 

This plant is probably one of the various mule forms of Odontoglossum 

luteo-purpureum of Lindley, a species which was originally disco vered by 

M. Linden, of Brussels, when travelling in N e w Grenada, nearly half-a-centurj 

ago ; since that time the plant has been found to be widely distributed in thal 

country, necessarily varying considerably in form and brilliancy of markings 

Notwithstanding the fact that collectors had been in these cool regions and seen th( 

plants thriving under conditions so very different to those they were subjectec 

to at home, nothing appears to have been said by them relative to this matter 

this was the greatest drawback to the establishing of South American Orchids in ou: 

coUections, and it was not until after the year 1850 that the observations of Warscewic: 

upon this very subject bore fruit, in an experiment which was carried out in thi 

establishment of the late Messrs. Thomas Jackson and Son, at Kingston, in Surrey : wh< 

started a cool Orchid house, and many were the doubts and fears expressed for th 

plants therein through the first winter; but they carne through well, and th 

example set soon became common in the land. It was the first cool house tha 

ever existed in this country, and in it were saved and flowered many of the las 

discoveries of Warscewicz. The plant whose portrait we here have the pleasui 

to lay before our readers was grown in the fine collection of R. S. Holford, Esq 

Weston Birt, Tetbury, under the care of Mr. Chapman, the able gardener. 

x 



Odontoglossum mulus Holfordianum is a compact-growing evergreen plant; its 

long arching spike of bloom and large showy flowers make it very attractive 

in a collection. Messrs. L o w and Co., of Clapton, may be congratulated upon 

being the first to introduce 0. mulus to cultivation, and this, a superior form of 

the same plant, is ever welcome. In its native home it occupies a wide range, 

and is found at between 7,000 and 9,000 feet elevation, so that it is a thoroughly 

cool plant. It requires to be potted in well-drained receptacles, using for soil, peat 

that has been well beaten to remove the earthy parts, and to this may be added 

some chopped sphagnum moss, the whole to be made very finn and hard. The plant 

should be elevated a little above the rim of the pot, and during the growing 

season an abundant supply of water will be necessary, but in the dull winter 

months less should be given; yet at no time in the year should the plant be 

dried. 
Care and attention must be given these plants during the hot summer months, 

as we have found this species and its near allies to be extremely subject to the 

attacks of, thrips and red-spider—the first, doubtless, encouraged by want of ventilation, 

and the second through the atmosphere being kept too dry. 

T H E R O Y A L H O R T I C U L T U R A L SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION IN T H E T E M P L E G A R D E N S , May 29th 

and 30th, 1891.—This show, opened by the Princess Christian, was a remarkable success, 

and in the display of Orchids far exceeded any thing that has hitherto been seen in 

public. Taking the amateurs' groups as they stand, we come to that of Sir 

Trevor Lawrence, Bari, M.P., Burford Lodge, Dorking. This group was very fine, 

and Mr. White may well be proud of the condition in which the plants were staged. 

Some of the finest plants in the group were the pure white Cattleya Wageneri, 

stained only in the lip with yellow ; C. Schrodera, well flowered and deliciously 

scented ; Cypripedium grande atratum, which, as its name implies, is a very dark 

variety of this hybrid ; C. Wallisii, and a fine spike of C. Rothschildianum. In 

Masdevallias we have a richness of colour produced by no other plants in the order, 

and here were very fine examples of M. Harryana miniata, with brilliant red flowers ; 

M. Harryana Bull's Blood, rich deep crimson ; M. Harryana sanguinea, deep blood 

colour, and many others. A fine nearly white form of Miltonia {Odontoglossum) 

vexillaria, called Fairy Queen, and Maxillaria Sanderiana were noticeable. Baron 

Schroder, The Dell, Egham, also showed finely, his group comprising Odontoglossum 

Pescatorei Veitchianum, a wonderful plant, perfectly unique ; Aèrides Williamsii (spike 

only), a pure white form of A. Fieldingii ; Masdevallia Veitchiana, with twenty-seven 

flowers of large size and intensely rich colour ; Cattleya Skinneri, very fine, with thirty-

nine spikes ; a white variety of C. Mendelii, which, however, did not appear to us quite 

as pure as Blunt's variety ; Odontoglossum excellens, a charming form ; O. Wilckeanum 

O. crispum Bonnyanum, Calogyne pandurata, and many other gems, of which Mr! 

Ballantine may well be proud. Mr. Salter, gardener to T. B. Haywood, Esq, Woodhatch 

Lodge, Reigate, staged a very pleasing group, composed of Cypripediums, Masdevallias, 

{Continued under Piate 430.) 











CYMBIDIUM ELEGANS. 
[PLATE 430.] 

Native of Northern India. 

Terrestrial. Pseudobulbs clustered, stout, ovate, marked with the scars of fallen 
leaves, and producing thick fleshy roots. Leaves numerous, distichous, arching, 
sheathmg at the base, linear-lorate, acute, keeled beneath, some two or more feet 
long, neh bright green in colour. Scape lateral, pendent, furnished with long 
boat-shaped braets, and terminating in a long dense raceme of tawny-yellow flowers, 
which are half closed, i.e., having the sepals and petals connivent. Sepals and 
petals oblong, about equal; lip three-lobed, side lobes small, rolled dose to the 
column, the middle lobe much dotted with deep red, the other portion of the 
flower tawny-yellow. 

C Y M B I D I U M E L E G A N S , Lindley, Sertum Orchidaceum, t. 14. Williams' Orchid-
Grower's Manual, 6th ed, p. 233. 

The plant whose portrait we now have the pleasure to lay before our readers 

has hitherto been kept in our collections more on sufferance than for the beauties 

of its inflorescence, and we were highly pleased to receive the fine spike here 

depicted, as well as to see the magnificent specimen of it which was flowering last 

season in the Woodlands collection of R. H. Measures, Esq, at Streatham, in 

Surrey. It convinced us at once that the species has ready been mismanaged for 

years, and has thus been prevented from displaying its real merits, which are of 

such a character as would recommend it to the care of ali lovers of Cymbidiums. 

This species is said to have been introduced from Nepaul fifty years ago, but it 

never was imported in quantity, and if this plant were kept in the same 

temperature to which C. eburneum and many other things were treated at that time, 

there is little wonder that the plant dici not thrive and increase, or that its 

beauties have been so long in receiving recognition. The specimen here depicted 

was grown in the collection of W . J. Thomson, Esq, St. Helens, L'ancashire. 

Cymbidium elegans, as its name implies, is a neat and handsome plant, 

producing linear-acute leaves, which are arching, bright green, and persistent. The 

flowers are produced in massive pendulous spikes, and are tawny-yellow in colour, 

a shade with which we are not much acquainted in this genus. W e are told, 

however, that there are many fine yellow-flowered species in the South African 

district which have never yet been introduced to this country in a living state, 

and we trust that amongst the number of persons now directing their steps to 

that country, some may be interested enough in botanical and horticultural pursuits 

to send home to their friends and relations some of these choice and rare kinds. 



Cymbidiums thrive well in the temperature of the Cattleya house, and even a 

little less warmth will suit them well, especially during the winter. In the summer 

months they enjoy an abundance of water, both to their roots and overhead in 

sprinklings from the syringe, but they should not be exposed to the mid-day sun 

when the foliage is wet, as this will cause the leaves to become spotted; in this 

condition they do not present a nice appearance. In the winter much less 

moisture is necessary, but the plants must not be allowed to become dry at any 

season. They are very large-rooted plants, and therefore require larger pots than 

the majority of Orchids, but this need not be carried to excess. The soil we 

find to suit these plants best is about two parts good turfy loam, one part fibrous 

peat, and one part good leaf-mould, adding a little sharp sand and some medium-

sized nodules of charcoal to help in keeping the soil in a porous condition. 

T H E R O Y A L H O R T I C U L T U R A L SOCIETY'S EXHIBITION IN T H E T E M P L E G A R D E N S . 

{Concluded from under Piate 429.) 

Odontoglossums, etc. Mr. Cummins, gardener to A. H. Smee, Esq, The Grange, 

Carshalton, had an excellent group of well-grown plants, composed chiefly of fine 

varieties of Cattleya Mossia (for which this place is becoming famous), Odontoglossums, 

Masdevallias, Cypripediums, etc. Malcolm S. Cooke, Esq, of Kingston Hill, showed a 

pretty group. Mr. Young, gardener to F. Wigan, Esq, Clare Lawn, East Sheen, staged 

a nicely arranged group, composed of well-flowered Vandas, Oncidiums, Cypripediums, 

Cattleyas, Cymbidium tigrinum, Pescatorea cerina, Sarcochilus Berkeleyi, and 

many other things. Mr. Whillans, gardener to the Duke of Marlborough, set up 

a large and excellent group, amongst which were very conspicuous Cymbidium 

Lowianum, Cattleya Ldwrenceana, a grand Lalia purpurata, fine forms of Cattleya 

Mendelii, Uropedium Lindeni, Epidendrum prismatocarpum, Odontoglossum Phalanopsis, 

etc. Mr. Reynolds, gardener to Messrs. de Rothschild, Gunnersbury Park, Acton, 

showed a very fine group of well-flowered Vanda teres. Mr. J. Godfrey, gardener to 

Major-General E. S. Berkeley, Bitterne, Southampton, staged a group of Phalsenopsis, 

composed mostly of P. speciosa, P. Imperator, and P. tetraspis, the pure white 

flowers being very effective. R. B. White, Esq, of Arddarroch, N.B., staged a beautiful 

Odontoglossum crispum, with heavily spotted flowers, and some very pretty Cattleya 

Mendelii, etc. Mr. Elliot, gardener to F. Danieli, Esq., Stamford Hill, sent a 

very nice group of Cattleyas and Lselias, beautifully grown and flowered plants. 

Mr. Mitchell, gardener to Mrs. Arbuthnot, Bndgend Place, Bexley, sent a superb 

group, having a grand specimen of Sobralia macrantha in the centre ; Lalia 

purpurata, Cypripedium caudatum, Brassavola Digbyana, and many other fine plants. 

Mr. Burnett, of Stoke Newington, sent some well-grown and beautifully flowered 

specimens of Lalia purpurata. T. Statter, Esq, of Stand Hall, Whitefield, Manchester, 

although confined to his bed for some time, sent a large and beautiful collection 

of cut Orchid flowers. This comprised about ali the amateur exhibitors. The 
trade collections we will speak of in our next number. 
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MASDEVALLIA MACRURA. 
[PLATE 431.] 

Native of the Province of Tolima, U.S. Colombia. 

Terrestrial. A strong-growing ancl robust-habited plant, quite destitute of pseudo
bulbs, having in their place slender stems, which in the young state are enclosed 
in large sheaths ; the stems attain a height of some five or six inches, each hearing 
a single, large, oblong-obtuse leaf, emarginate at the apex, thick and leathery in 
texture, from nine inches to a foot in length, and from two to three inches in 
breadth. Scape erect, from nine inches to a foot long, single-flowered. Flowers 
large, in fact being the largest species known in the C U C U L L A T A section, to which 
M. macrura belongs. The sepaline tube is short and ribbed, dull brownish yellow 
•externally, the interior of the tube and sepals being bright reddish brown or tawny 
yellow, marked with numerous very deep purplish warty spots and dots ; sepals 
prolonged into stout tails some six inches in length, yellow ; petals small, oblong, 
yellowish brown ; lip also oblong, reflexed at the tip, tawny yellow dotted with 
purple. 

M A S D E V A L L I A M A C R U R A , Reichenbach flit, in Gardeners' Chronicle, 1874, N.S, i, 
p. 240. Id. vii, p. 12. Lindenia, iii, t. 113. Veitch's Manual of Orchidaceous 
Plants, Part v , p. 51. Linnaa, xli, p. 11. Williams' Orchid-Grower's Manual, 
6th ed, p. 395. 

The credit of first discovering this giant amongst the Masdevallias is due to the 

veteran traveder and explorer in South America, M. Roezl, who is said to have 

founcl it growing upon the ground in rocky places only slightly coverecl with moss; 

none of Roezl's plants, however, carne to this country alive. After this M. Patin, 

then collecting for us in N e w Grenada, sent it home on several occasions, 

but the plants always arrived in a dead or dying condition. To Mr. Shuttleworth, 

when collecting for Mr. W m . Bull, of Chelsea, in 1876, we are indebted for 

the successful introduction of the plant in a living state to English gardens, and it 

flowered in Mr. Bull's establishment in the course of the following year. The 

plant here depicted was drawn by our artist in the garden of A. H. Smee, 

Esq, The Grange, Carshalton, Surrey, a spot made famous by the elder Smee 

by the publication of his work " M y Garden." The place is stili ably maintained by 

his son, who, with the assistance of his gardener, Mr. Cummings, is now aclding a 

laro-e collection of Orchids to the many valuable and interesting plants to be found 

therein. 
Masdevallia macrura is a bold-growing and gigantic plant for one of its race, and its 

name is derived from its length of tails ; it is the largest growing and flowering species 

which we know in the family, saving some of those plants included in the C H I M E R A 



group, or section SACCOLABIAT^E of Reichenbach, and some of these species measure-

more across the flower, from the tip of the dorsal sepal to the tip of the lateral 

ones, than does the plant now under consideration, This species is an evergreen 

plant, usually attaining to a foot or eighteen inches in height, hearing large leathery 

leaves of a deep green hue, the flowers being also very large and singularly beautiful; 

the sepals, which in Masdevallias serve to make the display, together with the-

short tube, being bright reddish brown or tawny yellow on the inner side, ribbed, 

spotted and dotted with numerous blackish purple, wart-like excrescences, but on the 

exterior the colour is duller, the long, sepaline tails being yellow. It grows naturally 

at some 6,000 or 7,000 feet elevation, and at this altitude, where Masdevallias exist 

in great quantities, the atmosphere is much rarified and the temperature very cool. 

The usuai state under which the Masdevallias of N e w Grenada grow we are told is 

frequent and heavy rains for nearly the whole year, and dense fogs, with the 

temperature in the morning about at freezing point. To imitate such conditions under 

artificial treatment is almost a matter of impossibility, but we have found that these 

plants thrive best under the very coolest treatment ; in the very hottest 

part of the year the thermometer should not exceed 70° and even a few degrees 

lower would be better. To effect this, proper care should be given to shading from 

the sun, by keeping the atmosphere well charged with moisture, and by giving a 

proper amount of air. This treatment in a lean-to house with a northern aspect 

will result in giving plants with clean, healthy leaves, and in due season an 

abundance of flowers. Masdevallias will succeed well with many species of 

Odontoglossums, such as O. triumphans, O. Hallii, O. crispum, & c , but when a 

large coUection is aimed at, we would always recommend a separate structure for 

their maintenance. This plant, being a làrge and vigorous grower, thrives best in 

a pot, which should be nearly filled with drainage, and for soil use a little peat 

fibre and chopped sphagnum moss, pressing it down firmly, but not using a great 
quantity of mould about its roots. 

Masdevallias grown under the above conditions will not require so much attention 

to keep them free from thrips as when subjected to more heat, but care must be 

continually given to prevent the accumulation of insects upon them ; the worst 

that can be allowed to gain a footing are the red and black thrips, as they leave-

large black marks upon the under side of the leaves which cannot be eradicated. 
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CATTLEYA DOWIANA AUREA (YOUNG'S VAR.). 
[PLATE 432]. 

Native of Antioquia, United States of Colombia. 

Epiphytal. Pseudobulbs stout, davate, becoming furrowed with age, monophyllous. 
Leaves oblong-obtuse, coriaceous, evergreen and persistent. Scape erect, terminal 
and stout, hearing three to four flowers, each flower measuring some six inches or 
more across ; sepals linear-lanceolate, plain at the edges ; petals much broader than 
the sepals, ovate, undulated and dentate, ali of a rich bright yellow ; lip obcordate, 
three-lobed, side lobes not meeting over the column, deep maroon-purple, streaked 
with forked lines of rich golden yellow, anterior lobe deeply cleft in front, 
beautifully undulated at the margin, having next the throat two rich golden yellow 
large eye-like spots ; the centre of the lobe and the border ali round is deep rich 
maroon-purple, more or less streaked with broad lines of bright golden yellow. 

C A T T L E Y A D O W I A N A A U R E A (Young's var.), supra. 

C A T T L E Y A D O W I A N A A U R E A , Williams and Moore, Williams' Orchid Album, 
ii, t. 84; L'Illustration Horticole, 3rd series, t. 493; Reichenbachia, i, t. 5; 
Lindenia, i, t. 28 ; The Garden, xxi, t. 322, p. 80 ; Williams' Orchid-Grower's 
Manual, p. 180. 

Cattleya Dowiana aurea was first sent home by Gustav Wallis from N e w 

•Grenada about twenty-three years ago, and Roezl, who afterwards found it, fixes the 

locality in which it grows some 600 miles distant from that of the typical C. Dowiana, 

which had been introduced to our gardens a few years previously from Costa Rica, 

by Mr. Skinner; but it was originally found about 1850 by the veteran Polish 

traveder and collector, Warscewicz, whose consignment of plants, however, axrived in 

this country dead. It had been the intention of Warscewicz to dedicate this fine 

Cattleya to the famous Mrs. Lawrence, of Ealing, the most enthusiastic patroness of 

horticulture in her day; but in the C. Lawrenceana since discovered in British 

Guiana, we have a very beautiful and distinct plant (see O R C H I D A L B U M , voi. viii, 

t. 242). This is dedicated to her equally interested son, Sir Trevor Lawrence, 

Bart, M . P , Burford Lodge, Dorking, Surrey, the president of the Royal Horticultural 

Society of England. 
Cattleya Dowiana aurea, although separated by so long a distance from the 

typical plant, with no intermediate station between, as far as is known, cannot lay 

•claim to be anything but a geographical variety of it ; but yet it is a superior form, and 

the one here figured must be allowed to claim first rank in the way of varieties 

Its principal differences are in the rich clear golden yellow of its sepals and petals, 

and the amount of the same rich colour upon its lip. This variety originated 

with Reginald Young, Esq, Fringilla, Linnet Lane, Liverpool, who, when it flowered 



again last season, kindly sent it to us for depicting in the A L B U M . W e recently 

saw the plant, which was looking in the best possible order, and we bave 

much pleasure in recording the fact that Mr. Young's plants are in the very best 

of health and condition. 
This plant belongs to the L A B I A T A section of the Cattleya family; it is an 

evergreen, of strong growth, with davate stems, and large, oblong, deep green leaves. 

The flowers appear soon after growth is completed in the autumn, and remain 

some few weeks in full perfection if they are kept from sprinklings from the 

syringe, or from damp of any kind. It grows naturally near Frontino, in the 

company of Cattleya gigas, and several apparent hybrid forms have appeared from 

amongst the plants imported from that neighbourhood ; the best of these are C. Hardyana 

and C. Massaiana, see O R C H I D A L B U M , voi. v, t. 231 and voi. viii, t. 362. 

Several plants having similar markings have from time to time appeared, but none can 

equal C. Hardyana in the richness of colour or in the undulations of its crisp 

lip. C. Dowiana aurea requires to be kept dry and cool immediately after its 

growth is completed, and it should not be allowed to stand in strong heat until growth 

starts again, as we recently observed had been the case with one grower of these plants, 

who had half made growths in the middle of winter. Such growths never can flower, 

and by such treatment it gets the character of being a shy bloomer, but which it 

does not deserve if the plant is carefully handled in the autumn and the winter 

growth is avoided. It enjoys an abundance of sun and light, and to obtain this 

we grow it in a basket, so that it may be hung up near the roof-glass, the basket 

being thoroughly well drained. The soil should be good fibrous peat and a little chopped 

sphagnum moss, mixing a few medium-sized nodules of charcoal with the sod during 

potting for the purpose of keeping it open; during the growing season it is a 

plant which Hkes a liberal supply of water, hence the necessity of providing ampie 

drainage, for although Cattleyas like water, they cannot long survive or keep in a 

healthy condition if it remains in a stagnant state about their roots. 

Propagation may be effected by division and by cutting through the woody 

rhizome, but this we advise growers to be cautious about doing, because more 

value is attached to a fine plant ali of one piece than of several small plants which 

have been obtained by propagation; and these small plants so obtained oftentimes 

do not flower for years, as they cannot obtain the nourishment they had when on 
the old plant. 
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